
80 percent of dogs and 70 percent of cats show signs of oral disease
by age three, American Veterinary Dental Society (AVDS).

Untreated periodontal disease shorten a pets lifespan by 3-5 years. 

One milligram of plaque alone contains over 1 trillion bacteria can 
cause disease. 

Prevalence of Pet Periodontitis

Most common problems  for veterinarian during a pets annual 
physical exam is periodontal disease. 

Survey in USA 1999, only 7 % dog population considered  healthy 
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Facts about Periodontitis
• Pathogens of pet periodontitis

• Major pathogen in black-pigmentes anaerobic bacteria is Porphyromonas sp.
• Most frequently isolated black-pigmented anaerobic bacteria from pet:

• Porphyromonas gulae
• Porphyromonas gingivalis
• Porphyromonas salivosa
• Porphyromonas denticanis



Facts about Periodontitis
 Gingipain is the most important pathogenic factor of 

black-pigmented bacteria.
Located on the surface of the bacteria and also released in the 

culture medium
Main virulent mechanisms:

• Degrade proteins in host tissues
• Destroy host defense mechanisms: cytokines, complement, macrophages
• Form biofilm together with other bacteria in oral cavity



In vivo study



In vitro study: Specific IgY (PG) for pet
• Cross reactivity checked between P. gingivalis and P. gulae

by the following methods:
• ELISA
• Enzyme Inhibition Assay
• Cell adhesion / damage inhibition assay



In vitro study: Specific IgY (PG) for pet
• In-vitro Cross Reactivity Test: ELISA

• Coating antigen (P. gingivalis & P. gulae)
• Purified anti-PG Ab (2-fold serial diluted)
• Measure by O-phenylene Diamine (OPD) program using OD492/630



In vitro study: Specific IgY (PG) for pet
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		Cont IgY		0.16		0.078		0.055		0.028		0.02		0.01		0.009

		PG-DYP								1.487		1.138		0.891		0.659		0.429		0.238
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				16		32		64		128		256		512		1024		2048		4096

		Cont IgY		0.077		0.047		0.027		0.02		0.014		0.009		0.015

		PG-DYP								0.481		0.338		0.206		0.121		0.069		0.045

		2W-2		0.878		0.552		0.321		0.182		0.094		0.05		0.058

		4W-2		1.198		0.883		0.556		0.347		0.183		0.102		0.054

		6W-2		0.939		0.595		0.34		0.203		0.1		0.054		0.036

		7W-2		1.003		0.649		0.384		0.224		0.111		0.063		0.038
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In vitro study: Specific IgY (PG) for pet
• In-vitro Cross Reactivity Test: Enzyme Inhibition Assay

• P. gingivalis gingipain & P. gulae gingipain
• Anti-gingipain Ab from P. gingivalis and Control Ab
• Measure enzyme activity at OD405



 Enzyme inhibition assay (P. gingivalis gingipain)

In vitro study: Specific IgY (PG) for pet
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				46.875		93.75		187.5		375		750

		Control Ab		7.35		7.75		9.25		9.55		9.85
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		Control Ab		2.97		3.2		3.52		4.71		4.88
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 Enzyme inhibition assay (P. gulae gingipain)

In vitro study: Specific IgY (PG) for pet
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In vitro study: Specific IgY (PG) for pet
• In-vitro Cross Reactivity Test: Inhibition of Cell damage by enzyme

• PBS only     Enz only     Enz+Cont Ab     Enz+Test Ab
• Incubate at 4°C, 1h
• Add Premix into monolayered 6 well plate
• 37°C, 5% CO2, 1h inhibition
• Count alive adhesive cells



PBS-treated P. gingivalis

PBS

Control Ab

Anti-PG Ab

Protection (%)

(No. live cells：×104 / ml) 

P. gulae

17.5 3.9 22

16.5 4.5 27
16.0 12.5 78

PBS

Control Ab

17.5 4.5 26
16.5 5.6 34

16.0 10.8 68

Results of Inhibition of cell damage

Protection (%)

Anti-PG Ab

PBS-treated

Cross Reactivity  Test : Cell damage inhibition assay



Summary: In-vitro Tests

• Specific IgY (PG) inhibits the gingipain 
activity, and suppresses the damage to the 
cell by the P. gingivalis bacterium.

• Specific IgY (PG) shows cross reactivity to   
gingipain of P. gulae, the common pathogen 
in pets.



In vivo trials



Trial on Sprague-Dawley rats
(by Prof. Hamada, Kanagawa Dental College)

Source: AAP/JSP 2010 Annual Meeting 

A: non-infected control
B: infected, non-treated

C: infected, treated with cont IgY
D: infected, treated with Specific IgY (PG) 



Trial 1: Specific IgY (PG) in dog food
• KYODOKEN INSTITUTE FOR ANIMAL SCIENCE RESEARCH & 

DEVELOPMENT
• Well known private institute for animal science research and 

development
• In vivo trial in dogs with Specific IgY (PG) in Pet food
• Standard pet food in pellet form named “Aijou Mongatari

Series” from Japanese manufacturer YEASTER



• Dogs used in this trial
• Average Age 7 years
• Average Body Weight 8 kg

 M. Duck

 Beagle

 Cavalier

Trial 1: Specific IgY (PG) in dog food



• Group settings:
• Test Group (n=10): 0.1% Specific IgY (PG) in dry feed
• Control Group (n=5): Feed only no Specific IgY (PG) added

• Evaluation: at 0 week, 4 week, 8 week
• Parameters:

• Inflammation score (foul breath, gum congestion, bleeding of gums, 
gum inflammation, gum ulcer, periodontal ligament inflammation)

• Pocket depth (average PD)
• Body weight

Trial 1: Specific IgY (PG) in dog food



Score
Parameters

０ １ （Mild） 2 （Moderate） ３ （Severe）

Foul breath No smell Slightly smells Obviously smells Badly smells

Gums congestion No red Slightly red Moderate red Strong red

Gingival bleeding Not bleed even if it 
strongly presses

Bleeds slightly when 
strongly pressing

Bleeds when lightly 
pressing

Only quietly pressing 
it bleeds or it bleeds 
naturally

Gums tumor No Slight tumor is 
admitted in near 
green gums

Tumor reaches the 
adhesion gums

Part of tumor  and 
the corona dentis 
part is violently 
covered

Gums ulcer No ulcer Slight ulcer Moderate ulcer Severe ulcer

Hypersalivation No Slight Medium More

Parodontitis 
pocket

Depth of the gingival 
sulcus is 2 mm 
following. 

Depth of gingival 
sulcus is deeper than 
that of 2 mm

Periodontal pocket 
get to alveolus bone 
top part in root of a 
tooth

Teeth came out

Trial 1: Specific IgY (PG) in dog food



 Changes of total inflammation scores
 * Compared to 0w, P < 0.01 (Anova + Tukey test）
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Data

		A) Pocket Depth (mm)										B) Body Weight (Kg) [Parametric values]										F) 歯肉腫脹(Shiniku shuchou, Gum inflammation)												G) 歯肉潰瘍(Shiniku kaiyou, Gum ulcer)

																								(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)										(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W						Dog No.		0W		4W		8W

		Test-1 (n=5)										Test-1(n=5)										Test-1												Test-1

		1-1 4 W		3		3		3				1-1 4 W		6.6		6.5		6.5				1-1 4 W		1		0		1						1-1 4 W		3		0		0

		1-2 4 W		3		1		1				1-2 4 W		9.5		9.5		10				1-2 4 W		0		1		0						1-2 4 W		0		0		0

		1-3 4 W		4		3		2				1-3 4 W		9.1		9		9.4				1-3 4 W		0		0		0						1-3 4 W		0		0		0

		1-4 4 W		4		3		3				1-4 4 W		6.8		6.9		7.2				1-4 4 W		0		0		0						1-4 4 W		0		0		0

		1-5 4 W		3		3		3				1-5 4 W		7.4		7.3		7.6				1-5 4 W		0		0		0						1-5 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		3.4		2.6		2.4				Average		7.88		7.84		8.14				Average		0.2		0.2		0.2						Average		0.8		0		0

		STDEV		0.55		0.89		0.89				STDEV		1.34		1.33		1.49				STDEV		0.45		0.45		0.45						STDEV		1.30		0.00		0.00

		Test-2 (n=5)										Test-2(n=5)										Test-2												Test-2

		2-6 4 W		3		3		3				2-6 4 W		6.4		6.4		6.5				2-6 4 W		1		0		0						2-6 4 W		1		0		0

		2-7 4 W		5		4		4				2-7 4 W		7		6.9		7				2-7 4 W		1		0		0						2-7 4 W		0		0		0

		2-8 4 W		3		2		2				2-8 4 W		7.9		7.8		8				2-8 4 W		1		0		0						2-8 4 W		0		0		0

		2-9 4 W		3		5		8				2-9 4 W		10.2		10.1		10.2				2-9 4 W		1		0		0						2-9 4 W		1		0		0

		2-10 4 W		5		5		7				2-10 4 W		8.7		8.5		8.6				2-10 4 W		1		0		0						2-10 4 W		1		0		1

		Average		3.8		3.8		4.8				Average		8.04		7.94		8.06				Average		1		0		0						Average		0.6		0		0.2

		STDEV		1.10		1.30		2.59				STDEV		1.49		1.45		1.45				STDEV		0.00		0.00		0.00						STDEV		0.55		0.00		0.45

		Control(n=5)										Control (n=5)										Control												Control

		3-11 4 W		4		5		10				3-11 4 W		5.5		5.1		5.1				3-11 4 W		2		0		2						3-11 4 W		3		2		2

		3-12 4 W		3		3		3				3-12 4 W		7.8		7.2		7.2				3-12 4 W		0		0		0						3-12 4 W		0		0		0

		3-13 4 W		8		8		8				3-13 4 W		9		8.9		8.5				3-13 4 W		2		0		2						3-13 4 W		2		2		2

		3-14 4 W		3		3		2				3-14 4 W		10.7		10.6		10.5				3-14 4 W		0		0		0						3-14 4 W		0		0		0

		3-15 4 W		3		3		3				3-15 4 W		8.9		8.4		8.4				3-15 4 W		1		0		0						3-15 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		4.2		4.4		5.2				Average		8.38		8.04		7.94				Average		1		0		0.8						Average		1.2		0.8		0.8

		STDEV		2.17		2.19		3.56				STDEV		1.91		2.05		1.98				STDEV		1.00		0.00		1.10						STDEV		1.30		1.10		1.10

		ALL PARAMETERS GIVEN BELOW: UNITS EXPRESSED AS SCORE)[Non-Parametric values]

		C) 口臭(Foul Breath)										D) 歯肉充血(Shiniku Jukketsu, Mouth Congestion)										E) 歯肉出血(Shiniku shukketsu, Gingival bleeding)												H) 歯 (Periodontal ligament inflammation)

																																		(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W						Dog No.		0W		4W		8W

		Test-1										Test-1										Test-1												Test-1

		1-1 4 W		2		1		2				1-1 4 W		2		1		1				1-1 4 W		2		0		1						1-1 4 W		3		1		0

		1-2 4 W		1		0		0				1-2 4 W		1		1		0				1-2 4 W		1		1		0						1-2 4 W		1		0		0

		1-3 4 W		1		1		1				1-3 4 W		1		1		0				1-3 4 W		1		0		0						1-3 4 W		1		0		0

		1-4 4 W		1		1		2				1-4 4 W		1		0		0				1-4 4 W		0		0		0						1-4 4 W		1		0		0

		1-5 4 W		2		1		1				1-5 4 W		1		0		0				1-5 4 W		1		0		0						1-5 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		1.4		0.8		1.2				Average		1.2		0.6		0.2				Average		1		0.2		0.2						Average		1.4		0.2		0

		STDEV		0.55		0.45		0.84				STDEV		0.45		0.55		0.45				STDEV		0.71		0.45		0.45						STDEV		0.89		0.45		0.00

		Test-2										Test-2										Test-2												Test-2

		2-6 4 W		1		1		1				2-6 4 W		1		1		1				2-6 4 W		1		0		0						2-6 4 W		1		0		0

		2-7 4 W		2		1		1				2-7 4 W		1		0		1				2-7 4 W		1		0		0						2-7 4 W		3		0		0

		2-8 4 W		1		1		1				2-8 4 W		1		0		0				2-8 4 W		1		0		0						2-8 4 W		1		0		0

		2-9 4 W		1		1		2				2-9 4 W		1		1		1				2-9 4 W		1		0		0						2-9 4 W		1		1		0

		2-10 4 W		2		1		2				2-10 4 W		2		0		1				2-10 4 W		1		0		0						2-10 4 W		3		1		1

		Average		1.4		1		1.4				Average		1.2		0.4		0.8				Average		1		0		0						Average		1.8		0.4		0.2

		STDEV		0.55		0.00		0.55				STDEV		0.45		0.55		0.45				STDEV		0.00		0.00		0.00						STDEV		1.10		0.55		0.45

		Control										Control										Control												Control

		3-11 4 W		2		2		2				3-11 4 W		3		2		2				3-11 4 W		2		0		2						3-11 4 W		3		3		2

		3-12 4 W		1		1		0				3-12 4 W		1		1		1				3-12 4 W		0		0		0						3-12 4 W		1		0		0

		3-13 4 W		2		2		3				3-13 4 W		2		2		2				3-13 4 W		2		0		2						3-13 4 W		2		2		2

		3-14 4 W		1		0		2				3-14 4 W		1		1		1				3-14 4 W		0		0		0						3-14 4 W		1		0		0

		3-15 4 W		2		1		1				3-15 4 W		1		1		1				3-15 4 W		1		0		0						3-15 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		1.6		1.2		1.6				Average		1.6		1.4		1.4				Average		1		0		0.8						Average		1.6		1		0.8

		STDEV		0.55		0.84		1.14				STDEV		0.89		0.55		0.55				STDEV		1.00		0.00		1.10						STDEV		0.89		1.41		1.10

				I) Riyuen (Saliva secretion)

				(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)

				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W

				Test-1(n=5)

				1-1 4 W		2		0		0

				1-2 4 W		1		0		0

				1-3 4 W		1		0		0

				1-4 4 W		1		0		0

				1-5 4 W		1		0		1

				Average		1.2		0		0.2

				STDEV		0.45		0.00		0.45

				Test-2(n=5)

				2-6 4 W		1		1		1

				2-7 4 W		1		0		1

				2-8 4 W		1		0		0

				2-9 4 W		1		0		1

				2-10 4 W		1		0		2

				Average		1		0.2		1

				STDEV		0.00		0.45		0.71

				Control (n=5)

				3-11 4 W		1		1		2

				3-12 4 W		1		0		0

				3-13 4 W		2		1		1

				3-14 4 W		1		0		0

				3-15 4 W		1		0		1

				Average		1.2		0.4		0.8

				STDEV		0.45		0.55		0.84





Score Data

				total scores of 3 groups

				Test 1

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		4		5		13		12

		D2		5		2		0		3		5				0w		4w		8w

		D3		6		3		1		3		5		Test1		8.2		2.6		2

		D4		5		2		2		3		3		Test2		8.2		3		4.4

		D5		8		2		2		6		6		Control		10		6.2		7.8

		Mean		8.2		2.6		2		5.6		6.2		SD

		SD		5.0695167423		0.894427191		1.8708286934		4.3358966777		3.4205262753				5.1		0.9		1.9

		Median		6		2		2		3		5				2.4		1.0		2.5

				Test 2												5.7		4.9		6.6

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		7		4		4		3		3

		D2		9		2		4		7		5

		D3		6		2		1		4		5

		D4		7		4		5		3		2

		D5		12		3		8		9		4

		Mean		8.2		3		4.4		5.2		3.8

		SD		2.3874672773		1		2.5099800796		2.683281573		1.303840481

		Median		7		3		4		4		4

				Control

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		12		15		5		2

		D2		5		3		2		2		3				Compare test and control groups

		D3		15		11		15		4		0				Statistical analysis: 0w vs 4w: NS by all methods (Kruskal, 1-way Anova, Mann-Whitney

		D4		5		2		3		3		2				0w vs 8w: by Kruskal Wallis P =0.035 for all groups

		D5		8		3		4		5		4						by 1-way Anova P=0.049

		Mean		10		6.2		7.8		3.8		2.2								Tukey: Test1 vs Cont P<0.05; Others: NS

		SD		5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524		1.303840481		1.4832396974						Mann-whitney: Test1 vs Cont: P=0.014; Test2 vs Cont: P=0.07

		Median		8		3		4		4		2





Score Data

								5.0695167423		5.0695167423		0.894427191		0.894427191		1.8708286934		1.8708286934

								2.3874672773		2.3874672773		1		1		2.5099800796		2.5099800796

								5.6568542495		5.6568542495		4.8682645779		4.8682645779		6.6105975524		6.6105975524
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T1 vs Cont

				HOW TO ANALYZE A STRAIGHTFORWARD CONTROLLED TRIAL

				Reference: Hopkins WG (2003). How to analyze a straightforward controlled trial (Excel spreadsheet). newstats.org/xcontrial.xls

				Alternative reference and more info:  Hopkins WG (2003).  A spreadsheet for analysis of straightforward controlled trials. Sportscience 7, sportsci.org/jour/03/wghtrials.htm.

				Replace values of the cells in blue.  Useful statistics are in red. Don't touch these cells or cells with values in black.

				If you have three or more groups, use a whole new sheet for each pairwise comparison.

				If you have less observations than shown here, DELETE or CLEAR the unwanted rows.

				If you have more observations, COPY and INSERT rows anywhere below (but NOT including) the first row of the group.

				If you include the first row, you will ruin the background calculations.  You can delete or clear the first row, though.

				Double-click on one of the mean or SD cells to check that you have done this operation properly.  Colored boxes should enclose all your data.

				Missing values can be blanks, periods, or any non-numeric character(s).

				If you have an extra pre, mid or post trial, insert a new column in the right place in the raw data (but NOT to the left of the Pre column).

				Insert a new column into any transformed data you use, and copy the transformation from an adjacent cell on the left.

				If you insert an entire new column for an extra effect…

				Do the same to any transformed data you use. Copy the function representing the extra effect directly from the Raw Data table.

				Copy the statistics at the bottom of each group and in the tables from adjacent cells on the left.

				Insertion or deletion of rows or columns corrupts the size of some comment boxes, thanks to a bug in the software.

				See next sheet for graphs of changes vs pretest values.

				Comment on individual responses.

				UPDATE Dec 2005: added individual responses for "posts-only" analyses.  Insert only post-test data and only in the Pre column for such analyses.

								Choose level of confidence:		90		%

				Raw Data				Trials										Effects												Log-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Percentile Rank-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Root-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Arcsineroot-transformed Data				Trials										Effects

				Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Test1		Al		17		4		5						-13.0		-12.0		1.0								Test1		Al		283.3		138.6		160.9						-144.7		-122.4		22.3								Test1		Al		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Al		4.1		2.0		2.2						-2.1		-1.9		0.2								Test1		Al		0.42		0.20		0.23						-0.224		-0.199		0.024

				Test1		Alex		5		2		0						-3.0		-5.0		-2.0								Test1		Alex		160.9		69.3		miss						-91.6		miss		miss								Test1		Alex		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Alex		2.2		1.4		0.0						-0.8		-2.2		-1.4								Test1		Alex		0.23		0.14		miss						-0.084		miss		miss

				Test1		Alison		6		3		1						-3.0		-5.0		-2.0								Test1		Alison		179.2		109.9		0.0						-69.3		-179.2		-109.9								Test1		Alison		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Alison		2.4		1.7		1.0						-0.7		-1.4		-0.7								Test1		Alison		0.25		0.17		0.10						-0.073		-0.147		-0.074

				Test1		Bailey		5		2		2						-3.0		-3.0		0.0								Test1		Bailey		160.9		69.3		69.3						-91.6		-91.6		0.0								Test1		Bailey		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Bailey		2.2		1.4		1.4						-0.8		-0.8		0.0								Test1		Bailey		0.23		0.14		0.14						-0.084		-0.084		0.000

				Test1		Chris		8		2		2						-6.0		-6.0		0.0								Test1		Chris		207.9		69.3		69.3						-138.6		-138.6		0.0								Test1		Chris		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Chris		2.8		1.4		1.4						-1.4		-1.4		0.0								Test1		Chris		0.29		0.14		0.14						-0.145		-0.145		0.000

						mean		8.20								mean		-5.60		-6.20		-0.60		0.00								log mean		198.5								mean		-107.2		-133.0		-21.9		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		2.8								mean		-1.18		-1.56		-0.38		0.00								transformed mean		0.28								mean		-0.122		-0.144		-0.012		0.000

						SD		5.07								SD		4.34		3.42		1.34		0.00								log SD		51.2								SD		32.8		36.5		59.6		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.8								SD		0.59		0.53		0.68		0.00								transformed SD		0.08								SD		0.064		0.047		0.043		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		7.3								mean  (%)		-65.8		-73.5		-19.7		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		7.7																								back-transformed mean		7.7

																																SD as a CV (%)		66.8								SD as a CV (%)		38.9		44.0		81.5		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		4.4																								typical deviation		4.5

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.67								mean as factor		0.342		0.265		0.803		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.39		1.44		1.81		0.00

				Cont		Kelly		17		12		15						-5.0		-2.0		3.0								Cont		Kelly		283.3		248.5		270.8						-34.8		-12.5		22.3								Cont		Kelly		0		51		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kelly		4.1		3.5		3.9						-0.7		-0.3		0.4								Cont		Kelly		0.42		0.35		0.40						-0.071		-0.027		0.044

				Cont		Kennedy		5		3		2						-2.0		-3.0		-1.0								Cont		Kennedy		160.9		109.9		69.3						-51.1		-91.6		-40.5								Cont		Kennedy		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kennedy		2.2		1.7		1.4						-0.5		-0.8		-0.3								Cont		Kennedy		0.23		0.17		0.14						-0.051		-0.084		-0.032

				Cont		Kerry		15		11		15						-4.0		0.0		4.0								Cont		Kerry		270.8		239.8		270.8						-31.0		0.0		31.0								Cont		Kerry		0		37		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kerry		3.9		3.3		3.9						-0.6		0.0		0.6								Cont		Kerry		0.40		0.34		0.40						-0.060		0.000		0.060

				Cont		Kieran		5		2		3						-3.0		-2.0		1.0								Cont		Kieran		160.9		69.3		109.9						-91.6		-51.1		40.5								Cont		Kieran		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kieran		2.2		1.4		1.7						-0.8		-0.5		0.3								Cont		Kieran		0.23		0.14		0.17						-0.084		-0.051		0.032

				Cont		Kim		8		3		4						-5.0		-4.0		1.0								Cont		Kim		207.9		109.9		138.6						-98.1		-69.3		28.8								Cont		Kim		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kim		2.8		1.7		2.0						-1.1		-0.8		0.3								Cont		Kim		0.29		0.17		0.20						-0.113		-0.085		0.027

						mean		10.00								mean		-3.80		-2.20		1.60		0.00								log mean		216.8								mean		-61.3		-44.9		16.4		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		3.1								mean		-0.73		-0.48		0.25		0.00								transformed mean		0.31								mean		-0.076		-0.050		0.026		0.000

						SD		5.66								SD		1.30		1.48		1.95		0.00								log SD		58.4								SD		31.6		38.3		32.5		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.9								SD		0.24		0.36		0.33		0.00								transformed SD		0.09								SD		0.024		0.037		0.035		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		8.7								mean  (%)		-45.8		-36.2		17.8		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		9.36																								back-transformed mean		9.4

																																SD as a CV (%)		79.4								SD as a CV (%)		37.2		46.7		38.4		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		5.47																								typical deviation		5.5

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.79								mean as factor		0.542		0.638		1.178		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.37		1.47		1.38		0.00

						Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:

						pretest mean		9.10																								log mean		207.6																								percentile mean		0.0																								transformed mean		2.9																								transformed mean		0.30

						pretest SD		5.15																								log SD		52.7																								percentile SD		0.0																								transformed SD		0.8																								transformed SD		0.09

						total pretest n		10																								back-transformed mean		8.0																								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		8.51																								back-transformed mean		8.6

						total observations		119																								SD as a CV (%)		69.4																								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		4.73																								typical deviation		4.8

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.69

						Diff. in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:

						diff. in mean		1.80								diff. in mean		1.8		4.0		2.2		0.0								diff. in log mean		18.3								diff. in  mean		45.9		88.0		38.3		0.0								diff. in percentile mean		0.0								diff. in  mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in transformed mean		0.28								diff. in mean		0.45		1.08		0.63		0.00								diff. in transformed mean		0.030								diff. in  mean		0.046		0.094		0.039		0.000

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35		0.78		0.43		0.00								diff. in mean (%)		20.1								diff. in mean (%)		58.2		141.2		46.7		0.0

																																diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.201								diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.582		2.412		1.467		0.000

						p value		0.6108								p value		0.4170		0.0575		0.0757		0.0000								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.87		1.67		0.73		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.56		1.33		0.78		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.54		1.10		0.45		0.00

						degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		5		7		0

																																p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

																																degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in raw units				Pre						Outcomes in raw units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a percent				Pre						Outcomes as percents				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group difference at a chosen percentile										Outcomes at a chosen percentile																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value

						p value		0.6108								p value		0.4170		0.0575		0.0757		0.0000								p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		5		7		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0

						diff. in mean		1.8								diff. in mean		1.8		4.0		2.2		0.0								diff. in mean (%)		20.1								diff. in mean (%)		58.2		141.2		46.7		0.0

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.6						90% confidence
limits		lower		-2.4		0.7		0.2		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-37.6						90% confidence
limits		lower		8.5		51.3		-27.0		0.0

						upper		8.2								upper		6.0		7.3		4.2		0.0								upper		131.2								upper		130.6		284.4		194.6		0.0

						"±"		6.4								"±"		4.2		3.3		2.0		0.0								"±" approx.		92.5								"±" approx.		45.8		59.4		100.9		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		10		10		10		10

						- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-10								- ive		-10		-10		-10		-10

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		65		94		85		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		60						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		79		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		likely, probable		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0

						trivial		19								trivial		24		5		14		0								trivial		18								trivial		4		1		11		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0

						- ive		22								- ive		12		1		1		0								- ive		22								- ive		1		0		11		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		almost certainly not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0

						indiv. responses as SD		2.5								indiv. responses as SD		-4.1		-3.1		1.4		0.0								indiv. responses as CV (%)		32.6								indiv. responses as CV (%)		-8.5		12.6		-39.3		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.2		-4.8		-1.7		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-47.7						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-34.5		-38.3		-57.7		0.0

						upper		7.4								upper		2.2		2.1		2.6		0.0								upper		114.2								upper		49.7		66.7		63.7		0.0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a factor				Pre						Outcomes as factors				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen percentile				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen percentile				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

						p value		0.6108								p value		0.4170		0.0575		0.0757		0.0000								p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		5		7		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35		0.78		0.43		0.00								diff. in mean as factor		1.201								diff. in mean as factor		1.582		2.412		1.467		0.000								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		1.74								diff. in mean		2.8		7.5		4.1		0.0								diff. in mean		1.76								diff. in mean		2.75		5.98		2.28		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.89						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.47		0.14		0.04		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.624						90% confidence
limits		lower		1.085		1.513		0.730		0.000						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.4						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.8		3.7		-0.2		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.5						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.9		2.5		-0.8		0.0

						upper		1.59								upper		1.17		1.41		0.82		0.00								upper		2.312								upper		2.306		3.844		2.946		0.000								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		7.9								upper		6.4		11.2		8.4		0.0								upper		8.0								upper		6.4		9.5		5.4		0.0

						"±"		1.24								"±"		0.82		0.64		0.39		0.00								"´¤¸"		1.925								"´¤¸"		1.458		1.594		2.009		0.000								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		6.2								"±"		3.6		3.8		4.3		0.0								"±"		6.2								"±"		3.6		3.5		3.1		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10		1.10		1.10		1.10						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1

						- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		0.91								- ive		0.91		0.91		0.91		0.91								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		64		94		85		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		60						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		79		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		83		99		89		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		81		98		78		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		likely, probable		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		very likely		likely, probable		0

						trivial		20								trivial		25		5		14		0								trivial		18								trivial		4		1		11		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		20								trivial		13		1		7		0								trivial		20								trivial		14		1		18		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0

						- ive		21								- ive		11		1		1		0								- ive		22								- ive		1		0		11		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		0		3		0								- ive		21								- ive		5		1		4		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		almost certainly not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0

						pre-test SD for Cohen		5.2								pre-test SD for Cohen		5.2		5.2		5.2		5.2																																		chosen percentile		0								chosen percentile		0		0		0		0								chosen value		8.51								chosen value		8.51		8.51		8.51		8.51								chosen value		8.6								chosen value		8.6		8.6		8.6		8.6

						indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.49								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.80		-0.60		0.27		0.00								indiv. responses as factor		1.33								indiv. responses as SD factor		0.91		1.13		0.61		0.00								corresponding raw value		0								corresponding raw value		0		0		0		0								indiv. responses as SD		2.7								indiv. responses as SD		-3.7		-3.1		-4.2		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		2.7								indiv. responses as SD		-3.7		-2.1		-1.5		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.25						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.21		-0.94		-0.33		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.52						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.66		0.62		0.42		0.00								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-5.7		-5.8		-6.8		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-5.7		-4.6		-3.6		0.0

						upper		1.43								upper		0.43		0.40		0.51		0.00								upper		2.14								upper		1.50		1.67		1.64		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		7.5								upper		2.3		3.7		3.2		0.0								upper		7.4								upper		2.3		3.5		2.9		0.0

																														Log-transformed Data																												upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Raw Data																												p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

																																conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

				Ratio of group SDs				Pre																								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

						ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.12																								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.87		1.67		0.73		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.56		1.33		0.78		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.54		1.10		0.45		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		0.44																						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.90						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.15		0.79		-0.60		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.89						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.15		0.66		-0.05		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.89						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.17		0.45		-0.16		0.00

						upper		2.82																								upper		1.59								upper		1.59		2.56		2.05		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.59								upper		1.26		2.01		1.60		0.00								upper		1.59								upper		1.25		1.75		1.06		0.00

						"±"		2.53																								"±"		1.24								"±"		0.72		0.88		1.32		0.00								"±"		0.00								"±"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								"±"		1.24								"±"		0.71		0.67		0.82		0.00								"±"		1.24								"±"		0.71		0.65		0.61		0.00

				reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2

						clinically <		0.87																								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		48																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		78		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		82		99		89		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		81		98		78		0

								possibly, may (not)																										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		very likely		likely, probable		0

						trivial		20																								trivial		20								trivial		5		1		12		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		20								trivial		14		1		8		0								trivial		20								trivial		15		1		18		0

								unlikely, probably not						Raw Data																				unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0

						less		32																								- ive		22								- ive		1		0		10		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		0		3		0								- ive		21								- ive		5		0		4		0

								possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0

																conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								pre-test SD for Cohen		52.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		52.7		52.7		52.7		52.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.8								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.8		0.8		0.8		0.8								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.1								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.09		0.09		0.09		0.09

																degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.54								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.17		0.23		-0.95		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.51								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.67		-0.49		-0.73		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.51								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.69		-0.35		-0.28		0.00

														Raw units																90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.23						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.80		-0.92		-1.63		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.24						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.04		-0.89		-1.18		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.24						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.06		-0.77		-0.68		0.00

																raw SD		3.07		2.42		0.95		0.0								upper		1.45								upper		0.77		0.97		0.94		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.44								upper		0.43		0.57		0.56		0.00								upper		1.44								upper		0.42		0.58		0.55		0.00

														90% confidence
limits		lower		1.99		1.57		0.62		0.0						Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																upper		7.27		5.74		2.25		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						Difference in group means in log units				Pre						Outcomes in log units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in rank units				Pre						Outcomes in rank units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

														Cohen units																		p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

																SD as Cohen ES		0.60		0.47		0.18		0.00								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.39		0.30		0.12		0.00								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

																upper		1.41		1.11		0.44		0.00								diff. in mean		18.3								diff. in mean		45.9		88.0		38.3		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		0.3								diff. in mean		0.45		1.08		0.63		0.00								diff. in mean		0.030								diff. in mean		0.046		0.094		0.039		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-47.2						90% confidence
limits		lower		8.2		41.4		-31.4		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.7						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.12		0.54		-0.04		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.076						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.015		0.039		-0.013		0.0

																																upper		83.8								upper		83.6		134.6		108.0		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.3								upper		1.03		1.63		1.29		0.00								upper		0.136								upper		0.107		0.150		0.091		0.0

																																"±"		65.5								"±"		37.7		46.6		69.7		0.0								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		1.0								"±"		0.57		0.55		0.67		0.00								"±"		0.106								"±"		0.061		0.056		0.052		0.0

																														thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53		9.5310179804		9.5310179804		9.5310179804						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???

																																- ive		-9.53								- ive		-9.53		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		60						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		79		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0

																																		possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																trivial		18								trivial		4		1		11		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0

																																		unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																- ive		22								- ive		1		0		11		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0

																																		unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																indiv. responses as SD		28.2								indiv. responses as SD		-8.9		11.9		-49.9		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.42								indiv. responses as SD		-0.54		-0.39		-0.59		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.044								indiv. responses as SD		-0.059		-0.030		-0.024		0.000

																														90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-64.9						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-42.3		-48.3		-86.1		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.84		-0.72		-0.95		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.106						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.091		-0.066		-0.058		0.000

																																upper		76.2								upper		40.4		51.1		49.3		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.16								upper		0.35		0.46		0.45		0.00								upper		0.123								upper		0.036		0.050		0.047		0.000

																														Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre

																																ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.14																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		0.00																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.13																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.13

																														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.45																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.45																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.45

																																upper		2.89																								upper		0.00																								upper		2.86																								upper		2.85

																																"±"		2.53																								"±"		0.00																								"±"		2.53																								"±"		2.53

																														reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15

																																clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		49																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		0																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		49																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		49

																																		possibly, may (not)																										0																										possibly, may (not)																										possibly, may (not)

																																trivial		20																								trivial		0																								trivial		20																								trivial		20

																																		unlikely, probably not						Log-transformed Data																				0						Percentile Rank-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Root-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																																less		31																								less		0																								less		31																								less		31

																																		possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										0						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

																																										conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

																																										degrees of freedom		4		3		3		-1																		degrees of freedom		-1		-1		-1		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		3		3		-1

																																								Percent units																										At a chosen percentile																										At a chosen raw value																										At a chosen raw value

																																										SD as CV (%)		26.1		29.4		52.4		0.0																		approx. SD in raw units		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.45		2.20		2.81		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.51		1.87		1.68		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		16.3		17.3		29.8		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.59		1.43		1.83		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.63		1.16		1.04		0.00

																																										upper		73.5		112.3		242.2		0.0																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		5.82		5.23		6.68		0.00																		upper		5.96		5.47		4.91		0.00

																																										"´¤¸" approx.		2.12		2.55		2.85		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00

																																								Factor units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units

																																										SD as factor		1.261		1.294		1.524		0.000																		SD as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.52		0.47		0.60		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.52		0.39		0.35		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		1.163		1.173		1.298		0.000																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.34		0.30		0.39		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.34		0.24		0.22		0.00

																																										upper		1.735		2.123		3.422		0.000																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		1.23		1.11		1.41		0.00																		upper		1.25		1.14		1.03		0.00

																																										"´¤¸"		1.221		1.345		1.624		0.000																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00

																																								Cohen units																										Percentile rank-transformed units																										Root-transformed units																										Arcsineroot-transformed units

																																										SD as Cohen ES		0.44		0.49		0.80		0.00																		transformed SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		transformed SD		0.42		0.38		0.48		0.0																		transformed SD		0.045		0.034		0.030		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		0.29		0.30		0.50		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.27		0.25		0.31		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.029		0.021		0.019		0.0

																																										upper		1.05		1.43		2.34		0.00																		upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		upper		1.00		0.90		1.14		0.0																		upper		0.107		0.098		0.088		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00

																																								Log units

																																										transformed SD		23.2		25.8		42.1		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		15.1		16.0		26.1		0.0

																																										upper		55.1		75.3		123.0		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00



Will Hopkins:
The SD representing individual responses is the typical variation in the response to the treatment from individual to individual.  So, if the mean response is 3.0 units and the SD representing individual responses is 2.0 units, most individuals (about two-thirds) will have a response somewhere in the region of 1 to 5 (3-2 to 3+2). 

Confidence limits for the SD representing individual responses are based on the assumption that the sampling distribution of the difference of the variances of the change scores is normal (one of the methods used in Proc Mixed in SAS, version 8).   The sampling variance of each variance is 2(variance)^2/(degrees of freedom).  The sampling variance of the difference in the variances is simply the sum of the two sampling variances, because the control and experimental groups are independent.

Will Hopkins:
Use for most kinds of performance and physiological measures.

Will Hopkins:
Use for grossly non-normal data, such as physical activity.

Will Hopkins:
Use for counts, such as injuries or points scored.

Will Hopkins:
Use for proportions, expressed as percents (0-100).  Modify your raw data, if necessary.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
You can put any sensible combination of pre and/or post assays here.  Transfer the formula to the matching column in the tables of transformed values, if necessary. Make additional columns for other effects by copying and inserting this or any other effect column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Used for percentile rank transformation.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  You can choose a different percentile near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise, for Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A FACTOR if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A FACTOR
 if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  Put any other value between 0 and 100 in this cell. As values approach 0 or 100, individual responses stop evaluating for good reasons that would take too long to explain here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the other tables.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in rank.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits can be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
The uncertainty factor here is correct, but it gives a misleading impression that the estimate of the SD is precise.



T2 vs Cont

				HOW TO ANALYZE A STRAIGHTFORWARD CONTROLLED TRIAL

				Reference: Hopkins WG (2003). How to analyze a straightforward controlled trial (Excel spreadsheet). newstats.org/xcontrial.xls

				Alternative reference and more info:  Hopkins WG (2003).  A spreadsheet for analysis of straightforward controlled trials. Sportscience 7, sportsci.org/jour/03/wghtrials.htm.

				Replace values of the cells in blue.  Useful statistics are in red. Don't touch these cells or cells with values in black.

				If you have three or more groups, use a whole new sheet for each pairwise comparison.

				If you have less observations than shown here, DELETE or CLEAR the unwanted rows.

				If you have more observations, COPY and INSERT rows anywhere below (but NOT including) the first row of the group.

				If you include the first row, you will ruin the background calculations.  You can delete or clear the first row, though.

				Double-click on one of the mean or SD cells to check that you have done this operation properly.  Colored boxes should enclose all your data.

				Missing values can be blanks, periods, or any non-numeric character(s).

				If you have an extra pre, mid or post trial, insert a new column in the right place in the raw data (but NOT to the left of the Pre column).

				Insert a new column into any transformed data you use, and copy the transformation from an adjacent cell on the left.

				If you insert an entire new column for an extra effect…

				Do the same to any transformed data you use. Copy the function representing the extra effect directly from the Raw Data table.

				Copy the statistics at the bottom of each group and in the tables from adjacent cells on the left.

				Insertion or deletion of rows or columns corrupts the size of some comment boxes, thanks to a bug in the software.

				See next sheet for graphs of changes vs pretest values.

				Comment on individual responses.

				UPDATE Dec 2005: added individual responses for "posts-only" analyses.  Insert only post-test data and only in the Pre column for such analyses.

								Choose level of confidence:		90		%

				Raw Data				Trials										Effects												Log-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Percentile Rank-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Root-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Arcsineroot-transformed Data				Trials										Effects

				Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Test2		Al		7		4		4						-3.0		-3.0		0.0								Test2		Al		194.6		138.6		138.6						-56.0		-56.0		0.0								Test2		Al		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Al		2.6		2.0		2.0						-0.6		-0.6		0.0								Test2		Al		0.27		0.20		0.20						-0.066		-0.066		0.000

				Test2		Alex		9		2		4						-7.0		-5.0		2.0								Test2		Alex		219.7		69.3		138.6						-150.4		-81.1		69.3								Test2		Alex		10		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Alex		3.0		1.4		2.0						-1.6		-1.0		0.6								Test2		Alex		0.30		0.14		0.20						-0.163		-0.103		0.059

				Test2		Alison		6		2		1						-4.0		-5.0		-1.0								Test2		Alison		179.2		69.3		0.0						-109.9		-179.2		-69.3								Test2		Alison		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Alison		2.4		1.4		1.0						-1.0		-1.4		-0.4								Test2		Alison		0.25		0.14		0.10						-0.106		-0.147		-0.042

				Test2		Bailey		7		4		5						-3.0		-2.0		1.0								Test2		Bailey		194.6		138.6		160.9						-56.0		-33.6		22.3								Test2		Bailey		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Bailey		2.6		2.0		2.2						-0.6		-0.4		0.2								Test2		Bailey		0.27		0.20		0.23						-0.066		-0.042		0.024

				Test2		Chris		12		3		8						-9.0		-4.0		5.0								Test2		Chris		248.5		109.9		207.9						-138.6		-40.5		98.1								Test2		Chris		51		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Chris		3.5		1.7		2.8						-1.7		-0.6		1.1								Test2		Chris		0.35		0.17		0.29						-0.180		-0.067		0.113

						mean		8.20								mean		-5.20		-3.80		1.40		0.00								log mean		207.3								mean		-102.2		-78.1		24.1		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		2.8								mean		-1.13		-0.83		0.30		0.00								transformed mean		0.29								mean		-0.116		-0.085		0.031		0.000

						SD		2.39								SD		2.68		1.30		2.30		0.00								log SD		27.2								SD		44.7		59.4		64.9		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.4								SD		0.51		0.41		0.57		0.00								transformed SD		0.04								SD		0.053		0.041		0.059		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		7.9								mean  (%)		-64.0		-54.2		27.2		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		8.1																								back-transformed mean		8.1

																																SD as a CV (%)		31.3								SD as a CV (%)		56.3		81.1		91.3		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		2.3																								typical deviation		2.3

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.31								mean as factor		0.360		0.458		1.272		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.56		1.81		1.91		0.00

				Cont		Kelly		17		12		15						-5.0		-2.0		3.0								Cont		Kelly		283.3		248.5		270.8						-34.8		-12.5		22.3								Cont		Kelly		0		51		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kelly		4.1		3.5		3.9						-0.7		-0.3		0.4								Cont		Kelly		0.42		0.35		0.40						-0.071		-0.027		0.044

				Cont		Kennedy		5		3		2						-2.0		-3.0		-1.0								Cont		Kennedy		160.9		109.9		69.3						-51.1		-91.6		-40.5								Cont		Kennedy		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kennedy		2.2		1.7		1.4						-0.5		-0.8		-0.3								Cont		Kennedy		0.23		0.17		0.14						-0.051		-0.084		-0.032

				Cont		Kerry		15		11		15						-4.0		0.0		4.0								Cont		Kerry		270.8		239.8		270.8						-31.0		0.0		31.0								Cont		Kerry		0		37		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kerry		3.9		3.3		3.9						-0.6		0.0		0.6								Cont		Kerry		0.40		0.34		0.40						-0.060		0.000		0.060

				Cont		Kieran		5		2		3						-3.0		-2.0		1.0								Cont		Kieran		160.9		69.3		109.9						-91.6		-51.1		40.5								Cont		Kieran		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kieran		2.2		1.4		1.7						-0.8		-0.5		0.3								Cont		Kieran		0.23		0.14		0.17						-0.084		-0.051		0.032

				Cont		Kim		8		3		4						-5.0		-4.0		1.0								Cont		Kim		207.9		109.9		138.6						-98.1		-69.3		28.8								Cont		Kim		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kim		2.8		1.7		2.0						-1.1		-0.8		0.3								Cont		Kim		0.29		0.17		0.20						-0.113		-0.085		0.027

						mean		10.00								mean		-3.80		-2.20		1.60		0.00								log mean		216.8								mean		-61.3		-44.9		16.4		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		3.1								mean		-0.73		-0.48		0.25		0.00								transformed mean		0.31								mean		-0.076		-0.050		0.026		0.000

						SD		5.66								SD		1.30		1.48		1.95		0.00								log SD		58.4								SD		31.6		38.3		32.5		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.9								SD		0.24		0.36		0.33		0.00								transformed SD		0.09								SD		0.024		0.037		0.035		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		8.7								mean  (%)		-45.8		-36.2		17.8		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		9.36																								back-transformed mean		9.4

																																SD as a CV (%)		79.4								SD as a CV (%)		37.2		46.7		38.4		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		5.47																								typical deviation		5.5

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.79								mean as factor		0.542		0.638		1.178		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.37		1.47		1.38		0.00

						Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:

						pretest mean		9.10																								log mean		212.1																								percentile mean		0.0																								transformed mean		3.0																								transformed mean		0.30

						pretest SD		4.20																								log SD		43.3																								percentile SD		0.0																								transformed SD		0.7																								transformed SD		0.07

						total pretest n		10																								back-transformed mean		8.3																								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		8.70																								back-transformed mean		8.7

						total observations		119																								SD as a CV (%)		54.1																								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		3.92																								typical deviation		3.9

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.54

						Diff. in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:

						diff. in mean		1.80								diff. in mean		1.4		1.6		0.2		0.0								diff. in log mean		9.5								diff. in  mean		40.8		33.2		-7.7		0.0								diff. in percentile mean		0.0								diff. in  mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in transformed mean		0.22								diff. in mean		0.40		0.35		-0.05		0.00								diff. in transformed mean		0.024								diff. in  mean		0.040		0.036		-0.005		0.000

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.43								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33		0.38		0.05		0.00								diff. in mean (%)		9.9								diff. in mean (%)		50.4		39.3		-7.4		0.0

																																diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.099								diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.504		1.393		0.926		0.000

						p value		0.5391								p value		0.3358		0.1082		0.8859		0.0000								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.22								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.94		0.77		-0.18		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.60		0.52		-0.08		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.34								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.58		0.51		-0.07		0.00

						degrees of freedom		5								degrees of freedom		6		8		8		0

																																p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

																																degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in raw units				Pre						Outcomes in raw units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a percent				Pre						Outcomes as percents				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group difference at a chosen percentile										Outcomes at a chosen percentile																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value

						p value		0.5391								p value		0.3358		0.1082		0.8859		0.0000								p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		5								degrees of freedom		6		8		8		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0

						diff. in mean		1.8								diff. in mean		1.4		1.6		0.2		0.0								diff. in mean (%)		9.9								diff. in mean (%)		50.4		39.3		-7.4		0.0

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-3.7						90% confidence
limits		lower		-1.3		-0.0		-2.3		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-38.3						90% confidence
limits		lower		-5.2		-24.1		-51.6		0.0

						upper		7.3								upper		4.1		3.2		2.7		0.0								upper		95.8								upper		138.8		155.9		77.2		0.0

						"±"		5.5								"±"		2.7		1.6		2.5		0.0								"±" approx.		78.1								"±" approx.		58.7		83.6		91.3		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		10		10		10		10

						- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-10								- ive		-10		-10		-10		-10

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		61						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		61		74		29		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		50						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		88		76		31		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		possibly, may (not)		possibly, may (not)		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0

						trivial		21								trivial		32		25		51		0								trivial		23								trivial		8		13		21		0

								unlikely, probably not										possibly, may (not)		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0

						- ive		18								- ive		6		1		20		0								- ive		27								- ive		4		11		48		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0										possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0

						indiv. responses as SD		5.1								indiv. responses as SD		-2.3		0.7		-1.2		0.0								indiv. responses as CV (%)		67.7								indiv. responses as CV (%)		-27.1		-36.4		-43.0		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.8		-1.7		-3.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-31.1						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-45.1		-55.3		-59.6		0.0

						upper		8.0								upper		1.8		1.9		2.5		0.0								upper		127.2								upper		49.2		63.0		54.5		0.0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a factor				Pre						Outcomes as factors				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen percentile				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen percentile				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

						p value		0.5391								p value		0.3358		0.1082		0.8859		0.0000								p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		5								degrees of freedom		6		8		8		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.43								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33		0.38		0.05		0.00								diff. in mean as factor		1.099								diff. in mean as factor		1.504		1.393		0.926		0.000								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		1.34								diff. in mean		2.5		2.2		-0.3		0.0								diff. in mean		1.39								diff. in mean		2.42		2.12		-0.27		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.88						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.30		-0.01		-0.56		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.617						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.948		0.759		0.484		0.000						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.6		-0.7		-3.7		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.7		-0.6		-3.6		0.0

						upper		1.74								upper		0.96		0.77		0.65		0.00								upper		1.958								upper		2.388		2.559		1.772		0.000								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		6.7								upper		5.7		5.0		3.0		0.0								upper		6.8								upper		5.5		4.9		3.1		0.0

						"±"		1.31								"±"		0.63		0.39		0.61		0.00								"´¤¸"		1.781								"´¤¸"		1.587		1.836		1.913		0.000								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		5.4								"±"		3.1		2.8		3.4		0.0								"±"		5.4								"±"		3.1		2.7		3.3		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10		1.10		1.10		1.10						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1

						- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		0.91								- ive		0.91		0.91		0.91		0.91								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		63						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		66		79		32		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		50						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		88		76		31		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		55						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		81		77		24		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		56						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		80		77		24		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		unlikely, probably not		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		unlikely, probably not		0

						trivial		18								trivial		27		19		44		0								trivial		23								trivial		8		13		21		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		24								trivial		15		19		41		0								trivial		24								trivial		16		20		42		0

								unlikely, probably not										possibly, may (not)		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0

						- ive		19								- ive		7		1		23		0								- ive		27								- ive		4		11		48		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		4		35		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		3		34		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0										possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0

						pre-test SD for Cohen		4.2								pre-test SD for Cohen		4.2		4.2		4.2		4.2																																		chosen percentile		0								chosen percentile		0		0		0		0								chosen value		8.70								chosen value		8.70		8.70		8.70		8.70								chosen value		8.7								chosen value		8.7		8.7		8.7		8.7

						indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.22								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.56		0.17		-0.29		0.00								indiv. responses as factor		1.68								indiv. responses as SD factor		0.73		0.64		0.57		0.00								corresponding raw value		0								corresponding raw value		0		0		0		0								indiv. responses as SD		5.1								indiv. responses as SD		-3.0		-1.2		-2.7		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		5.1								indiv. responses as SD		-3.0		-1.1		-2.6		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.81						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.89		-0.39		-0.72		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.69						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.55		0.45		0.40		0.00								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.5						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-4.8		-3.5		-4.6		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.5						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-4.7		-3.3		-4.5		0.0

						upper		1.91								upper		0.42		0.46		0.59		0.00								upper		2.27								upper		1.49		1.63		1.55		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		8.0								upper		2.2		3.0		2.5		0.0								upper		7.9								upper		2.1		2.9		2.5		0.0

																														Log-transformed Data																												upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Raw Data																												p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

																																conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

				Ratio of group SDs				Pre																								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

						ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.37																								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.22								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.94		0.77		-0.18		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.60		0.52		-0.08		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.34								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.58		0.51		-0.07		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		0.94																						90% confidence
limits		lower		-1.12						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.12		-0.64		-1.68		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.99						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.15		-0.16		-0.95		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.98						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.16		-0.15		-0.91		0.00

						upper		5.99																								upper		1.55								upper		2.01		2.17		1.32		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.65								upper		1.36		1.21		0.79		0.00								upper		1.66								upper		1.31		1.17		0.78		0.00

						"±"		2.53																								"±"		1.33								"±"		1.07		1.40		1.50		0.00								"±"		0.00								"±"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								"±"		1.32								"±"		0.75		0.69		0.87		0.00								"±"		1.32								"±"		0.74		0.66		0.84		0.00

				reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2

						clinically <		0.87																								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		90																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		51						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		89		77		32		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		57						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		84		80		28		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		58						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		83		80		28		0

								likely, probable																										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0

						trivial		6																								trivial		21								trivial		7		12		19		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		20								trivial		12		16		32		0								trivial		20								trivial		13		16		33		0

								unlikely, probably not						Raw Data																				unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0

						less		4																								- ive		28								- ive		4		11		49		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		23								- ive		4		4		40		0								- ive		22								- ive		4		4		39		0

								very unlikely						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0

																conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								pre-test SD for Cohen		43.3								pre-test SD for Cohen		43.3		43.3		43.3		43.3								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.1								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07

																degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.20								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.73		-1.05		-1.30		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.21								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.68		-0.28		-0.70		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.21								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.68		-0.26		-0.67		0.00

														Raw units																90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.86						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.39		-1.86		-2.09		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.84						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.08		-0.80		-1.19		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.83						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.07		-0.76		-1.15		0.00

																raw SD		1.90		0.92		1.63		0.0								upper		1.90								upper		0.92		1.13		1.01		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.90								upper		0.49		0.69		0.65		0.00								upper		1.90								upper		0.47		0.67		0.64		0.00

														90% confidence
limits		lower		1.23		0.60		1.06		0.0						Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																upper		4.50		2.19		3.86		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						Difference in group means in log units				Pre						Outcomes in log units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in rank units				Pre						Outcomes in rank units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

														Cohen units																		p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

																SD as Cohen ES		0.45		0.22		0.39		0.00								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.29		0.14		0.25		0.00								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

																upper		1.07		0.52		0.92		0.00								diff. in mean		9.5								diff. in mean		40.8		33.2		-7.7		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		0.2								diff. in mean		0.40		0.35		-0.05		0.00								diff. in mean		0.024								diff. in mean		0.040		0.036		-0.005		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-48.2						90% confidence
limits		lower		-5.4		-27.6		-72.5		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.7						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.10		-0.11		-0.63		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.069						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.011		-0.010		-0.064		0.0

																																upper		67.2								upper		87.0		93.9		57.2		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.1								upper		0.90		0.80		0.52		0.00								upper		0.116								upper		0.092		0.082		0.054		0.0

																																"±"		57.7								"±"		46.2		60.8		64.9		0.0								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		0.9								"±"		0.50		0.46		0.58		0.00								"±"		0.093								"±"		0.052		0.046		0.059		0.0

																														thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53		9.5310179804		9.5310179804		9.5310179804						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???

																																- ive		-9.53								- ive		-9.53		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		50						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		88		76		31		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0

																																		possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																trivial		23								trivial		8		13		21		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0

																																		unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																- ive		27								- ive		4		11		48		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0

																																		possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																indiv. responses as SD		51.7								indiv. responses as SD		-31.6		-45.3		-56.1		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.80								indiv. responses as SD		-0.45		-0.19		-0.47		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.085								indiv. responses as SD		-0.047		-0.018		-0.047		0.000

																														90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-37.3						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-60.0		-80.6		-90.5		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.56						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.72		-0.53		-0.79		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.059						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.075		-0.053		-0.080		0.000

																																upper		82.1								upper		40.0		48.9		43.5		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.26								upper		0.33		0.46		0.43		0.00								upper		0.133								upper		0.033		0.047		0.045		0.000

																														Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre

																																ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.15																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		0.00																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.23																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.25

																														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.85																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.88																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.89

																																upper		5.43																								upper		0.00																								upper		5.64																								upper		5.68

																																"±"		2.53																								"±"		0.00																								"±"		2.53																								"±"		2.53

																														reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15

																																clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		87																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		0																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		89																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		89

																																		likely, probable																										0																										likely, probable																										likely, probable

																																trivial		7																								trivial		0																								trivial		7																								trivial		6

																																		unlikely, probably not						Log-transformed Data																				0						Percentile Rank-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Root-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																																less		5																								less		0																								less		5																								less		5

																																		unlikely, probably not						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										0						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										very unlikely						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										very unlikely						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

																																										conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

																																										degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1																		degrees of freedom		-1		-1		-1		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1

																																								Percent units																										At a chosen percentile																										At a chosen raw value																										At a chosen raw value

																																										SD as CV (%)		37.2		52.2		58.2		0.0																		approx. SD in raw units		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.14		1.70		2.40		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.12		1.64		2.34		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		22.8		31.3		34.7		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.39		1.10		1.56		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.38		1.06		1.52		0.00

																																										upper		111.6		170.8		196.9		0.0																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		5.07		4.02		5.69		0.00																		upper		5.03		3.88		5.56		0.00

																																										"´¤¸" approx.		2.21		2.33		2.38		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00

																																								Factor units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units

																																										SD as factor		1.372		1.522		1.582		0.000																		SD as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.55		0.43		0.61		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.54		0.41		0.59		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		1.228		1.313		1.347		0.000																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.35		0.28		0.40		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.35		0.27		0.38		0.00

																																										upper		2.116		2.708		2.969		0.000																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		1.29		1.03		1.45		0.00																		upper		1.27		0.98		1.41		0.00

																																										"´¤¸"		1.313		1.436		1.485		0.000																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00

																																								Cohen units																										Percentile rank-transformed units																										Root-transformed units																										Arcsineroot-transformed units

																																										SD as Cohen ES		0.73		0.97		1.06		0.00																		transformed SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		transformed SD		0.36		0.29		0.41		0.0																		transformed SD		0.038		0.029		0.041		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		0.47		0.63		0.69		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.24		0.19		0.26		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.024		0.019		0.027		0.0

																																										upper		1.73		2.30		2.51		0.00																		upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		upper		0.86		0.68		0.96		0.0																		upper		0.089		0.069		0.098		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00

																																								Log units

																																										transformed SD		31.6		42.0		45.9		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		20.5		27.3		29.8		0.0

																																										upper		75.0		99.6		108.8		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00



Will Hopkins:
The SD representing individual responses is the typical variation in the response to the treatment from individual to individual.  So, if the mean response is 3.0 units and the SD representing individual responses is 2.0 units, most individuals (about two-thirds) will have a response somewhere in the region of 1 to 5 (3-2 to 3+2). 

Confidence limits for the SD representing individual responses are based on the assumption that the sampling distribution of the difference of the variances of the change scores is normal (one of the methods used in Proc Mixed in SAS, version 8).   The sampling variance of each variance is 2(variance)^2/(degrees of freedom).  The sampling variance of the difference in the variances is simply the sum of the two sampling variances, because the control and experimental groups are independent.

Will Hopkins:
Use for most kinds of performance and physiological measures.

Will Hopkins:
Use for grossly non-normal data, such as physical activity.

Will Hopkins:
Use for counts, such as injuries or points scored.

Will Hopkins:
Use for proportions, expressed as percents (0-100).  Modify your raw data, if necessary.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
You can put any sensible combination of pre and/or post assays here.  Transfer the formula to the matching column in the tables of transformed values, if necessary. Make additional columns for other effects by copying and inserting this or any other effect column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Used for percentile rank transformation.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  You can choose a different percentile near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise, for Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A FACTOR if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A FACTOR
 if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  Put any other value between 0 and 100 in this cell. As values approach 0 or 100, individual responses stop evaluating for good reasons that would take too long to explain here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the other tables.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in rank.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits can be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
The uncertainty factor here is correct, but it gives a misleading impression that the estimate of the SD is precise.



Probing depth

		A) Pocket Depth (mm)

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W		０ｗ－４ｗ		０ｗ－８ｗ

		Test-1 (n=5)																0w		4w		8w

		1-1 4 W		3		3		3		0		0				Test1		3.4		2.6		2.4

		1-2 4 W		3		1		1		2		2				Test2		3.8		3.8		4.8

		1-3 4 W		4		3		2		1		2				Control		4.2		4.4		5.2

		1-4 4 W		4		3		3		1		1

		1-5 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		Average		3.4		2.6		2.4		0.8		1

		STDEV		0.55		0.89		0.89		0.84		1.00

		Test-2 (n=5)

		2-6 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		2-7 4 W		5		4		4		1		1

		2-8 4 W		3		2		2		1		1

		2-9 4 W		3		5		8		-2		-5

		2-10 4 W		5		5		7		0		-2

		Average		3.8		3.8		4.8		0		-1

		STDEV		1.10		1.30		2.59		1.22		2.55

		Control(n=5)

		3-11 4 W		4		5		10		-1		-6				0w vs 8w: NS between all groups by 1-way anova for independent samples

		3-12 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		3-13 4 W		8		8		8		0		0

		3-14 4 W		3		3		2		0		1

		3-15 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		Average		4.2		4.4		5.2		-0.2		-1

		STDEV		2.17		2.19		3.56		0.45		2.83





Probing depth

		



Test1

Test2

Control



Combine tests

				Test

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		4		5		13		12				0w		4w		8w

		D2		5		2		0		3		5		Test		8.2		2.8		3.2

		D3		6		3		1		3		5		Cont		10		6.2		7.8

		D4		5		2		2		3		3

		D5		8		2		2		6		6				3.831998242		1.8064212949		3.0966875342

		D6		7		4		4		3		3				5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524

		D7		9		2		4		7		5

		D8		6		2		1		4		5

		D9		7		4		5		3		2

		D10		12		3		8		9		4

		Mean		8.2		2.8		3.2		5.4		5

		SD		3.831998242		1.8064212949		3.0966875342		3.0192365713		2.7487370837

				Control

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		12		15		5		2

		D2		5		3		2		2		3

		D3		15		11		15		4		0

		D4		5		2		3		3		2		1-way anova: test group P<0.0001

		D5		8		3		4		5		4				Cont group P<0.01

		Mean		10		6.2		7.8		3.8		2.2		Tukey: test: 0w vs 4w: P<0.01; 0w vs 8w: P<0.01

		SD		5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524		1.303840481		1.4832396974				Cont group 0w vs 4w: P<0.01; 0w vs 8w: NS

		Median		8		3		4		4		2





Combine tests

								3.831998242		1.8064212949		3.0966875342

								5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524
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Combined PD

		

				0w		4w		8w		0-4w		0-8w

				3		3		3		0		0

				3		1		1		2		2				4w		8w

				4		3		2		1		2		Test		-0.4		0

				4		3		3		1		1		Control		0.2		1

				3		3		3		0		0

				3		3		3		0		0

				5		4		4		1		1

				3		2		2		1		1

				3		5		8		-2		-5

				5		5		7		0		-2

		Mean		3.6		3.2		3.6		0.4		0

		SD		0.8432740427		1.2292725943		2.2211108332		1.0749676998		2.1081851068

		Control(n=5)

		3-11 4 W		4		5		10		-1		-6

		3-12 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		3-13 4 W		8		8		8		0		0

		3-14 4 W		3		3		2		0		1

		3-15 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		Average		4.2		4.4		5.2		-0.2		-1

		STDEV		2.17		2.19		3.56		0.45		2.83





Combined PD
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 Change of average pocket depth

mm

Trial 1: Specific IgY (PG) in dog food
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Data

		A) Pocket Depth (mm)										B) Body Weight (Kg) [Parametric values]										F) 歯肉腫脹(Shiniku shuchou, Gum inflammation)												G) 歯肉潰瘍(Shiniku kaiyou, Gum ulcer)

																								(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)										(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W						Dog No.		0W		4W		8W

		Test-1 (n=5)										Test-1(n=5)										Test-1												Test-1

		1-1 4 W		3		3		3				1-1 4 W		6.6		6.5		6.5				1-1 4 W		1		0		1						1-1 4 W		3		0		0

		1-2 4 W		3		1		1				1-2 4 W		9.5		9.5		10				1-2 4 W		0		1		0						1-2 4 W		0		0		0

		1-3 4 W		4		3		2				1-3 4 W		9.1		9		9.4				1-3 4 W		0		0		0						1-3 4 W		0		0		0

		1-4 4 W		4		3		3				1-4 4 W		6.8		6.9		7.2				1-4 4 W		0		0		0						1-4 4 W		0		0		0

		1-5 4 W		3		3		3				1-5 4 W		7.4		7.3		7.6				1-5 4 W		0		0		0						1-5 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		3.4		2.6		2.4				Average		7.88		7.84		8.14				Average		0.2		0.2		0.2						Average		0.8		0		0

		STDEV		0.55		0.89		0.89				STDEV		1.34		1.33		1.49				STDEV		0.45		0.45		0.45						STDEV		1.30		0.00		0.00

		Test-2 (n=5)										Test-2(n=5)										Test-2												Test-2

		2-6 4 W		3		3		3				2-6 4 W		6.4		6.4		6.5				2-6 4 W		1		0		0						2-6 4 W		1		0		0

		2-7 4 W		5		4		4				2-7 4 W		7		6.9		7				2-7 4 W		1		0		0						2-7 4 W		0		0		0

		2-8 4 W		3		2		2				2-8 4 W		7.9		7.8		8				2-8 4 W		1		0		0						2-8 4 W		0		0		0

		2-9 4 W		3		5		8				2-9 4 W		10.2		10.1		10.2				2-9 4 W		1		0		0						2-9 4 W		1		0		0

		2-10 4 W		5		5		7				2-10 4 W		8.7		8.5		8.6				2-10 4 W		1		0		0						2-10 4 W		1		0		1

		Average		3.8		3.8		4.8				Average		8.04		7.94		8.06				Average		1		0		0						Average		0.6		0		0.2

		STDEV		1.10		1.30		2.59				STDEV		1.49		1.45		1.45				STDEV		0.00		0.00		0.00						STDEV		0.55		0.00		0.45

		Control(n=5)										Control (n=5)										Control												Control

		3-11 4 W		4		5		10				3-11 4 W		5.5		5.1		5.1				3-11 4 W		2		0		2						3-11 4 W		3		2		2

		3-12 4 W		3		3		3				3-12 4 W		7.8		7.2		7.2				3-12 4 W		0		0		0						3-12 4 W		0		0		0

		3-13 4 W		8		8		8				3-13 4 W		9		8.9		8.5				3-13 4 W		2		0		2						3-13 4 W		2		2		2

		3-14 4 W		3		3		2				3-14 4 W		10.7		10.6		10.5				3-14 4 W		0		0		0						3-14 4 W		0		0		0

		3-15 4 W		3		3		3				3-15 4 W		8.9		8.4		8.4				3-15 4 W		1		0		0						3-15 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		4.2		4.4		5.2				Average		8.38		8.04		7.94				Average		1		0		0.8						Average		1.2		0.8		0.8

		STDEV		2.17		2.19		3.56				STDEV		1.91		2.05		1.98				STDEV		1.00		0.00		1.10						STDEV		1.30		1.10		1.10

		ALL PARAMETERS GIVEN BELOW: UNITS EXPRESSED AS SCORE)[Non-Parametric values]

		C) 口臭(Foul Breath)										D) 歯肉充血(Shiniku Jukketsu, Mouth Congestion)										E) 歯肉出血(Shiniku shukketsu, Gingival bleeding)												H) 歯 (Periodontal ligament inflammation)

																																		(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W						Dog No.		0W		4W		8W

		Test-1										Test-1										Test-1												Test-1

		1-1 4 W		2		1		2				1-1 4 W		2		1		1				1-1 4 W		2		0		1						1-1 4 W		3		1		0

		1-2 4 W		1		0		0				1-2 4 W		1		1		0				1-2 4 W		1		1		0						1-2 4 W		1		0		0

		1-3 4 W		1		1		1				1-3 4 W		1		1		0				1-3 4 W		1		0		0						1-3 4 W		1		0		0

		1-4 4 W		1		1		2				1-4 4 W		1		0		0				1-4 4 W		0		0		0						1-4 4 W		1		0		0

		1-5 4 W		2		1		1				1-5 4 W		1		0		0				1-5 4 W		1		0		0						1-5 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		1.4		0.8		1.2				Average		1.2		0.6		0.2				Average		1		0.2		0.2						Average		1.4		0.2		0

		STDEV		0.55		0.45		0.84				STDEV		0.45		0.55		0.45				STDEV		0.71		0.45		0.45						STDEV		0.89		0.45		0.00

		Test-2										Test-2										Test-2												Test-2

		2-6 4 W		1		1		1				2-6 4 W		1		1		1				2-6 4 W		1		0		0						2-6 4 W		1		0		0

		2-7 4 W		2		1		1				2-7 4 W		1		0		1				2-7 4 W		1		0		0						2-7 4 W		3		0		0

		2-8 4 W		1		1		1				2-8 4 W		1		0		0				2-8 4 W		1		0		0						2-8 4 W		1		0		0

		2-9 4 W		1		1		2				2-9 4 W		1		1		1				2-9 4 W		1		0		0						2-9 4 W		1		1		0

		2-10 4 W		2		1		2				2-10 4 W		2		0		1				2-10 4 W		1		0		0						2-10 4 W		3		1		1

		Average		1.4		1		1.4				Average		1.2		0.4		0.8				Average		1		0		0						Average		1.8		0.4		0.2

		STDEV		0.55		0.00		0.55				STDEV		0.45		0.55		0.45				STDEV		0.00		0.00		0.00						STDEV		1.10		0.55		0.45

		Control										Control										Control												Control

		3-11 4 W		2		2		2				3-11 4 W		3		2		2				3-11 4 W		2		0		2						3-11 4 W		3		3		2

		3-12 4 W		1		1		0				3-12 4 W		1		1		1				3-12 4 W		0		0		0						3-12 4 W		1		0		0

		3-13 4 W		2		2		3				3-13 4 W		2		2		2				3-13 4 W		2		0		2						3-13 4 W		2		2		2

		3-14 4 W		1		0		2				3-14 4 W		1		1		1				3-14 4 W		0		0		0						3-14 4 W		1		0		0

		3-15 4 W		2		1		1				3-15 4 W		1		1		1				3-15 4 W		1		0		0						3-15 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		1.6		1.2		1.6				Average		1.6		1.4		1.4				Average		1		0		0.8						Average		1.6		1		0.8

		STDEV		0.55		0.84		1.14				STDEV		0.89		0.55		0.55				STDEV		1.00		0.00		1.10						STDEV		0.89		1.41		1.10

				I) Riyuen (Saliva secretion)

				(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)

				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W

				Test-1(n=5)

				1-1 4 W		2		0		0

				1-2 4 W		1		0		0

				1-3 4 W		1		0		0

				1-4 4 W		1		0		0

				1-5 4 W		1		0		1

				Average		1.2		0		0.2

				STDEV		0.45		0.00		0.45

				Test-2(n=5)

				2-6 4 W		1		1		1

				2-7 4 W		1		0		1

				2-8 4 W		1		0		0

				2-9 4 W		1		0		1

				2-10 4 W		1		0		2

				Average		1		0.2		1

				STDEV		0.00		0.45		0.71

				Control (n=5)

				3-11 4 W		1		1		2

				3-12 4 W		1		0		0

				3-13 4 W		2		1		1

				3-14 4 W		1		0		0

				3-15 4 W		1		0		1

				Average		1.2		0.4		0.8

				STDEV		0.45		0.55		0.84





Score Data

				total scores of 3 groups

				Test 1

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		4		5		13		12

		D2		5		2		0		3		5				0w		4w		8w

		D3		6		3		1		3		5		Test1		8.2		2.6		2

		D4		5		2		2		3		3		Test2		8.2		3		4.4

		D5		8		2		2		6		6		Control		10		6.2		7.8

		Mean		8.2		2.6		2		5.6		6.2		SD

		SD		5.0695167423		0.894427191		1.8708286934		4.3358966777		3.4205262753				5.1		0.9		1.9

		Median		6		2		2		3		5				2.4		1.0		2.5

				Test 2												5.7		4.9		6.6

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		7		4		4		3		3

		D2		9		2		4		7		5

		D3		6		2		1		4		5

		D4		7		4		5		3		2

		D5		12		3		8		9		4

		Mean		8.2		3		4.4		5.2		3.8

		SD		2.3874672773		1		2.5099800796		2.683281573		1.303840481

		Median		7		3		4		4		4

				Control

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		12		15		5		2

		D2		5		3		2		2		3				Compare test and control groups

		D3		15		11		15		4		0				Statistical analysis: 0w vs 4w: NS by all methods (Kruskal, 1-way Anova, Mann-Whitney

		D4		5		2		3		3		2				0w vs 8w: by Kruskal Wallis P =0.035 for all groups

		D5		8		3		4		5		4						by 1-way Anova P=0.049

		Mean		10		6.2		7.8		3.8		2.2								Tukey: Test1 vs Cont P<0.05; Others: NS

		SD		5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524		1.303840481		1.4832396974						Mann-whitney: Test1 vs Cont: P=0.014; Test2 vs Cont: P=0.07

		Median		8		3		4		4		2





Score Data

								5.0695167423		5.0695167423		0.894427191		0.894427191		1.8708286934		1.8708286934

								2.3874672773		2.3874672773		1		1		2.5099800796		2.5099800796

								5.6568542495		5.6568542495		4.8682645779		4.8682645779		6.6105975524		6.6105975524
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T1 vs Cont

				HOW TO ANALYZE A STRAIGHTFORWARD CONTROLLED TRIAL

				Reference: Hopkins WG (2003). How to analyze a straightforward controlled trial (Excel spreadsheet). newstats.org/xcontrial.xls

				Alternative reference and more info:  Hopkins WG (2003).  A spreadsheet for analysis of straightforward controlled trials. Sportscience 7, sportsci.org/jour/03/wghtrials.htm.

				Replace values of the cells in blue.  Useful statistics are in red. Don't touch these cells or cells with values in black.

				If you have three or more groups, use a whole new sheet for each pairwise comparison.

				If you have less observations than shown here, DELETE or CLEAR the unwanted rows.

				If you have more observations, COPY and INSERT rows anywhere below (but NOT including) the first row of the group.

				If you include the first row, you will ruin the background calculations.  You can delete or clear the first row, though.

				Double-click on one of the mean or SD cells to check that you have done this operation properly.  Colored boxes should enclose all your data.

				Missing values can be blanks, periods, or any non-numeric character(s).

				If you have an extra pre, mid or post trial, insert a new column in the right place in the raw data (but NOT to the left of the Pre column).

				Insert a new column into any transformed data you use, and copy the transformation from an adjacent cell on the left.

				If you insert an entire new column for an extra effect…

				Do the same to any transformed data you use. Copy the function representing the extra effect directly from the Raw Data table.

				Copy the statistics at the bottom of each group and in the tables from adjacent cells on the left.

				Insertion or deletion of rows or columns corrupts the size of some comment boxes, thanks to a bug in the software.

				See next sheet for graphs of changes vs pretest values.

				Comment on individual responses.

				UPDATE Dec 2005: added individual responses for "posts-only" analyses.  Insert only post-test data and only in the Pre column for such analyses.

								Choose level of confidence:		90		%

				Raw Data				Trials										Effects												Log-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Percentile Rank-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Root-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Arcsineroot-transformed Data				Trials										Effects

				Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Test1		Al		17		4		5						-13.0		-12.0		1.0								Test1		Al		283.3		138.6		160.9						-144.7		-122.4		22.3								Test1		Al		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Al		4.1		2.0		2.2						-2.1		-1.9		0.2								Test1		Al		0.42		0.20		0.23						-0.224		-0.199		0.024

				Test1		Alex		5		2		0						-3.0		-5.0		-2.0								Test1		Alex		160.9		69.3		miss						-91.6		miss		miss								Test1		Alex		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Alex		2.2		1.4		0.0						-0.8		-2.2		-1.4								Test1		Alex		0.23		0.14		miss						-0.084		miss		miss

				Test1		Alison		6		3		1						-3.0		-5.0		-2.0								Test1		Alison		179.2		109.9		0.0						-69.3		-179.2		-109.9								Test1		Alison		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Alison		2.4		1.7		1.0						-0.7		-1.4		-0.7								Test1		Alison		0.25		0.17		0.10						-0.073		-0.147		-0.074

				Test1		Bailey		5		2		2						-3.0		-3.0		0.0								Test1		Bailey		160.9		69.3		69.3						-91.6		-91.6		0.0								Test1		Bailey		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Bailey		2.2		1.4		1.4						-0.8		-0.8		0.0								Test1		Bailey		0.23		0.14		0.14						-0.084		-0.084		0.000

				Test1		Chris		8		2		2						-6.0		-6.0		0.0								Test1		Chris		207.9		69.3		69.3						-138.6		-138.6		0.0								Test1		Chris		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Chris		2.8		1.4		1.4						-1.4		-1.4		0.0								Test1		Chris		0.29		0.14		0.14						-0.145		-0.145		0.000

						mean		8.20								mean		-5.60		-6.20		-0.60		0.00								log mean		198.5								mean		-107.2		-133.0		-21.9		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		2.8								mean		-1.18		-1.56		-0.38		0.00								transformed mean		0.28								mean		-0.122		-0.144		-0.012		0.000

						SD		5.07								SD		4.34		3.42		1.34		0.00								log SD		51.2								SD		32.8		36.5		59.6		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.8								SD		0.59		0.53		0.68		0.00								transformed SD		0.08								SD		0.064		0.047		0.043		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		7.3								mean  (%)		-65.8		-73.5		-19.7		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		7.7																								back-transformed mean		7.7

																																SD as a CV (%)		66.8								SD as a CV (%)		38.9		44.0		81.5		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		4.4																								typical deviation		4.5

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.67								mean as factor		0.342		0.265		0.803		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.39		1.44		1.81		0.00

				Cont		Kelly		17		12		15						-5.0		-2.0		3.0								Cont		Kelly		283.3		248.5		270.8						-34.8		-12.5		22.3								Cont		Kelly		0		51		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kelly		4.1		3.5		3.9						-0.7		-0.3		0.4								Cont		Kelly		0.42		0.35		0.40						-0.071		-0.027		0.044

				Cont		Kennedy		5		3		2						-2.0		-3.0		-1.0								Cont		Kennedy		160.9		109.9		69.3						-51.1		-91.6		-40.5								Cont		Kennedy		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kennedy		2.2		1.7		1.4						-0.5		-0.8		-0.3								Cont		Kennedy		0.23		0.17		0.14						-0.051		-0.084		-0.032

				Cont		Kerry		15		11		15						-4.0		0.0		4.0								Cont		Kerry		270.8		239.8		270.8						-31.0		0.0		31.0								Cont		Kerry		0		37		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kerry		3.9		3.3		3.9						-0.6		0.0		0.6								Cont		Kerry		0.40		0.34		0.40						-0.060		0.000		0.060

				Cont		Kieran		5		2		3						-3.0		-2.0		1.0								Cont		Kieran		160.9		69.3		109.9						-91.6		-51.1		40.5								Cont		Kieran		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kieran		2.2		1.4		1.7						-0.8		-0.5		0.3								Cont		Kieran		0.23		0.14		0.17						-0.084		-0.051		0.032

				Cont		Kim		8		3		4						-5.0		-4.0		1.0								Cont		Kim		207.9		109.9		138.6						-98.1		-69.3		28.8								Cont		Kim		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kim		2.8		1.7		2.0						-1.1		-0.8		0.3								Cont		Kim		0.29		0.17		0.20						-0.113		-0.085		0.027

						mean		10.00								mean		-3.80		-2.20		1.60		0.00								log mean		216.8								mean		-61.3		-44.9		16.4		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		3.1								mean		-0.73		-0.48		0.25		0.00								transformed mean		0.31								mean		-0.076		-0.050		0.026		0.000

						SD		5.66								SD		1.30		1.48		1.95		0.00								log SD		58.4								SD		31.6		38.3		32.5		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.9								SD		0.24		0.36		0.33		0.00								transformed SD		0.09								SD		0.024		0.037		0.035		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		8.7								mean  (%)		-45.8		-36.2		17.8		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		9.36																								back-transformed mean		9.4

																																SD as a CV (%)		79.4								SD as a CV (%)		37.2		46.7		38.4		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		5.47																								typical deviation		5.5

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.79								mean as factor		0.542		0.638		1.178		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.37		1.47		1.38		0.00

						Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:

						pretest mean		9.10																								log mean		207.6																								percentile mean		0.0																								transformed mean		2.9																								transformed mean		0.30

						pretest SD		5.15																								log SD		52.7																								percentile SD		0.0																								transformed SD		0.8																								transformed SD		0.09

						total pretest n		10																								back-transformed mean		8.0																								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		8.51																								back-transformed mean		8.6

						total observations		119																								SD as a CV (%)		69.4																								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		4.73																								typical deviation		4.8

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.69

						Diff. in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:

						diff. in mean		1.80								diff. in mean		1.8		4.0		2.2		0.0								diff. in log mean		18.3								diff. in  mean		45.9		88.0		38.3		0.0								diff. in percentile mean		0.0								diff. in  mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in transformed mean		0.28								diff. in mean		0.45		1.08		0.63		0.00								diff. in transformed mean		0.030								diff. in  mean		0.046		0.094		0.039		0.000

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35		0.78		0.43		0.00								diff. in mean (%)		20.1								diff. in mean (%)		58.2		141.2		46.7		0.0

																																diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.201								diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.582		2.412		1.467		0.000

						p value		0.6108								p value		0.4170		0.0575		0.0757		0.0000								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.87		1.67		0.73		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.56		1.33		0.78		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.54		1.10		0.45		0.00

						degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		5		7		0

																																p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

																																degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in raw units				Pre						Outcomes in raw units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a percent				Pre						Outcomes as percents				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group difference at a chosen percentile										Outcomes at a chosen percentile																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value

						p value		0.6108								p value		0.4170		0.0575		0.0757		0.0000								p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		5		7		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0

						diff. in mean		1.8								diff. in mean		1.8		4.0		2.2		0.0								diff. in mean (%)		20.1								diff. in mean (%)		58.2		141.2		46.7		0.0

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.6						90% confidence
limits		lower		-2.4		0.7		0.2		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-37.6						90% confidence
limits		lower		8.5		51.3		-27.0		0.0

						upper		8.2								upper		6.0		7.3		4.2		0.0								upper		131.2								upper		130.6		284.4		194.6		0.0

						"±"		6.4								"±"		4.2		3.3		2.0		0.0								"±" approx.		92.5								"±" approx.		45.8		59.4		100.9		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		10		10		10		10

						- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-10								- ive		-10		-10		-10		-10

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		65		94		85		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		60						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		79		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		likely, probable		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0

						trivial		19								trivial		24		5		14		0								trivial		18								trivial		4		1		11		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0

						- ive		22								- ive		12		1		1		0								- ive		22								- ive		1		0		11		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		almost certainly not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0

						indiv. responses as SD		2.5								indiv. responses as SD		-4.1		-3.1		1.4		0.0								indiv. responses as CV (%)		32.6								indiv. responses as CV (%)		-8.5		12.6		-39.3		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.2		-4.8		-1.7		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-47.7						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-34.5		-38.3		-57.7		0.0

						upper		7.4								upper		2.2		2.1		2.6		0.0								upper		114.2								upper		49.7		66.7		63.7		0.0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a factor				Pre						Outcomes as factors				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen percentile				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen percentile				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

						p value		0.6108								p value		0.4170		0.0575		0.0757		0.0000								p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		5		7		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35		0.78		0.43		0.00								diff. in mean as factor		1.201								diff. in mean as factor		1.582		2.412		1.467		0.000								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		1.74								diff. in mean		2.8		7.5		4.1		0.0								diff. in mean		1.76								diff. in mean		2.75		5.98		2.28		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.89						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.47		0.14		0.04		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.624						90% confidence
limits		lower		1.085		1.513		0.730		0.000						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.4						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.8		3.7		-0.2		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.5						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.9		2.5		-0.8		0.0

						upper		1.59								upper		1.17		1.41		0.82		0.00								upper		2.312								upper		2.306		3.844		2.946		0.000								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		7.9								upper		6.4		11.2		8.4		0.0								upper		8.0								upper		6.4		9.5		5.4		0.0

						"±"		1.24								"±"		0.82		0.64		0.39		0.00								"´¤¸"		1.925								"´¤¸"		1.458		1.594		2.009		0.000								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		6.2								"±"		3.6		3.8		4.3		0.0								"±"		6.2								"±"		3.6		3.5		3.1		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10		1.10		1.10		1.10						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1

						- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		0.91								- ive		0.91		0.91		0.91		0.91								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		64		94		85		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		60						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		79		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		83		99		89		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		81		98		78		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		likely, probable		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		very likely		likely, probable		0

						trivial		20								trivial		25		5		14		0								trivial		18								trivial		4		1		11		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		20								trivial		13		1		7		0								trivial		20								trivial		14		1		18		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0

						- ive		21								- ive		11		1		1		0								- ive		22								- ive		1		0		11		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		0		3		0								- ive		21								- ive		5		1		4		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		almost certainly not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0

						pre-test SD for Cohen		5.2								pre-test SD for Cohen		5.2		5.2		5.2		5.2																																		chosen percentile		0								chosen percentile		0		0		0		0								chosen value		8.51								chosen value		8.51		8.51		8.51		8.51								chosen value		8.6								chosen value		8.6		8.6		8.6		8.6

						indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.49								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.80		-0.60		0.27		0.00								indiv. responses as factor		1.33								indiv. responses as SD factor		0.91		1.13		0.61		0.00								corresponding raw value		0								corresponding raw value		0		0		0		0								indiv. responses as SD		2.7								indiv. responses as SD		-3.7		-3.1		-4.2		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		2.7								indiv. responses as SD		-3.7		-2.1		-1.5		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.25						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.21		-0.94		-0.33		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.52						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.66		0.62		0.42		0.00								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-5.7		-5.8		-6.8		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-5.7		-4.6		-3.6		0.0

						upper		1.43								upper		0.43		0.40		0.51		0.00								upper		2.14								upper		1.50		1.67		1.64		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		7.5								upper		2.3		3.7		3.2		0.0								upper		7.4								upper		2.3		3.5		2.9		0.0

																														Log-transformed Data																												upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Raw Data																												p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

																																conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

				Ratio of group SDs				Pre																								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

						ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.12																								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.87		1.67		0.73		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.56		1.33		0.78		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.54		1.10		0.45		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		0.44																						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.90						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.15		0.79		-0.60		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.89						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.15		0.66		-0.05		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.89						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.17		0.45		-0.16		0.00

						upper		2.82																								upper		1.59								upper		1.59		2.56		2.05		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.59								upper		1.26		2.01		1.60		0.00								upper		1.59								upper		1.25		1.75		1.06		0.00

						"±"		2.53																								"±"		1.24								"±"		0.72		0.88		1.32		0.00								"±"		0.00								"±"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								"±"		1.24								"±"		0.71		0.67		0.82		0.00								"±"		1.24								"±"		0.71		0.65		0.61		0.00

				reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2

						clinically <		0.87																								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		48																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		78		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		82		99		89		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		81		98		78		0

								possibly, may (not)																										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		very likely		likely, probable		0

						trivial		20																								trivial		20								trivial		5		1		12		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		20								trivial		14		1		8		0								trivial		20								trivial		15		1		18		0

								unlikely, probably not						Raw Data																				unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0

						less		32																								- ive		22								- ive		1		0		10		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		0		3		0								- ive		21								- ive		5		0		4		0

								possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0

																conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								pre-test SD for Cohen		52.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		52.7		52.7		52.7		52.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.8								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.8		0.8		0.8		0.8								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.1								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.09		0.09		0.09		0.09

																degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.54								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.17		0.23		-0.95		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.51								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.67		-0.49		-0.73		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.51								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.69		-0.35		-0.28		0.00

														Raw units																90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.23						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.80		-0.92		-1.63		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.24						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.04		-0.89		-1.18		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.24						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.06		-0.77		-0.68		0.00

																raw SD		3.07		2.42		0.95		0.0								upper		1.45								upper		0.77		0.97		0.94		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.44								upper		0.43		0.57		0.56		0.00								upper		1.44								upper		0.42		0.58		0.55		0.00

														90% confidence
limits		lower		1.99		1.57		0.62		0.0						Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																upper		7.27		5.74		2.25		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						Difference in group means in log units				Pre						Outcomes in log units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in rank units				Pre						Outcomes in rank units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

														Cohen units																		p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

																SD as Cohen ES		0.60		0.47		0.18		0.00								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.39		0.30		0.12		0.00								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

																upper		1.41		1.11		0.44		0.00								diff. in mean		18.3								diff. in mean		45.9		88.0		38.3		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		0.3								diff. in mean		0.45		1.08		0.63		0.00								diff. in mean		0.030								diff. in mean		0.046		0.094		0.039		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-47.2						90% confidence
limits		lower		8.2		41.4		-31.4		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.7						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.12		0.54		-0.04		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.076						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.015		0.039		-0.013		0.0

																																upper		83.8								upper		83.6		134.6		108.0		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.3								upper		1.03		1.63		1.29		0.00								upper		0.136								upper		0.107		0.150		0.091		0.0

																																"±"		65.5								"±"		37.7		46.6		69.7		0.0								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		1.0								"±"		0.57		0.55		0.67		0.00								"±"		0.106								"±"		0.061		0.056		0.052		0.0

																														thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53		9.5310179804		9.5310179804		9.5310179804						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???

																																- ive		-9.53								- ive		-9.53		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		60						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		79		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0

																																		possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																trivial		18								trivial		4		1		11		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0

																																		unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																- ive		22								- ive		1		0		11		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0

																																		unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																indiv. responses as SD		28.2								indiv. responses as SD		-8.9		11.9		-49.9		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.42								indiv. responses as SD		-0.54		-0.39		-0.59		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.044								indiv. responses as SD		-0.059		-0.030		-0.024		0.000

																														90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-64.9						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-42.3		-48.3		-86.1		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.84		-0.72		-0.95		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.106						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.091		-0.066		-0.058		0.000

																																upper		76.2								upper		40.4		51.1		49.3		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.16								upper		0.35		0.46		0.45		0.00								upper		0.123								upper		0.036		0.050		0.047		0.000

																														Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre

																																ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.14																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		0.00																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.13																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.13

																														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.45																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.45																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.45

																																upper		2.89																								upper		0.00																								upper		2.86																								upper		2.85

																																"±"		2.53																								"±"		0.00																								"±"		2.53																								"±"		2.53

																														reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15

																																clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		49																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		0																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		49																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		49

																																		possibly, may (not)																										0																										possibly, may (not)																										possibly, may (not)

																																trivial		20																								trivial		0																								trivial		20																								trivial		20

																																		unlikely, probably not						Log-transformed Data																				0						Percentile Rank-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Root-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																																less		31																								less		0																								less		31																								less		31

																																		possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										0						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

																																										conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

																																										degrees of freedom		4		3		3		-1																		degrees of freedom		-1		-1		-1		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		3		3		-1

																																								Percent units																										At a chosen percentile																										At a chosen raw value																										At a chosen raw value

																																										SD as CV (%)		26.1		29.4		52.4		0.0																		approx. SD in raw units		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.45		2.20		2.81		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.51		1.87		1.68		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		16.3		17.3		29.8		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.59		1.43		1.83		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.63		1.16		1.04		0.00

																																										upper		73.5		112.3		242.2		0.0																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		5.82		5.23		6.68		0.00																		upper		5.96		5.47		4.91		0.00

																																										"´¤¸" approx.		2.12		2.55		2.85		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00

																																								Factor units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units

																																										SD as factor		1.261		1.294		1.524		0.000																		SD as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.52		0.47		0.60		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.52		0.39		0.35		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		1.163		1.173		1.298		0.000																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.34		0.30		0.39		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.34		0.24		0.22		0.00

																																										upper		1.735		2.123		3.422		0.000																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		1.23		1.11		1.41		0.00																		upper		1.25		1.14		1.03		0.00

																																										"´¤¸"		1.221		1.345		1.624		0.000																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00

																																								Cohen units																										Percentile rank-transformed units																										Root-transformed units																										Arcsineroot-transformed units

																																										SD as Cohen ES		0.44		0.49		0.80		0.00																		transformed SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		transformed SD		0.42		0.38		0.48		0.0																		transformed SD		0.045		0.034		0.030		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		0.29		0.30		0.50		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.27		0.25		0.31		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.029		0.021		0.019		0.0

																																										upper		1.05		1.43		2.34		0.00																		upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		upper		1.00		0.90		1.14		0.0																		upper		0.107		0.098		0.088		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00

																																								Log units

																																										transformed SD		23.2		25.8		42.1		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		15.1		16.0		26.1		0.0

																																										upper		55.1		75.3		123.0		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00



Will Hopkins:
The SD representing individual responses is the typical variation in the response to the treatment from individual to individual.  So, if the mean response is 3.0 units and the SD representing individual responses is 2.0 units, most individuals (about two-thirds) will have a response somewhere in the region of 1 to 5 (3-2 to 3+2). 

Confidence limits for the SD representing individual responses are based on the assumption that the sampling distribution of the difference of the variances of the change scores is normal (one of the methods used in Proc Mixed in SAS, version 8).   The sampling variance of each variance is 2(variance)^2/(degrees of freedom).  The sampling variance of the difference in the variances is simply the sum of the two sampling variances, because the control and experimental groups are independent.

Will Hopkins:
Use for most kinds of performance and physiological measures.

Will Hopkins:
Use for grossly non-normal data, such as physical activity.

Will Hopkins:
Use for counts, such as injuries or points scored.

Will Hopkins:
Use for proportions, expressed as percents (0-100).  Modify your raw data, if necessary.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
You can put any sensible combination of pre and/or post assays here.  Transfer the formula to the matching column in the tables of transformed values, if necessary. Make additional columns for other effects by copying and inserting this or any other effect column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Used for percentile rank transformation.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  You can choose a different percentile near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise, for Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A FACTOR if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A FACTOR
 if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  Put any other value between 0 and 100 in this cell. As values approach 0 or 100, individual responses stop evaluating for good reasons that would take too long to explain here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the other tables.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in rank.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits can be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
The uncertainty factor here is correct, but it gives a misleading impression that the estimate of the SD is precise.



T2 vs Cont

				HOW TO ANALYZE A STRAIGHTFORWARD CONTROLLED TRIAL

				Reference: Hopkins WG (2003). How to analyze a straightforward controlled trial (Excel spreadsheet). newstats.org/xcontrial.xls

				Alternative reference and more info:  Hopkins WG (2003).  A spreadsheet for analysis of straightforward controlled trials. Sportscience 7, sportsci.org/jour/03/wghtrials.htm.

				Replace values of the cells in blue.  Useful statistics are in red. Don't touch these cells or cells with values in black.

				If you have three or more groups, use a whole new sheet for each pairwise comparison.

				If you have less observations than shown here, DELETE or CLEAR the unwanted rows.

				If you have more observations, COPY and INSERT rows anywhere below (but NOT including) the first row of the group.

				If you include the first row, you will ruin the background calculations.  You can delete or clear the first row, though.

				Double-click on one of the mean or SD cells to check that you have done this operation properly.  Colored boxes should enclose all your data.

				Missing values can be blanks, periods, or any non-numeric character(s).

				If you have an extra pre, mid or post trial, insert a new column in the right place in the raw data (but NOT to the left of the Pre column).

				Insert a new column into any transformed data you use, and copy the transformation from an adjacent cell on the left.

				If you insert an entire new column for an extra effect…

				Do the same to any transformed data you use. Copy the function representing the extra effect directly from the Raw Data table.

				Copy the statistics at the bottom of each group and in the tables from adjacent cells on the left.

				Insertion or deletion of rows or columns corrupts the size of some comment boxes, thanks to a bug in the software.

				See next sheet for graphs of changes vs pretest values.

				Comment on individual responses.

				UPDATE Dec 2005: added individual responses for "posts-only" analyses.  Insert only post-test data and only in the Pre column for such analyses.

								Choose level of confidence:		90		%

				Raw Data				Trials										Effects												Log-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Percentile Rank-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Root-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Arcsineroot-transformed Data				Trials										Effects

				Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Test2		Al		7		4		4						-3.0		-3.0		0.0								Test2		Al		194.6		138.6		138.6						-56.0		-56.0		0.0								Test2		Al		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Al		2.6		2.0		2.0						-0.6		-0.6		0.0								Test2		Al		0.27		0.20		0.20						-0.066		-0.066		0.000

				Test2		Alex		9		2		4						-7.0		-5.0		2.0								Test2		Alex		219.7		69.3		138.6						-150.4		-81.1		69.3								Test2		Alex		10		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Alex		3.0		1.4		2.0						-1.6		-1.0		0.6								Test2		Alex		0.30		0.14		0.20						-0.163		-0.103		0.059

				Test2		Alison		6		2		1						-4.0		-5.0		-1.0								Test2		Alison		179.2		69.3		0.0						-109.9		-179.2		-69.3								Test2		Alison		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Alison		2.4		1.4		1.0						-1.0		-1.4		-0.4								Test2		Alison		0.25		0.14		0.10						-0.106		-0.147		-0.042

				Test2		Bailey		7		4		5						-3.0		-2.0		1.0								Test2		Bailey		194.6		138.6		160.9						-56.0		-33.6		22.3								Test2		Bailey		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Bailey		2.6		2.0		2.2						-0.6		-0.4		0.2								Test2		Bailey		0.27		0.20		0.23						-0.066		-0.042		0.024

				Test2		Chris		12		3		8						-9.0		-4.0		5.0								Test2		Chris		248.5		109.9		207.9						-138.6		-40.5		98.1								Test2		Chris		51		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Chris		3.5		1.7		2.8						-1.7		-0.6		1.1								Test2		Chris		0.35		0.17		0.29						-0.180		-0.067		0.113

						mean		8.20								mean		-5.20		-3.80		1.40		0.00								log mean		207.3								mean		-102.2		-78.1		24.1		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		2.8								mean		-1.13		-0.83		0.30		0.00								transformed mean		0.29								mean		-0.116		-0.085		0.031		0.000

						SD		2.39								SD		2.68		1.30		2.30		0.00								log SD		27.2								SD		44.7		59.4		64.9		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.4								SD		0.51		0.41		0.57		0.00								transformed SD		0.04								SD		0.053		0.041		0.059		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		7.9								mean  (%)		-64.0		-54.2		27.2		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		8.1																								back-transformed mean		8.1

																																SD as a CV (%)		31.3								SD as a CV (%)		56.3		81.1		91.3		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		2.3																								typical deviation		2.3

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.31								mean as factor		0.360		0.458		1.272		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.56		1.81		1.91		0.00

				Cont		Kelly		17		12		15						-5.0		-2.0		3.0								Cont		Kelly		283.3		248.5		270.8						-34.8		-12.5		22.3								Cont		Kelly		0		51		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kelly		4.1		3.5		3.9						-0.7		-0.3		0.4								Cont		Kelly		0.42		0.35		0.40						-0.071		-0.027		0.044

				Cont		Kennedy		5		3		2						-2.0		-3.0		-1.0								Cont		Kennedy		160.9		109.9		69.3						-51.1		-91.6		-40.5								Cont		Kennedy		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kennedy		2.2		1.7		1.4						-0.5		-0.8		-0.3								Cont		Kennedy		0.23		0.17		0.14						-0.051		-0.084		-0.032

				Cont		Kerry		15		11		15						-4.0		0.0		4.0								Cont		Kerry		270.8		239.8		270.8						-31.0		0.0		31.0								Cont		Kerry		0		37		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kerry		3.9		3.3		3.9						-0.6		0.0		0.6								Cont		Kerry		0.40		0.34		0.40						-0.060		0.000		0.060

				Cont		Kieran		5		2		3						-3.0		-2.0		1.0								Cont		Kieran		160.9		69.3		109.9						-91.6		-51.1		40.5								Cont		Kieran		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kieran		2.2		1.4		1.7						-0.8		-0.5		0.3								Cont		Kieran		0.23		0.14		0.17						-0.084		-0.051		0.032

				Cont		Kim		8		3		4						-5.0		-4.0		1.0								Cont		Kim		207.9		109.9		138.6						-98.1		-69.3		28.8								Cont		Kim		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kim		2.8		1.7		2.0						-1.1		-0.8		0.3								Cont		Kim		0.29		0.17		0.20						-0.113		-0.085		0.027

						mean		10.00								mean		-3.80		-2.20		1.60		0.00								log mean		216.8								mean		-61.3		-44.9		16.4		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		3.1								mean		-0.73		-0.48		0.25		0.00								transformed mean		0.31								mean		-0.076		-0.050		0.026		0.000

						SD		5.66								SD		1.30		1.48		1.95		0.00								log SD		58.4								SD		31.6		38.3		32.5		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.9								SD		0.24		0.36		0.33		0.00								transformed SD		0.09								SD		0.024		0.037		0.035		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		8.7								mean  (%)		-45.8		-36.2		17.8		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		9.36																								back-transformed mean		9.4

																																SD as a CV (%)		79.4								SD as a CV (%)		37.2		46.7		38.4		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		5.47																								typical deviation		5.5

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.79								mean as factor		0.542		0.638		1.178		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.37		1.47		1.38		0.00

						Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:

						pretest mean		9.10																								log mean		212.1																								percentile mean		0.0																								transformed mean		3.0																								transformed mean		0.30

						pretest SD		4.20																								log SD		43.3																								percentile SD		0.0																								transformed SD		0.7																								transformed SD		0.07

						total pretest n		10																								back-transformed mean		8.3																								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		8.70																								back-transformed mean		8.7

						total observations		119																								SD as a CV (%)		54.1																								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		3.92																								typical deviation		3.9

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.54

						Diff. in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:

						diff. in mean		1.80								diff. in mean		1.4		1.6		0.2		0.0								diff. in log mean		9.5								diff. in  mean		40.8		33.2		-7.7		0.0								diff. in percentile mean		0.0								diff. in  mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in transformed mean		0.22								diff. in mean		0.40		0.35		-0.05		0.00								diff. in transformed mean		0.024								diff. in  mean		0.040		0.036		-0.005		0.000

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.43								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33		0.38		0.05		0.00								diff. in mean (%)		9.9								diff. in mean (%)		50.4		39.3		-7.4		0.0

																																diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.099								diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.504		1.393		0.926		0.000

						p value		0.5391								p value		0.3358		0.1082		0.8859		0.0000								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.22								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.94		0.77		-0.18		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.60		0.52		-0.08		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.34								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.58		0.51		-0.07		0.00

						degrees of freedom		5								degrees of freedom		6		8		8		0

																																p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

																																degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in raw units				Pre						Outcomes in raw units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a percent				Pre						Outcomes as percents				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group difference at a chosen percentile										Outcomes at a chosen percentile																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value

						p value		0.5391								p value		0.3358		0.1082		0.8859		0.0000								p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		5								degrees of freedom		6		8		8		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0

						diff. in mean		1.8								diff. in mean		1.4		1.6		0.2		0.0								diff. in mean (%)		9.9								diff. in mean (%)		50.4		39.3		-7.4		0.0

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-3.7						90% confidence
limits		lower		-1.3		-0.0		-2.3		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-38.3						90% confidence
limits		lower		-5.2		-24.1		-51.6		0.0

						upper		7.3								upper		4.1		3.2		2.7		0.0								upper		95.8								upper		138.8		155.9		77.2		0.0

						"±"		5.5								"±"		2.7		1.6		2.5		0.0								"±" approx.		78.1								"±" approx.		58.7		83.6		91.3		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		10		10		10		10

						- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-10								- ive		-10		-10		-10		-10

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		61						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		61		74		29		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		50						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		88		76		31		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		possibly, may (not)		possibly, may (not)		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0

						trivial		21								trivial		32		25		51		0								trivial		23								trivial		8		13		21		0

								unlikely, probably not										possibly, may (not)		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0

						- ive		18								- ive		6		1		20		0								- ive		27								- ive		4		11		48		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0										possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0

						indiv. responses as SD		5.1								indiv. responses as SD		-2.3		0.7		-1.2		0.0								indiv. responses as CV (%)		67.7								indiv. responses as CV (%)		-27.1		-36.4		-43.0		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.8		-1.7		-3.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-31.1						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-45.1		-55.3		-59.6		0.0

						upper		8.0								upper		1.8		1.9		2.5		0.0								upper		127.2								upper		49.2		63.0		54.5		0.0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a factor				Pre						Outcomes as factors				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen percentile				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen percentile				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

						p value		0.5391								p value		0.3358		0.1082		0.8859		0.0000								p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		5								degrees of freedom		6		8		8		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.43								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33		0.38		0.05		0.00								diff. in mean as factor		1.099								diff. in mean as factor		1.504		1.393		0.926		0.000								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		1.34								diff. in mean		2.5		2.2		-0.3		0.0								diff. in mean		1.39								diff. in mean		2.42		2.12		-0.27		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.88						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.30		-0.01		-0.56		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.617						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.948		0.759		0.484		0.000						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.6		-0.7		-3.7		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.7		-0.6		-3.6		0.0

						upper		1.74								upper		0.96		0.77		0.65		0.00								upper		1.958								upper		2.388		2.559		1.772		0.000								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		6.7								upper		5.7		5.0		3.0		0.0								upper		6.8								upper		5.5		4.9		3.1		0.0

						"±"		1.31								"±"		0.63		0.39		0.61		0.00								"´¤¸"		1.781								"´¤¸"		1.587		1.836		1.913		0.000								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		5.4								"±"		3.1		2.8		3.4		0.0								"±"		5.4								"±"		3.1		2.7		3.3		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10		1.10		1.10		1.10						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1

						- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		0.91								- ive		0.91		0.91		0.91		0.91								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		63						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		66		79		32		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		50						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		88		76		31		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		55						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		81		77		24		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		56						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		80		77		24		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		unlikely, probably not		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		unlikely, probably not		0

						trivial		18								trivial		27		19		44		0								trivial		23								trivial		8		13		21		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		24								trivial		15		19		41		0								trivial		24								trivial		16		20		42		0

								unlikely, probably not										possibly, may (not)		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0

						- ive		19								- ive		7		1		23		0								- ive		27								- ive		4		11		48		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		4		35		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		3		34		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0										possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0

						pre-test SD for Cohen		4.2								pre-test SD for Cohen		4.2		4.2		4.2		4.2																																		chosen percentile		0								chosen percentile		0		0		0		0								chosen value		8.70								chosen value		8.70		8.70		8.70		8.70								chosen value		8.7								chosen value		8.7		8.7		8.7		8.7

						indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.22								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.56		0.17		-0.29		0.00								indiv. responses as factor		1.68								indiv. responses as SD factor		0.73		0.64		0.57		0.00								corresponding raw value		0								corresponding raw value		0		0		0		0								indiv. responses as SD		5.1								indiv. responses as SD		-3.0		-1.2		-2.7		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		5.1								indiv. responses as SD		-3.0		-1.1		-2.6		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.81						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.89		-0.39		-0.72		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.69						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.55		0.45		0.40		0.00								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.5						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-4.8		-3.5		-4.6		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.5						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-4.7		-3.3		-4.5		0.0

						upper		1.91								upper		0.42		0.46		0.59		0.00								upper		2.27								upper		1.49		1.63		1.55		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		8.0								upper		2.2		3.0		2.5		0.0								upper		7.9								upper		2.1		2.9		2.5		0.0

																														Log-transformed Data																												upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Raw Data																												p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

																																conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

				Ratio of group SDs				Pre																								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

						ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.37																								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.22								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.94		0.77		-0.18		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.60		0.52		-0.08		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.34								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.58		0.51		-0.07		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		0.94																						90% confidence
limits		lower		-1.12						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.12		-0.64		-1.68		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.99						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.15		-0.16		-0.95		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.98						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.16		-0.15		-0.91		0.00

						upper		5.99																								upper		1.55								upper		2.01		2.17		1.32		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.65								upper		1.36		1.21		0.79		0.00								upper		1.66								upper		1.31		1.17		0.78		0.00

						"±"		2.53																								"±"		1.33								"±"		1.07		1.40		1.50		0.00								"±"		0.00								"±"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								"±"		1.32								"±"		0.75		0.69		0.87		0.00								"±"		1.32								"±"		0.74		0.66		0.84		0.00

				reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2

						clinically <		0.87																								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		90																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		51						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		89		77		32		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		57						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		84		80		28		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		58						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		83		80		28		0

								likely, probable																										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0

						trivial		6																								trivial		21								trivial		7		12		19		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		20								trivial		12		16		32		0								trivial		20								trivial		13		16		33		0

								unlikely, probably not						Raw Data																				unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0

						less		4																								- ive		28								- ive		4		11		49		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		23								- ive		4		4		40		0								- ive		22								- ive		4		4		39		0

								very unlikely						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0

																conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								pre-test SD for Cohen		43.3								pre-test SD for Cohen		43.3		43.3		43.3		43.3								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.1								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07

																degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.20								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.73		-1.05		-1.30		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.21								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.68		-0.28		-0.70		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.21								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.68		-0.26		-0.67		0.00

														Raw units																90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.86						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.39		-1.86		-2.09		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.84						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.08		-0.80		-1.19		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.83						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.07		-0.76		-1.15		0.00

																raw SD		1.90		0.92		1.63		0.0								upper		1.90								upper		0.92		1.13		1.01		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.90								upper		0.49		0.69		0.65		0.00								upper		1.90								upper		0.47		0.67		0.64		0.00

														90% confidence
limits		lower		1.23		0.60		1.06		0.0						Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																upper		4.50		2.19		3.86		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						Difference in group means in log units				Pre						Outcomes in log units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in rank units				Pre						Outcomes in rank units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

														Cohen units																		p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

																SD as Cohen ES		0.45		0.22		0.39		0.00								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.29		0.14		0.25		0.00								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

																upper		1.07		0.52		0.92		0.00								diff. in mean		9.5								diff. in mean		40.8		33.2		-7.7		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		0.2								diff. in mean		0.40		0.35		-0.05		0.00								diff. in mean		0.024								diff. in mean		0.040		0.036		-0.005		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-48.2						90% confidence
limits		lower		-5.4		-27.6		-72.5		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.7						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.10		-0.11		-0.63		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.069						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.011		-0.010		-0.064		0.0

																																upper		67.2								upper		87.0		93.9		57.2		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.1								upper		0.90		0.80		0.52		0.00								upper		0.116								upper		0.092		0.082		0.054		0.0

																																"±"		57.7								"±"		46.2		60.8		64.9		0.0								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		0.9								"±"		0.50		0.46		0.58		0.00								"±"		0.093								"±"		0.052		0.046		0.059		0.0

																														thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53		9.5310179804		9.5310179804		9.5310179804						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???

																																- ive		-9.53								- ive		-9.53		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		50						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		88		76		31		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0

																																		possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																trivial		23								trivial		8		13		21		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0

																																		unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																- ive		27								- ive		4		11		48		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0

																																		possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																indiv. responses as SD		51.7								indiv. responses as SD		-31.6		-45.3		-56.1		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.80								indiv. responses as SD		-0.45		-0.19		-0.47		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.085								indiv. responses as SD		-0.047		-0.018		-0.047		0.000

																														90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-37.3						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-60.0		-80.6		-90.5		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.56						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.72		-0.53		-0.79		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.059						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.075		-0.053		-0.080		0.000

																																upper		82.1								upper		40.0		48.9		43.5		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.26								upper		0.33		0.46		0.43		0.00								upper		0.133								upper		0.033		0.047		0.045		0.000

																														Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre

																																ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.15																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		0.00																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.23																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.25

																														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.85																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.88																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.89

																																upper		5.43																								upper		0.00																								upper		5.64																								upper		5.68

																																"±"		2.53																								"±"		0.00																								"±"		2.53																								"±"		2.53

																														reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15

																																clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		87																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		0																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		89																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		89

																																		likely, probable																										0																										likely, probable																										likely, probable

																																trivial		7																								trivial		0																								trivial		7																								trivial		6

																																		unlikely, probably not						Log-transformed Data																				0						Percentile Rank-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Root-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																																less		5																								less		0																								less		5																								less		5

																																		unlikely, probably not						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										0						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										very unlikely						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										very unlikely						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

																																										conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

																																										degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1																		degrees of freedom		-1		-1		-1		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1

																																								Percent units																										At a chosen percentile																										At a chosen raw value																										At a chosen raw value

																																										SD as CV (%)		37.2		52.2		58.2		0.0																		approx. SD in raw units		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.14		1.70		2.40		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.12		1.64		2.34		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		22.8		31.3		34.7		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.39		1.10		1.56		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.38		1.06		1.52		0.00

																																										upper		111.6		170.8		196.9		0.0																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		5.07		4.02		5.69		0.00																		upper		5.03		3.88		5.56		0.00

																																										"´¤¸" approx.		2.21		2.33		2.38		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00

																																								Factor units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units

																																										SD as factor		1.372		1.522		1.582		0.000																		SD as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.55		0.43		0.61		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.54		0.41		0.59		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		1.228		1.313		1.347		0.000																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.35		0.28		0.40		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.35		0.27		0.38		0.00

																																										upper		2.116		2.708		2.969		0.000																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		1.29		1.03		1.45		0.00																		upper		1.27		0.98		1.41		0.00

																																										"´¤¸"		1.313		1.436		1.485		0.000																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00

																																								Cohen units																										Percentile rank-transformed units																										Root-transformed units																										Arcsineroot-transformed units

																																										SD as Cohen ES		0.73		0.97		1.06		0.00																		transformed SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		transformed SD		0.36		0.29		0.41		0.0																		transformed SD		0.038		0.029		0.041		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		0.47		0.63		0.69		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.24		0.19		0.26		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.024		0.019		0.027		0.0

																																										upper		1.73		2.30		2.51		0.00																		upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		upper		0.86		0.68		0.96		0.0																		upper		0.089		0.069		0.098		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00

																																								Log units

																																										transformed SD		31.6		42.0		45.9		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		20.5		27.3		29.8		0.0

																																										upper		75.0		99.6		108.8		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00



Will Hopkins:
The SD representing individual responses is the typical variation in the response to the treatment from individual to individual.  So, if the mean response is 3.0 units and the SD representing individual responses is 2.0 units, most individuals (about two-thirds) will have a response somewhere in the region of 1 to 5 (3-2 to 3+2). 

Confidence limits for the SD representing individual responses are based on the assumption that the sampling distribution of the difference of the variances of the change scores is normal (one of the methods used in Proc Mixed in SAS, version 8).   The sampling variance of each variance is 2(variance)^2/(degrees of freedom).  The sampling variance of the difference in the variances is simply the sum of the two sampling variances, because the control and experimental groups are independent.

Will Hopkins:
Use for most kinds of performance and physiological measures.

Will Hopkins:
Use for grossly non-normal data, such as physical activity.

Will Hopkins:
Use for counts, such as injuries or points scored.

Will Hopkins:
Use for proportions, expressed as percents (0-100).  Modify your raw data, if necessary.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
You can put any sensible combination of pre and/or post assays here.  Transfer the formula to the matching column in the tables of transformed values, if necessary. Make additional columns for other effects by copying and inserting this or any other effect column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Used for percentile rank transformation.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  You can choose a different percentile near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise, for Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A FACTOR if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A FACTOR
 if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  Put any other value between 0 and 100 in this cell. As values approach 0 or 100, individual responses stop evaluating for good reasons that would take too long to explain here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the other tables.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in rank.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits can be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
The uncertainty factor here is correct, but it gives a misleading impression that the estimate of the SD is precise.



Probing depth

		A) Pocket Depth (mm)

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W		０ｗ－４ｗ		０ｗ－８ｗ

		Test-1 (n=5)																0w		4w		8w

		1-1 4 W		3		3		3		0		0				Test1		3.4		2.6		2.4

		1-2 4 W		3		1		1		2		2				Test2		3.8		3.8		4.8

		1-3 4 W		4		3		2		1		2				Control		4.2		4.4		5.2

		1-4 4 W		4		3		3		1		1

		1-5 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		Average		3.4		2.6		2.4		0.8		1

		STDEV		0.55		0.89		0.89		0.84		1.00

		Test-2 (n=5)

		2-6 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		2-7 4 W		5		4		4		1		1

		2-8 4 W		3		2		2		1		1

		2-9 4 W		3		5		8		-2		-5

		2-10 4 W		5		5		7		0		-2

		Average		3.8		3.8		4.8		0		-1

		STDEV		1.10		1.30		2.59		1.22		2.55

		Control(n=5)

		3-11 4 W		4		5		10		-1		-6				0w vs 8w: NS between all groups by 1-way anova for independent samples

		3-12 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		3-13 4 W		8		8		8		0		0

		3-14 4 W		3		3		2		0		1

		3-15 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		Average		4.2		4.4		5.2		-0.2		-1

		STDEV		2.17		2.19		3.56		0.45		2.83





Probing depth

		



Test1

Test2

Control



Combine tests

				Test

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		4		5		13		12				0w		4w		8w

		D2		5		2		0		3		5		Test		8.2		2.8		3.2

		D3		6		3		1		3		5		Cont		10		6.2		7.8

		D4		5		2		2		3		3

		D5		8		2		2		6		6				3.831998242		1.8064212949		3.0966875342

		D6		7		4		4		3		3				5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524

		D7		9		2		4		7		5

		D8		6		2		1		4		5

		D9		7		4		5		3		2

		D10		12		3		8		9		4

		Mean		8.2		2.8		3.2		5.4		5

		SD		3.831998242		1.8064212949		3.0966875342		3.0192365713		2.7487370837

				Control

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		12		15		5		2

		D2		5		3		2		2		3

		D3		15		11		15		4		0

		D4		5		2		3		3		2		1-way anova: test group P<0.0001

		D5		8		3		4		5		4				Cont group P<0.01

		Mean		10		6.2		7.8		3.8		2.2		Tukey: test: 0w vs 4w: P<0.01; 0w vs 8w: P<0.01

		SD		5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524		1.303840481		1.4832396974				Cont group 0w vs 4w: P<0.01; 0w vs 8w: NS

		Median		8		3		4		4		2





Combine tests

								3.831998242		1.8064212949		3.0966875342

								5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524
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Combined PD

		

				0w		4w		8w		0-4w		0-8w

				3		3		3		0		0

				3		1		1		2		2				4w		8w

				4		3		2		1		2		Test		-0.4		0

				4		3		3		1		1		Control		0.2		1

				3		3		3		0		0

				3		3		3		0		0

				5		4		4		1		1

				3		2		2		1		1

				3		5		8		-2		-5

				5		5		7		0		-2

		Mean		3.6		3.2		3.6		0.4		0

		SD		0.8432740427		1.2292725943		2.2211108332		1.0749676998		2.1081851068

		Control(n=5)

		3-11 4 W		4		5		10		-1		-6

		3-12 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		3-13 4 W		8		8		8		0		0

		3-14 4 W		3		3		2		0		1

		3-15 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		Average		4.2		4.4		5.2		-0.2		-1

		STDEV		2.17		2.19		3.56		0.45		2.83





Combined PD
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 Relative changes of body weight
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Trial 1: Specific IgY (PG) in dog food


Graph3

		0 W		0 W		1.91		1.91		1.34		1.34

		4 W		4 W		2.05		2.05		1.31		1.31

		8 W		8 W		1.98		1.98		1.39		1.39



Control

Test

8.39

7.96

8.04

7.89

7.94

8.1
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		B) Body Weight (Kg)

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W						0W		4W		8W

		Test-1(n=5)										Control		8.38		8.04		7.94

		1-1 4 W		6.6		6.5		6.5				Test-1		7.88		7.84		8.14

		1-2 4 W		9.5		9.5		10				Test-2		8.04		7.94		8.06

		1-3 4 W		9.1		9		9.4

		1-4 4 W		6.8		6.9		7.2

		1-5 4 W		7.4		7.3		7.6

		Average		7.88		7.84		8.14

		STDEV		1.34		1.33		1.49

		Test-2(n=5)

		2-6 4 W		6.4		6.4		6.5

		2-7 4 W		7		6.9		7

		2-8 4 W		7.9		7.8		8

		2-9 4 W		10.2		10.1		10.2

		2-10 4 W		8.7		8.5		8.6

		Average		8.04		7.94		8.06

		STDEV		1.49		1.45		1.45

		Control(n=5)

		3-11 4 W		5.5		5.1		5.1

		3-12 4 W		7.8		7.2		7.2

		3-13 4 W		9		8.9		8.5

		3-14 4 W		10.7		10.6		10.5

		3-15 4 W		8.9		8.4		8.4

		Average		8.38		8.04		7.94

		STDEV		1.91		2.05		1.98				No significant reduction of Body weight indicate that EYP does not have

												any effect on apetite or daily food intake.

		Body Weight of Experimental Dogs with Periodontits

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W						0 W		4 W		8 W

		Test gr.(n=10)										Control		8.39		8.04		7.94

		1		6.6		6.5		6.5				Test		7.96		7.89		8.1

		2		9.5		9.5		10				Control(SD)		1.91		2.05		1.98

		3		9.1		9		9.4				Test(SD)		1.34		1.31		1.39

		4		6.8		6.9		7.2

		5		7.4		7.3		7.6

		6		6.4		6.4		6.5

		7		7		6.9		7

		8		7.9		7.8		8

		9		10.2		10.1		10.2

		10		8.7		8.5		8.6

		Average		7.96		7.89		8.1

		STDEV		1.34		1.31		1.39

		Control(n=5)

		1		5.5		5.1		5.1

		2		7.8		7.2		7.2

		3		9		8.9		8.5

		4		10.7		10.6		10.5

		5		8.9		8.4		8.4

		Average		8.38		8.04		7.94

		STDEV		1.91		2.05		1.98
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Trial 2: Clinical trial with dental gel



• KYODOKEN INSTITUTE FOR ANIMAL SCIENCE RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT

• Well known private institute for animal science research and development

• Periofil gel from SHOWA pharmaceuticals, Japan
• Gel containing 20% Specific IgY (PG) powder

Trial 2: Specific IgY (PG) in dental gel



• Dogs used in this trial (n=5)
• Average body weight 6,6 kg

Trial 2 : Specific IgY (PG) in dental gel

 M. Duck

 Beagle

 Cavalier

 Shiba

 Pug



• Test settings:
• Test Site (n=10 sites): Right half of mouth

20% Specific IgY (PG) mixed in Periofil gel
• Control Site (n=10 sites): Left half of mouth

Periofil gel without Specific IgY (PG) 

Trial 2 : Specific IgY (PG) in dental gel



• Application: Dental gel administered 4 times locally and directly by root 
canal syringe to periodontal pocket at weekly intervals.

 Evaluation: at 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 weeks

• Parameters:
• Bacterial count
• Inflammation score (pocket depth, body weight, bleeding of gums, gum 

inflammation, gum ulcer, gum congestion, periodontal ligament inflammation)
• Pocket depth (average PD)
• Body weight

Trial 2 : Specific IgY (PG) in dental gel



Effect of Globigen PG on the level Total bacteria
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		Pet Oral Care: Dog model (Started on 16 Jan, 2007 at Kyodoken, Kyoto)

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva)

		Dog No.		Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

				10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(1)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		1-1 0 W		240		2		1		ND		OR		OR, BP-		2WC, BP-		ND		ND

		1-2 0 W		OR		OR		19		ND		OR		OR, BP-		OR		ND		ND

		1-3 0 W		OR		316		0		ND		OR		OR, BP-		300WC,BP-		ND		ND

		1-4 0 W		OR		264		0		ND		OR		OR, BP-		23WC,BP-		ND		ND

		1-5 0 W		235		65		0		ND		OR		OR, BP-		88 WC,BP-		ND		ND

		2-6 0W		OR		203		2		ND		OR		OR, BP-		9WC,BP-		ND		ND

		2-7 0 W		OR		OR		171		ND		OR		OR, BP-		300WC,BP-		ND		ND

		2-8 0 W		OR		OR		24		ND		OR		OR, BP-		OR,BP-		ND		ND

		2-9 0 W		OR		OR		168		ND		OR		OR, BP-		10WC,BP-		ND		ND

		2-10 0W		OR		OR		33		2		OR		OR, BP-		300WC,BP-		ND		ND

		3-11 0W		85		2		0		ND		OR		OR, BP-		1WC,BP-		ND		ND

		3-12 0W		OR		OR		15		ND		OR		OR, BP-		300WC,BP-		ND		ND

		3-13 0W		81		17		0		ND		OR		OR, BP-		100WC,BP-		ND		ND

		3-14 0W		OR		OR		11		ND		OR		OR, BP-		20WC,BP-		ND		ND

		3-15 0W		OR		310		7		ND		OR		OR, BP-		200WC,BP-		ND		ND

		Shofiq								140

		Count limit/dilution = Between 30 to 300 cfu in plate

		OR = Over range (>300cfu/ml)

		WCb = Off-white creamy smmoth colonies with black sorroundings in BHK blood agar media

		WC= Off-white creamy smmoth colonies in BHK blood agar media

		HC = Hemolyzed colonies with halozone in BHK blood agar media

		BP = Black-pigmented colonies

		ND= Not done

		Media : Brain Heart infusion broth (BHI) for total bacterial count ; Brucella H K blood agar (BHK) for PG (Black pigmented colonies only).

		Sample : Saliva samples from dog collected by cotton swab taken inside the sterile eppendorf tubes (approx. 50 ~ 100 ml)

		Sample preparation for serial dilution :

				Eppendorf tube containing Cotton swab emerged in 1 ml sterile PBS- solution, vortex vigorously. Cotton swab separated from

				tube and placed in special tube for collecting  for collecting rest absorbed water by centrifuge at 3000 rpm, 10 min.

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) after One month(13.02.07)

		Dog No.		Saliva (ml)    Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

						10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		1-1 4 W		38		154		6		0		ND		ND		36,WC		5, WC		0, WC		NO BP

		1-2 4 W		98		ND		28		2		0		ND		74,WC		3, WC		0		NO BP

		1-3 4 W		51		ND		206		45		1		ND		OR WC,10HC		2 WC,27 WC		4 WC		NO BP

		1-4 4 W		15		ND		328		33		2		ND		10 HC,OR WC		5, WC		0, WC		NO BP

		1-5 4 W		106		OR		OR		163		ND		ND		OR,WC		240, WC		32, WC		NO BP

		2-6 4 W		61		ND		1		0		0		ND		5,WC		0		0		NO BP

		2-7 4 W		70		ND		OR		388		74		ND		OR		290 WC		34 WC		NO BP

		2-8 4 W		101		ND		188		14		1		ND		OR		30, WC		1, WC		NO BP

		2-9 4 W		119		ND		165		16		4		ND		200,WC		13, WC		3, WC		NO BP

		2-10 4 W		46		ND		112		8		2		ND		160,WC		2, WC		1, WC		NO BP

		3-11 4 W		77		ND		50		4		ND		176 WC		24,WC		2, WC		ND		NO BP

		3-12 4 W		45		ND		30		3		0		ND		26,WC		2, WC		0		NO BP

		3-13 4 W		47		ND		102		18		ND		ND		37HC,155WC		5HC21WC		2HC,4WC		NO BP

		3-14 4 W		46		ND		186		17		0		ND		1HC,ORWC		41WC		4WC		NO BP

		3-15 4 W		28		ND		57		7		0		ND		127WC		21WC		2WC		NO BP
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		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) after Two months (13.03.07)

		Dog No.		Saliva (ml)    Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

						10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		1-1 4 W		38

		1-2 4 W		98

		1-3 4 W		51

		1-4 4 W		15

		1-5 4 W		106

		2-6 4 W		61

		2-7 4 W		70

		2-8 4 W		101

		2-9 4 W		119

		2-10 4 W		46

		3-11 4 W		77

		3-12 4 W		45

		3-13 4 W		47

		3-14 4 W		46

		3-15 4 W		28

		Count limit/dilution = Between 30 to 300 cfu in plate

		OR = Over range (>300cfu/ml)

		WCb = Off-white creamy smmoth colonies with black sorroundings in BHK blood agar media

		WC= Off-white creamy smmoth colonies in BHK blood agar media

		HC = Hemolyzed colonies with halozone in BHK blood agar media

		BP = Black-pigmented colonies

		ND= Not done

		Dog model test-2 : PG DYP (20%)+Periofil gel applied to periodontal pocket 1times/week, upto 4 weeks.

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) at O week (13.03.07)

		Dog No.		Saliva (ml)    Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

						10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		3-11 W		38

		3-13 W		98

		3-16 W		51

		3-17 W		15

		3-18 W		106

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) after one week (20.03.07)

		Dog No.		Saliva (ml)    Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

						10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		3-11 W		38

		3-13 W		98

		3-16 W		51

		3-17 W		15

		3-18 W		106

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) after two week (27.03.07)

		Dog No.		Saliva (ml)    Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

						10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		3-11 W		38

		3-13 W		98

		3-16 W		51

		3-17 W		15

		3-18 W		106

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) after three weeks (03.04.07)

		Dog No.		Saliva (ml)    Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

						10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		3-11 W		38

		3-13 W		98

		3-16 W		51

		3-17 W		15

		3-18 W		106
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		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) after Two months (13.03.07)

		Dog No.		Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

				10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		1-1 8 W

		1-2 4 W

		1-3 4 W

		1-4 4 W

		1-5 4 W

		2-6 4 W

		2-7 4 W

		2-8 4 W

		2-9 4 W

		2-10 4 W

		3-11 4 W

		3-12 4 W

		3-13 4 W

		3-14 4 W

		3-15 4 W
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		Total aerobic bacterial counts/swab sample																				Total anaerobic bacterial counts/swab sample

		Dog No.		0 W		0 W		4 W		4 W		8 W										Dog No.		0 W		0 W		4 W		4 W		8 W

				Original val		Log(10)value		Orig. value		Log value		Orig Value		Log Value										Original val		Log(10)value		Orig. value		Log value		Orig. value		Log value

		Test-1

		1-1 4 W		2.4-10(4)		4.38		1.5-10(4)		4.18		1.3-10(4)		4.11								1-1 4 W		2-10(3)		3.3		3.6-10(4)		4.56		9.2-10(4)		4.96

		1-2 4 W		1.9-10(4)		4.28		3-10(4)		4.48		2.8-10(5)		5.39								1-2 4 W		1-10(4)		4		3-10(4)		4.48		9-10(3)		3.9

		1-3 4 W		2-10(4)		4.3		1-10(5)		5		1.6-10(5)		5.2								1-3 4 W		3-10(5)		5.48		1-10(5)		5		1-10(5)		5

		1-4 4 W		2.6-10(5)		5.41		2-10(5)		5.3		2.15-10(7)		7.33								1-4 4 W		2.3-10(4)		4.36		2.7-10(5)		5.43		5-10(5)		5.69

		1-5 4 W		6.5-10(4)		4.81		1.63-10(6)		6.21		1.5-10(5)		5.18								1-5 4 W		8.8-10(4)		4.94		3.2-10(6)		6.51		1.9-10(5)		5.28

		Average				4.64				5.03				5.44								Average				4.42				5.20				4.97

		STDEV				0.48				0.79				1.17								STDEV

		Test-2

		2-6 4 W		2-10(4)		4.3		1-10(3)		3		1-10(3)		3								2-6 4 W		9-10(3)		3.95		5-10(3)		3.7		1.2-10(4)		4.08

		2-7 4 W		1.71-10(6)		6.23		3.88-10(6)		6.59		2.43-10(7)		7.39								2-7 4 W		1.71-10(6)		6.23		3.4-10(6)		6.53		4.2-10(6)		6.62

		2-8 4 W		2.4-10(5)		4.38		1-10(5)		5		1-10(6)		6								2-8 4 W		1-10(5)		5		1-10(5)		5		3-10(4)		4.48

		2-9 4 W		1.68-10(6)		6.22		4-10(5)		5.6		2-10(4)		4.3								2-9 4 W		1-10(5)		5		3-10(5)		5.48		6-10(4)		4.78

		2-10 4 W		2-10(5)		5.3		2-10(5)		5.3		2.95-10(5)		5.47								2-10 4 W		1-10(5)		5		1-10(5)		5		6.3-10(4)		4.8

		Average				5.29				5.10				5.23								Average				5.04				5.14				4.95

		STDEV				0.94				1.32				1.67								STDEV				0.81				1.02				0.98

		Control

		3-11 4 W		2-10(3)		3.3		4-10(4)		4.6		2-10(4)		4.3								3-11 4 W		1-10(3)		3		2-10(4)		4.3		2.2-10(4)		4.34

		3-12 4 W		1.5-10(5)		5.18		3-10(4)		4.48		1.2-10(5)		5.08								3-12 4 W		1-10(4)		4		2-10(4)		4.3		5-10(3)		3.7

		3-13 4 W		1.8-10(5)		5.26		1.8-10(5)		5.26		3.6-10(5)		5.56								3-13 4 W		1-10(5)		5		4-10(5)		5.6		6-10(4)		4.78

		3-14 4 W		1.1-10(5)		5.04		1.7-10(5)		5.23		4.6-10(5)		5.66								3-14 4 W		2-10(4)		4.3		4-10(5)		5.6		1.5-10(5)		5.2

		3-15 4 W		3.7-10(4)		4.57		5.7-10(4)		4.76		4-10(4)		4.6								3-15 4 W		2-10(5)		5.3		2-10(5)		5.3		2-10(4)		4.3

		Average				4.67				4.87				5.04								Average				4.32				5.02				4.464

		STDEV				0.81				0.36				0.59								STDEV				0.90				0.67				0.56

						0W		4W		8W														0W		4W		8W

				Control		4.67		4.87		5.03												Control		4.67		4.87		4.5

				Test-1		4.64		5.03		5.44												Test-1		4.64		5.03		4.97

				Test-2		5.29		5.1		5.23												Test-2		5.29		5.1		4.95

		03.10.07

				Bacterial Count of Paper point samples (PCR report from BML)

		Part 1(Feed part)

		Dog No.		Total bac(log value)				PG count(Log10 value)

				0W		8W		0W		8W

		T-1-2-		5.7		5.1		2.8		2.4

		T-2-7-		6.3		5.4		3.5		1.9

		C-3-11-		5.6		5.4		3.3		2.4

		Dog No.		PG count(Log10 value)

				0W		8W

		T-1-2-		2.8		2.4

		T-2-7-		3.5		1.9

		C-3-11-		3.3		2.4

		Part 2(Gel part)

		Dog No.		Total bac(log value)				PG count(Log10 value)

				0W		4W		0W		4W

		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5

		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8

		Dog No.		PG count(Log10 value)

				0W		4W

		4-13C		2.7		3.5

		4-13T		4.2		2.8
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		Bacterial Count of Paper point samples (PCR report from BML)

		Part 2 (Gel Part)

		Test site.		Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				PG %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02

		2		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		3		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9

		4		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		5		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3

		6		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.5		0.1		0.13

		7		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		8		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		9		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		10		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		Control Sites:

				Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %								0W		4W

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W				Control(n=5)		0.24		0.81

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02				Test(n=5)		0.83		0.16

		3		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9				STDEV©		0.21		1.25

		5		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3				STDEV (T)		1.65		0.13

		7		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		9		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		AVE				5.84		5.5		2.72		2.54		0.24		0.81

		STDEV				0.45		0.35		1.12		0.67		0.21		1.25

		Test Sites:

				Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		2		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		4		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		6		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.5		0.1		0.13

		8		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		10		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		AVE				5.8		5.6		3.02		2.74		0.83		0.16

		STDEV				0.12		0.34		0.67		0.23		1.65		0.13

				0W		4W

		Control(n=5)		0.24		0.81

		Test(n=5)		0.83		0.16

		STDEV©		0.21		1.25

		STDEV (T)		1.65		0.13

		% of P. gingivalis

		Control(n=4)

				0W		4W

				0.04		0.02

				0.35		0.3

				0		0.01

				0.39		0.14

		Ave		0.20		0.12

		SDV		0.20		0.14

		% of P. gingivalis

		Test(n=4)

				0W		4W

				0.07		0.11

				0.1		0.13

				0.04		0.08

				0.14		0.09

		Ave		0.09		0.10

		SDV		0.04		0.02

		% of P. gingivalis

				0W		4W

		Control(n=4)		0.2		0.12

		Test(n=4)		0.09		0.1

		STDEV©		0.2		0.14

		STDEV (T)		0.04		0.02

		PG Count (Log10):

				0W		4W

		Control(n=5)		2.72		2.54

		Test (n=5)		3.02		2.74

		SDV©		1.12		0.67

		SDV(T)		0.67		0.23

		Total Bacterial count(Log10):

				0W		4W

		Control(n=5)		5.84		5.5

		Test (n=5)		5.8		5.6

		SDV(C)		0.45		0.35

		SDV (T)		0.12		0.34

		P. gingivalis count(Log10)

		Control(n=4)

				0W		4W

				2.5		1.9

				3.5		2.7

				1		1.9

				3.9		2.7

		Ave		2.73		2.30

		SDV		1.29		0.46

		P. gingivalis count (Log10)

		Test(n=4)

				0W		4W

				2.6		2.5

				2.8		2.5

				2.6		2.9

				2.9		3

		Ave		2.73		2.73

		SDV		0.15		0.26

		P. gingivalis count (Log10)

				0W		4W

		Control(n=4)		2.73		2.3

		Test(n=4)		2.73		2.73

		STDEV©		1.29		0.46

		STDEV (T)		0.15		0.26

		Total Bacterial count(Log10)

		Control(n=4)

				0W		4W

				6		5.7

				6		5.3

				5.8		5.9

				6.3		5.6

		Ave		6.03		5.63

		SDV		0.21		0.25

		Total bacterial count (Log10)

		Test(n=4)

				0W		4W

				5.7		5.5

				5.8		5.4

				6		5.9

				5.8		6

		Ave		5.83		5.70

		SDV		0.13		0.29

		Total bacterial count (Log10)

				0W		4W

		Control(n=4)		6.03		5.63

		Test(n=4)		5.83		5.7

		STDEV©		0.21		0.25

		STDEV (T)		0.13		0.29





						0.21		1.65

						1.25		0.13



Control(n=5)

Test(n=5)

Time (Weeks)

P. gingivalis/Total bacteria (%)

Percentages of P. gingivalis of Periodontitis dogs



						0.2		0.04

						0.14		0.02



Control(n=4)

Test(n=4)

Treatment times (Weeks)

P. gingivalis/T. bacteria (%)

Percentages of P. gingivalis level of Periodontitis dogs



						1.12		0.67

						0.67		0.23



Control(n=5)

Test (n=5)

Treatment Period (Weeks)

P. gingivalis count(Log10)

P. gingivalis count of Periodontits dogs



						0.45		0.12

						0.35		0.34



Control(n=5)

Test (n=5)

Treatment period (Weeks)

Total bacterial count (Log10)

Total bacterial count of periodontits dogs



						1.29		0.15

						0.46		0.26



Control(n=4)

Test(n=4)

Treatment period (Weeks)

P. gingivalis count (Log10)

P. gingivalis count (Log10)



						0.21		0.13

						0.25		0.29



Control(n=4)

Test(n=4)

Treatment period (Weeks)

Total bactreial count (Log10)

Total bacterial count of periodontitis dogs



		29.10.07

		Bacterial Count of Paper point samples

		Part 2 (Gel Part)

		Sample No		Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total(%)

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02

		2		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		3		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9

		4		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		5		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3

		6		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.5		0.1		0.13

		7		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		8		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		9		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		10		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		Control Sites:

				Dog No.		Total bac(Log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02

		3		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9

		5		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3

		7		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		9		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		AVE				5.84		5.5		2.72		2.54		0.24		0.81

		STDEV				0.45		0.35		1.12		0.67		0.21		1.25

		Test Sites:

				Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		2		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		4		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		6		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.5		0.1		0.13

		8		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		10		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		AVE				5.8		5.6		3.02		2.74		0.83		0.16

		STDEV				0.12		0.34		0.67		0.23		1.65		0.13

				0W		4W

		Control(n=5)		0.24		0.81

		Test(n=5)		0.83		0.16

		STDEV-C		0.21		1.25

		STDEV (T)		1.65		0.13

		Control Sites:

				Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02

		3		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9

		5		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3

		7		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		9		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		AVE				5.84		5.5		2.72		2.54		0.24		0.81

		STDEV				0.45		0.35		1.12		0.67		0.21		1.25

		Test Sites:

				Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		2		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		4		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		6		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.5		0.1		0.13

		8		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		10		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		AVE				5.8		5.6		3.02		2.74		0.83		0.16

		STDEV				0.12		0.34		0.67		0.23		1.65		0.13





		



Control(n=5)

Test(n=5)

Treatment period  (Weeks)

P. gingivalis/Total bacteria (%)

Percentages of P. gingivalis of Periodontitis dogs



		03.12.07

		Bacterial Count of Paper point samples (PCR report from BML)

		Part 2 (Gel Part)

		Test site.		Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				PG %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02

		2		4-11C		5.5		5.5		2.9		2.2		0.29		0.05

		3		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		4		4-11T		NT		5.8		NT		3.5		NT		0.52

		5		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9

		6		4-13C		5.1		5.6		3		3.4		0.77		0.53

		7		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		8		4-13T		NT		5.6		NT		3.3		NT		0.45

		9		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3

		10		4-16C		5.9		5.5		3.6		3.3		0.46		0.69

		11		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.9		0.02		0.18

		12		4-16T		NT		5.5		NT		2.9		NT		0.23

		13		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		14		4-17C		5.7		5.6		2		2.9		0.02		0.18

		15		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		16		4-17T		NT		5.7		NT		2.9		NT		0.16

		17		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		18		4-18C		6		5.6		3.7		3.7		0.47		1.23

		19		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		20		4-18T		NT		5.5		NT		3.1		NT		0.4

		Table :  Effect of Globigen PG on the level of Total bacteria and PG

						Total Bacteria (Log 10 value)				PG/Total bacteria (%)

				Group		Base line		4 Weeks		Base line		4 Weeks

				Globigen PG		5.8 ± 0.12 (n=5)		5.6 ± 0.24 (n=10)		0.83 ± 1.65 (n=5)		0.26 ± 0.17 (n=10)

				Control		5.74 ± 0.40 (n=10)		5.53± 0.24 (n=10)		0.32 ± 0.24  (n=10)		0.61 ± 0.89 (n=10)

		Control Sites:

		Site No.		Dog No.		Total bac(Log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

		n=10				0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02

		2		4-11C		5.5		5.5		2.9		2.2		0.29		0.05

		5		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9

		6		4-13C		5.1		5.6		3		3.4		0.77		0.53

		9		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3

		10		4-16C		5.9		5.5		3.6		3.3		0.46		0.69

		13		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		14		4-17C		5.7		5.6		2		2.9		0.02		0.18

		17		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		18		4-18C		6		5.6		3.7		3.7		0.47		1.23

		AVE				5.74		5.53		2.88		2.82		0.32		0.61

		STDEV				0.40		0.24		0.89		0.66		0.24		0.89

		Test Sites:

		Site No.		Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

		n=10				0W(n=5)		4W (n=10)		0W(n=5)		4W (n=10)		0W(n=5)		4W (n=10)

		3		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		4		4-11T		NT		5.8		NT		3.5		NT		0.52

		7		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		8		4-13T		NT		5.6		NT		3.3		NT		0.45

		11		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.5		0.1		0.13

		12		4-16T		NT		5.5		NT		2.9		NT		0.23

		15		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		16		4-17T		NT		5.7		NT		2.9		NT		0.16

		19		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		20		4-18T		NT		5.5		NT		3.1		NT		0.4

		AVE				5.9		5.61		2.75		2.94		0.83		0.26

		STDEV				0.14		0.24		0.21		0.31		1.65		0.17

		PG/Total bacteria(%)

				0W		4W

		Control		5.74		5.53

		Test		5.8		5.6

		STDEV-C		0.4		0.24

		STDEV (T)		0.12		0.24





						0.4		0.12

						0.24		0.24



Control

Test

Treatment period (Weeks)

P. gingivalis/Total(%)

Effect of Globigen PG on the level PG bacteria




Graph1

		0W		0W		0.24		1.65

		4W		4W		0.89		0.17



Control
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		Pet Oral Care: Dog model (Started on 16 Jan, 2007 at Kyodoken, Kyoto)

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva)

		Dog No.		Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

				10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(1)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		1-1 0 W		240		2		1		ND		OR		OR, BP-		2WC, BP-		ND		ND

		1-2 0 W		OR		OR		19		ND		OR		OR, BP-		OR		ND		ND

		1-3 0 W		OR		316		0		ND		OR		OR, BP-		300WC,BP-		ND		ND

		1-4 0 W		OR		264		0		ND		OR		OR, BP-		23WC,BP-		ND		ND

		1-5 0 W		235		65		0		ND		OR		OR, BP-		88 WC,BP-		ND		ND

		2-6 0W		OR		203		2		ND		OR		OR, BP-		9WC,BP-		ND		ND

		2-7 0 W		OR		OR		171		ND		OR		OR, BP-		300WC,BP-		ND		ND

		2-8 0 W		OR		OR		24		ND		OR		OR, BP-		OR,BP-		ND		ND

		2-9 0 W		OR		OR		168		ND		OR		OR, BP-		10WC,BP-		ND		ND

		2-10 0W		OR		OR		33		2		OR		OR, BP-		300WC,BP-		ND		ND

		3-11 0W		85		2		0		ND		OR		OR, BP-		1WC,BP-		ND		ND

		3-12 0W		OR		OR		15		ND		OR		OR, BP-		300WC,BP-		ND		ND

		3-13 0W		81		17		0		ND		OR		OR, BP-		100WC,BP-		ND		ND

		3-14 0W		OR		OR		11		ND		OR		OR, BP-		20WC,BP-		ND		ND

		3-15 0W		OR		310		7		ND		OR		OR, BP-		200WC,BP-		ND		ND

		Shofiq								140

		Count limit/dilution = Between 30 to 300 cfu in plate

		OR = Over range (>300cfu/ml)

		WCb = Off-white creamy smmoth colonies with black sorroundings in BHK blood agar media

		WC= Off-white creamy smmoth colonies in BHK blood agar media

		HC = Hemolyzed colonies with halozone in BHK blood agar media

		BP = Black-pigmented colonies

		ND= Not done

		Media : Brain Heart infusion broth (BHI) for total bacterial count ; Brucella H K blood agar (BHK) for PG (Black pigmented colonies only).

		Sample : Saliva samples from dog collected by cotton swab taken inside the sterile eppendorf tubes (approx. 50 ~ 100 ml)

		Sample preparation for serial dilution :

				Eppendorf tube containing Cotton swab emerged in 1 ml sterile PBS- solution, vortex vigorously. Cotton swab separated from

				tube and placed in special tube for collecting  for collecting rest absorbed water by centrifuge at 3000 rpm, 10 min.

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) after One month(13.02.07)

		Dog No.		Saliva (ml)    Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

						10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		1-1 4 W		38		154		6		0		ND		ND		36,WC		5, WC		0, WC		NO BP

		1-2 4 W		98		ND		28		2		0		ND		74,WC		3, WC		0		NO BP

		1-3 4 W		51		ND		206		45		1		ND		OR WC,10HC		2 WC,27 WC		4 WC		NO BP

		1-4 4 W		15		ND		328		33		2		ND		10 HC,OR WC		5, WC		0, WC		NO BP

		1-5 4 W		106		OR		OR		163		ND		ND		OR,WC		240, WC		32, WC		NO BP

		2-6 4 W		61		ND		1		0		0		ND		5,WC		0		0		NO BP

		2-7 4 W		70		ND		OR		388		74		ND		OR		290 WC		34 WC		NO BP

		2-8 4 W		101		ND		188		14		1		ND		OR		30, WC		1, WC		NO BP

		2-9 4 W		119		ND		165		16		4		ND		200,WC		13, WC		3, WC		NO BP

		2-10 4 W		46		ND		112		8		2		ND		160,WC		2, WC		1, WC		NO BP

		3-11 4 W		77		ND		50		4		ND		176 WC		24,WC		2, WC		ND		NO BP

		3-12 4 W		45		ND		30		3		0		ND		26,WC		2, WC		0		NO BP

		3-13 4 W		47		ND		102		18		ND		ND		37HC,155WC		5HC21WC		2HC,4WC		NO BP

		3-14 4 W		46		ND		186		17		0		ND		1HC,ORWC		41WC		4WC		NO BP

		3-15 4 W		28		ND		57		7		0		ND		127WC		21WC		2WC		NO BP





Sheet2

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) after Two months (13.03.07)

		Dog No.		Saliva (ml)    Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

						10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		1-1 4 W		38

		1-2 4 W		98

		1-3 4 W		51

		1-4 4 W		15

		1-5 4 W		106

		2-6 4 W		61

		2-7 4 W		70

		2-8 4 W		101

		2-9 4 W		119

		2-10 4 W		46

		3-11 4 W		77

		3-12 4 W		45

		3-13 4 W		47

		3-14 4 W		46

		3-15 4 W		28

		Count limit/dilution = Between 30 to 300 cfu in plate

		OR = Over range (>300cfu/ml)

		WCb = Off-white creamy smmoth colonies with black sorroundings in BHK blood agar media

		WC= Off-white creamy smmoth colonies in BHK blood agar media

		HC = Hemolyzed colonies with halozone in BHK blood agar media

		BP = Black-pigmented colonies

		ND= Not done

		Dog model test-2 : PG DYP (20%)+Periofil gel applied to periodontal pocket 1times/week, upto 4 weeks.

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) at O week (13.03.07)

		Dog No.		Saliva (ml)    Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

						10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		3-11 W		38

		3-13 W		98

		3-16 W		51

		3-17 W		15

		3-18 W		106

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) after one week (20.03.07)

		Dog No.		Saliva (ml)    Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

						10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		3-11 W		38

		3-13 W		98

		3-16 W		51

		3-17 W		15

		3-18 W		106

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) after two week (27.03.07)

		Dog No.		Saliva (ml)    Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

						10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		3-11 W		38

		3-13 W		98

		3-16 W		51

		3-17 W		15

		3-18 W		106

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) after three weeks (03.04.07)

		Dog No.		Saliva (ml)    Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

						10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		3-11 W		38

		3-13 W		98

		3-16 W		51

		3-17 W		15

		3-18 W		106





Sheet3

		

		Bcaterial Count Sheet (From Saliva) after Two months (13.03.07)

		Dog No.		Total Bacteria (cfu/ml)								Black-pigmented colonies												Comments

				10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)		10(2)		10(3)		10(4)		10(5)

		1-1 8 W

		1-2 4 W

		1-3 4 W

		1-4 4 W

		1-5 4 W

		2-6 4 W

		2-7 4 W

		2-8 4 W

		2-9 4 W

		2-10 4 W

		3-11 4 W

		3-12 4 W

		3-13 4 W

		3-14 4 W

		3-15 4 W
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		Total aerobic bacterial counts/swab sample																				Total anaerobic bacterial counts/swab sample

		Dog No.		0 W		0 W		4 W		4 W		8 W										Dog No.		0 W		0 W		4 W		4 W		8 W

				Original val		Log(10)value		Orig. value		Log value		Orig Value		Log Value										Original val		Log(10)value		Orig. value		Log value		Orig. value		Log value

		Test-1

		1-1 4 W		2.4-10(4)		4.38		1.5-10(4)		4.18		1.3-10(4)		4.11								1-1 4 W		2-10(3)		3.3		3.6-10(4)		4.56		9.2-10(4)		4.96

		1-2 4 W		1.9-10(4)		4.28		3-10(4)		4.48		2.8-10(5)		5.39								1-2 4 W		1-10(4)		4		3-10(4)		4.48		9-10(3)		3.9

		1-3 4 W		2-10(4)		4.3		1-10(5)		5		1.6-10(5)		5.2								1-3 4 W		3-10(5)		5.48		1-10(5)		5		1-10(5)		5

		1-4 4 W		2.6-10(5)		5.41		2-10(5)		5.3		2.15-10(7)		7.33								1-4 4 W		2.3-10(4)		4.36		2.7-10(5)		5.43		5-10(5)		5.69

		1-5 4 W		6.5-10(4)		4.81		1.63-10(6)		6.21		1.5-10(5)		5.18								1-5 4 W		8.8-10(4)		4.94		3.2-10(6)		6.51		1.9-10(5)		5.28

		Average				4.64				5.03				5.44								Average				4.42				5.20				4.97

		STDEV				0.48				0.79				1.17								STDEV

		Test-2

		2-6 4 W		2-10(4)		4.3		1-10(3)		3		1-10(3)		3								2-6 4 W		9-10(3)		3.95		5-10(3)		3.7		1.2-10(4)		4.08

		2-7 4 W		1.71-10(6)		6.23		3.88-10(6)		6.59		2.43-10(7)		7.39								2-7 4 W		1.71-10(6)		6.23		3.4-10(6)		6.53		4.2-10(6)		6.62

		2-8 4 W		2.4-10(5)		4.38		1-10(5)		5		1-10(6)		6								2-8 4 W		1-10(5)		5		1-10(5)		5		3-10(4)		4.48

		2-9 4 W		1.68-10(6)		6.22		4-10(5)		5.6		2-10(4)		4.3								2-9 4 W		1-10(5)		5		3-10(5)		5.48		6-10(4)		4.78

		2-10 4 W		2-10(5)		5.3		2-10(5)		5.3		2.95-10(5)		5.47								2-10 4 W		1-10(5)		5		1-10(5)		5		6.3-10(4)		4.8

		Average				5.29				5.10				5.23								Average				5.04				5.14				4.95

		STDEV				0.94				1.32				1.67								STDEV				0.81				1.02				0.98

		Control

		3-11 4 W		2-10(3)		3.3		4-10(4)		4.6		2-10(4)		4.3								3-11 4 W		1-10(3)		3		2-10(4)		4.3		2.2-10(4)		4.34

		3-12 4 W		1.5-10(5)		5.18		3-10(4)		4.48		1.2-10(5)		5.08								3-12 4 W		1-10(4)		4		2-10(4)		4.3		5-10(3)		3.7

		3-13 4 W		1.8-10(5)		5.26		1.8-10(5)		5.26		3.6-10(5)		5.56								3-13 4 W		1-10(5)		5		4-10(5)		5.6		6-10(4)		4.78

		3-14 4 W		1.1-10(5)		5.04		1.7-10(5)		5.23		4.6-10(5)		5.66								3-14 4 W		2-10(4)		4.3		4-10(5)		5.6		1.5-10(5)		5.2

		3-15 4 W		3.7-10(4)		4.57		5.7-10(4)		4.76		4-10(4)		4.6								3-15 4 W		2-10(5)		5.3		2-10(5)		5.3		2-10(4)		4.3

		Average				4.67				4.87				5.04								Average				4.32				5.02				4.464

		STDEV				0.81				0.36				0.59								STDEV				0.90				0.67				0.56

						0W		4W		8W														0W		4W		8W

				Control		4.67		4.87		5.03												Control		4.67		4.87		4.5

				Test-1		4.64		5.03		5.44												Test-1		4.64		5.03		4.97

				Test-2		5.29		5.1		5.23												Test-2		5.29		5.1		4.95

		03.10.07

				Bacterial Count of Paper point samples (PCR report from BML)

		Part 1(Feed part)

		Dog No.		Total bac(log value)				PG count(Log10 value)

				0W		8W		0W		8W

		T-1-2-		5.7		5.1		2.8		2.4

		T-2-7-		6.3		5.4		3.5		1.9

		C-3-11-		5.6		5.4		3.3		2.4

		Dog No.		PG count(Log10 value)

				0W		8W

		T-1-2-		2.8		2.4

		T-2-7-		3.5		1.9

		C-3-11-		3.3		2.4

		Part 2(Gel part)

		Dog No.		Total bac(log value)				PG count(Log10 value)

				0W		4W		0W		4W

		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5

		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8

		Dog No.		PG count(Log10 value)

				0W		4W

		4-13C		2.7		3.5

		4-13T		4.2		2.8
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		29.10.07

		Bacterial Count of Paper point samples (PCR report from BML)

		Part 2 (Gel Part)

		Test site.		Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				PG %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02

		2		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		3		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9

		4		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		5		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3

		6		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.5		0.1		0.13

		7		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		8		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		9		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		10		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		Control Sites:

				Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %								0W		4W

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W				Control(n=5)		0.24		0.81

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02				Test(n=5)		0.83		0.16

		3		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9				STDEV©		0.21		1.25

		5		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3				STDEV (T)		1.65		0.13

		7		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		9		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		AVE				5.84		5.5		2.72		2.54		0.24		0.81

		STDEV				0.45		0.35		1.12		0.67		0.21		1.25

		Test Sites:

				Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		2		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		4		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		6		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.5		0.1		0.13

		8		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		10		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		AVE				5.8		5.6		3.02		2.74		0.83		0.16

		STDEV				0.12		0.34		0.67		0.23		1.65		0.13

				0W		4W

		Control(n=5)		0.24		0.81

		Test(n=5)		0.83		0.16

		STDEV©		0.21		1.25

		STDEV (T)		1.65		0.13

		% of P. gingivalis

		Control(n=4)

				0W		4W

				0.04		0.02

				0.35		0.3

				0		0.01

				0.39		0.14

		Ave		0.20		0.12

		SDV		0.20		0.14

		% of P. gingivalis

		Test(n=4)

				0W		4W

				0.07		0.11

				0.1		0.13

				0.04		0.08

				0.14		0.09

		Ave		0.09		0.10

		SDV		0.04		0.02

		% of P. gingivalis

				0W		4W

		Control(n=4)		0.2		0.12

		Test(n=4)		0.09		0.1

		STDEV©		0.2		0.14

		STDEV (T)		0.04		0.02

		PG Count (Log10):

				0W		4W

		Control(n=5)		2.72		2.54

		Test (n=5)		3.02		2.74

		SDV©		1.12		0.67

		SDV(T)		0.67		0.23

		Total Bacterial count(Log10):

				0W		4W

		Control(n=5)		5.84		5.5

		Test (n=5)		5.8		5.6

		SDV(C)		0.45		0.35

		SDV (T)		0.12		0.34

		P. gingivalis count(Log10)

		Control(n=4)

				0W		4W

				2.5		1.9

				3.5		2.7

				1		1.9

				3.9		2.7

		Ave		2.73		2.30

		SDV		1.29		0.46

		P. gingivalis count (Log10)

		Test(n=4)

				0W		4W

				2.6		2.5

				2.8		2.5

				2.6		2.9

				2.9		3

		Ave		2.73		2.73

		SDV		0.15		0.26

		P. gingivalis count (Log10)

				0W		4W

		Control(n=4)		2.73		2.3

		Test(n=4)		2.73		2.73

		STDEV©		1.29		0.46

		STDEV (T)		0.15		0.26

		Total Bacterial count(Log10)

		Control(n=4)

				0W		4W

				6		5.7

				6		5.3

				5.8		5.9

				6.3		5.6

		Ave		6.03		5.63

		SDV		0.21		0.25

		Total bacterial count (Log10)

		Test(n=4)

				0W		4W

				5.7		5.5

				5.8		5.4

				6		5.9

				5.8		6

		Ave		5.83		5.70

		SDV		0.13		0.29

		Total bacterial count (Log10)

				0W		4W

		Control(n=4)		6.03		5.63

		Test(n=4)		5.83		5.7

		STDEV©		0.21		0.25

		STDEV (T)		0.13		0.29





						0.21		1.65

						1.25		0.13



Control(n=5)

Test(n=5)

Time (Weeks)

P. gingivalis/Total bacteria (%)

Percentages of P. gingivalis of Periodontitis dogs



						0.2		0.04

						0.14		0.02



Control(n=4)

Test(n=4)
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Percentages of P. gingivalis level of Periodontitis dogs



						1.12		0.67

						0.67		0.23
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						0.45		0.12
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						1.29		0.15

						0.46		0.26
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						0.21		0.13

						0.25		0.29
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		29.10.07

		Bacterial Count of Paper point samples

		Part 2 (Gel Part)

		Sample No		Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total(%)

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02

		2		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		3		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9

		4		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		5		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3

		6		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.5		0.1		0.13

		7		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		8		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		9		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		10		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		Control Sites:

				Dog No.		Total bac(Log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02

		3		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9

		5		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3

		7		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		9		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		AVE				5.84		5.5		2.72		2.54		0.24		0.81

		STDEV				0.45		0.35		1.12		0.67		0.21		1.25

		Test Sites:

				Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		2		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		4		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		6		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.5		0.1		0.13

		8		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		10		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		AVE				5.8		5.6		3.02		2.74		0.83		0.16

		STDEV				0.12		0.34		0.67		0.23		1.65		0.13

				0W		4W

		Control(n=5)		0.24		0.81

		Test(n=5)		0.83		0.16

		STDEV-C		0.21		1.25

		STDEV (T)		1.65		0.13

		Control Sites:

				Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02

		3		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9

		5		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3

		7		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		9		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		AVE				5.84		5.5		2.72		2.54		0.24		0.81

		STDEV				0.45		0.35		1.12		0.67		0.21		1.25

		Test Sites:

				Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		2		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		4		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		6		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.5		0.1		0.13

		8		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		10		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		AVE				5.8		5.6		3.02		2.74		0.83		0.16

		STDEV				0.12		0.34		0.67		0.23		1.65		0.13





		



Control(n=5)

Test(n=5)

Treatment period  (Weeks)

P. gingivalis/Total bacteria (%)

Percentages of P. gingivalis of Periodontitis dogs



		03.12.07

		Bacterial Count of Paper point samples (PCR report from BML)

		Part 2 (Gel Part)

		Test site.		Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				PG %

						0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02

		2		4-11C		5.5		5.5		2.9		2.2		0.29		0.05

		3		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		4		4-11T		NT		5.8		NT		3.5		NT		0.52

		5		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9

		6		4-13C		5.1		5.6		3		3.4		0.77		0.53

		7		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		8		4-13T		NT		5.6		NT		3.3		NT		0.45

		9		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3

		10		4-16C		5.9		5.5		3.6		3.3		0.46		0.69

		11		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.9		0.02		0.18

		12		4-16T		NT		5.5		NT		2.9		NT		0.23

		13		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		14		4-17C		5.7		5.6		2		2.9		0.02		0.18

		15		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		16		4-17T		NT		5.7		NT		2.9		NT		0.16

		17		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		18		4-18C		6		5.6		3.7		3.7		0.47		1.23

		19		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		20		4-18T		NT		5.5		NT		3.1		NT		0.4

		Table :  Effect of Globigen PG on the level of Total bacteria and PG

						Total Bacteria (Log 10 value)				PG/Total bacteria (%)

				Group		Base line		4 Weeks		Base line		4 Weeks

				Globigen PG		5.8 ± 0.12 (n=5)		5.6 ± 0.24 (n=10)		0.83 ± 1.65 (n=5)		0.26 ± 0.17 (n=10)

				Control		5.74 ± 0.40 (n=10)		5.53± 0.24 (n=10)		0.32 ± 0.24  (n=10)		0.61 ± 0.89 (n=10)

		Control Sites:

		Site No.		Dog No.		Total bac(Log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

		n=10				0W		4W		0W		4W		0W		4W

		1		4-11C		6		5.7		2.5		1.9		0.04		0.02

		2		4-11C		5.5		5.5		2.9		2.2		0.29		0.05

		5		4-13C		5.1		5		2.7		3.5		0.44		2.9

		6		4-13C		5.1		5.6		3		3.4		0.77		0.53

		9		4-16C		6		5.3		3.5		2.7		0.35		0.3

		10		4-16C		5.9		5.5		3.6		3.3		0.46		0.69

		13		4-17C		5.8		5.9		1		1.9		0		0.01

		14		4-17C		5.7		5.6		2		2.9		0.02		0.18

		17		4-18C		6.3		5.6		3.9		2.7		0.39		0.14

		18		4-18C		6		5.6		3.7		3.7		0.47		1.23

		AVE				5.74		5.53		2.88		2.82		0.32		0.61

		STDEV				0.40		0.24		0.89		0.66		0.24		0.89

		Test Sites:

		Site No.		Dog No.		Total bac(log10 value)				PG count(Log10 value)				P.gingivalis/Total %

		n=10				0W(n=5)		4W (n=10)		0W(n=5)		4W (n=10)		0W(n=5)		4W (n=10)

		3		4-11T		5.7		5.5		2.6		2.5		0.07		0.11

		4		4-11T		NT		5.8		NT		3.5		NT		0.52

		7		4-13T		5.7		5.2		4.2		2.8		3.78		0.39

		8		4-13T		NT		5.6		NT		3.3		NT		0.45

		11		4-16T		5.8		5.4		2.8		2.5		0.1		0.13

		12		4-16T		NT		5.5		NT		2.9		NT		0.23

		15		4-17T		6		5.9		2.6		2.9		0.04		0.08

		16		4-17T		NT		5.7		NT		2.9		NT		0.16

		19		4-18T		5.8		6		2.9		3		0.14		0.09

		20		4-18T		NT		5.5		NT		3.1		NT		0.4

		AVE				5.9		5.61		2.75		2.94		0.83		0.26

		STDEV				0.14		0.24		0.21		0.31		1.65		0.17

		PG/Total bacteria(%)

				0W		4W

		Control		0.32		0.61

		Test		0.83		0.26

		STDEV-C		0.24		0.89

		STDEV (T)		1.65		0.17





						0.24		1.65

						0.89		0.17
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Trial 2: Specific IgY (PG) in dental gel

 Changes of total inflammation score

score


Graph1

		0w		0w		2.3021728866		2.4083189158

		1w		1w		2.8635642127		2.6076809621

		2w		2w		2.5884358211		2.6076809621

		3w		3w		3.4351128075		2.4494897428

		4w		4w		1.949358869		2.5884358211
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Data

		A) Pocket Depth (mm)										B) Body Weight (Kg)										F) 歯肉腫脹(Shiniku shuchou, Gum inflammation)												G) 歯肉潰瘍(Shiniku kaiyou, Gum ulcer)

																								(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)										(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W						Dog No.		0W		4W		8W

		Test-1 (n=5)										Test-1(n=5)										Test-1												Test-1

		1-1 4 W		3		3		3				1-1 4 W		6.6		6.5		6.5				1-1 4 W		1		0		1						1-1 4 W		3		0		0

		1-2 4 W		3		1		1				1-2 4 W		9.5		9.5		10				1-2 4 W		0		1		0						1-2 4 W		0		0		0

		1-3 4 W		4		3		2				1-3 4 W		9.1		9		9.4				1-3 4 W		0		0		0						1-3 4 W		0		0		0

		1-4 4 W		4		3		3				1-4 4 W		6.8		6.9		7.2				1-4 4 W		0		0		0						1-4 4 W		0		0		0

		1-5 4 W		3		3		3				1-5 4 W		7.4		7.3		7.6				1-5 4 W		0		0		0						1-5 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		3.4		2.6		2.4				Average		7.88		7.84		8.14				Average		0.2		0.2		0.2						Average		0.8		0		0

		STDEV		0.55		0.89		0.89				STDEV		1.34		1.33		1.49				STDEV		0.45		0.45		0.45						STDEV		1.30		0.00		0.00

		Test-2 (n=5)										Test-2(n=5)										Test-2												Test-2

		2-6 4 W		3		3		3				2-6 4 W		6.4		6.4		6.5				2-6 4 W		1		0		0						2-6 4 W		1		0		0

		2-7 4 W		5		4		4				2-7 4 W		7		6.9		7				2-7 4 W		1		0		0						2-7 4 W		0		0		0

		2-8 4 W		3		2		2				2-8 4 W		7.9		7.8		8				2-8 4 W		1		0		0						2-8 4 W		0		0		0

		2-9 4 W		3		5		8				2-9 4 W		10.2		10.1		10.2				2-9 4 W		1		0		0						2-9 4 W		1		0		0

		2-10 4 W		5		5		7				2-10 4 W		8.7		8.5		8.6				2-10 4 W		1		0		0						2-10 4 W		1		0		1

		Average		3.8		3.8		4.8				Average		8.04		7.94		8.06				Average		1		0		0						Average		0.6		0		0.2

		STDEV		1.10		1.30		2.59				STDEV		1.49		1.45		1.45				STDEV		0.00		0.00		0.00						STDEV		0.55		0.00		0.45

		Control(n=5)										Control (n=5)										Control												Control

		3-11 4 W		4		5		10				3-11 4 W		5.5		5.1		5.1				3-11 4 W		2		0		2						3-11 4 W		3		2		2

		3-12 4 W		3		3		3				3-12 4 W		7.8		7.2		7.2				3-12 4 W		0		0		0						3-12 4 W		0		0		0

		3-13 4 W		8		8		8				3-13 4 W		9		8.9		8.5				3-13 4 W		2		0		2						3-13 4 W		2		2		2

		3-14 4 W		3		3		2				3-14 4 W		10.7		10.6		10.5				3-14 4 W		0		0		0						3-14 4 W		0		0		0

		3-15 4 W		3		3		3				3-15 4 W		8.9		8.4		8.4				3-15 4 W		1		0		0						3-15 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		4.2		4.4		5.2				Average		8.38		8.04		7.94				Average		1		0		0.8						Average		1.2		0.8		0.8

		STDEV		2.17		2.19		3.56				STDEV		1.91		2.05		1.98				STDEV		1.00		0.00		1.10						STDEV		1.30		1.10		1.10

		ALL PARAMETERS GIVEN BELOW: UNITS EXPRESSED AS SCORE)[Non-Parametric values]

		C) 口臭(Foul Breath)										D) 歯肉充血(Shiniku Jukketsu, Mouth Congestion)										E) 歯肉出血(Shiniku shukketsu, Gingival bleeding)												H) 歯 (Periodontal ligament inflammation)

																																		(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W						Dog No.		0W		4W		8W

		Test-1										Test-1										Test-1												Test-1

		1-1 4 W		2		1		2				1-1 4 W		2		1		1				1-1 4 W		2		0		1						1-1 4 W		3		1		0

		1-2 4 W		1		0		0				1-2 4 W		1		1		0				1-2 4 W		1		1		0						1-2 4 W		1		0		0

		1-3 4 W		1		1		1				1-3 4 W		1		1		0				1-3 4 W		1		0		0						1-3 4 W		1		0		0

		1-4 4 W		1		1		2				1-4 4 W		1		0		0				1-4 4 W		0		0		0						1-4 4 W		1		0		0

		1-5 4 W		2		1		1				1-5 4 W		1		0		0				1-5 4 W		1		0		0						1-5 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		1.4		0.8		1.2				Average		1.2		0.6		0.2				Average		1		0.2		0.2						Average		1.4		0.2		0

		STDEV		0.55		0.45		0.84				STDEV		0.45		0.55		0.45				STDEV		0.71		0.45		0.45						STDEV		0.89		0.45		0.00

		Test-2										Test-2										Test-2												Test-2

		2-6 4 W		1		1		1				2-6 4 W		1		1		1				2-6 4 W		1		0		0						2-6 4 W		1		0		0

		2-7 4 W		2		1		1				2-7 4 W		1		0		1				2-7 4 W		1		0		0						2-7 4 W		3		0		0

		2-8 4 W		1		1		1				2-8 4 W		1		0		0				2-8 4 W		1		0		0						2-8 4 W		1		0		0

		2-9 4 W		1		1		2				2-9 4 W		1		1		1				2-9 4 W		1		0		0						2-9 4 W		1		1		0

		2-10 4 W		2		1		2				2-10 4 W		2		0		1				2-10 4 W		1		0		0						2-10 4 W		3		1		1

		Average		1.4		1		1.4				Average		1.2		0.4		0.8				Average		1		0		0						Average		1.8		0.4		0.2

		STDEV		0.55		0.00		0.55				STDEV		0.45		0.55		0.45				STDEV		0.00		0.00		0.00						STDEV		1.10		0.55		0.45

		Control										Control										Control												Control

		3-11 4 W		2		2		2				3-11 4 W		3		2		2				3-11 4 W		2		0		2						3-11 4 W		3		3		2

		3-12 4 W		1		1		0				3-12 4 W		1		1		1				3-12 4 W		0		0		0						3-12 4 W		1		0		0

		3-13 4 W		2		2		3				3-13 4 W		2		2		2				3-13 4 W		2		0		2						3-13 4 W		2		2		2

		3-14 4 W		1		0		2				3-14 4 W		1		1		1				3-14 4 W		0		0		0						3-14 4 W		1		0		0

		3-15 4 W		2		1		1				3-15 4 W		1		1		1				3-15 4 W		1		0		0						3-15 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		1.6		1.2		1.6				Average		1.6		1.4		1.4				Average		1		0		0.8						Average		1.6		1		0.8

		STDEV		0.55		0.84		1.14				STDEV		0.89		0.55		0.55				STDEV		1.00		0.00		1.10						STDEV		0.89		1.41		1.10

				I) Riyuen (Saliva secretion)

				(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)

				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W

				Test-1(n=5)

				1-1 4 W		2		0		0

				1-2 4 W		1		0		0

				1-3 4 W		1		0		0

				1-4 4 W		1		0		0

				1-5 4 W		1		0		1

				Average		1.2		0		0.2

				STDEV		0.45		0.00		0.45

				Test-2(n=5)

				2-6 4 W		1		1		1

				2-7 4 W		1		0		1

				2-8 4 W		1		0		0

				2-9 4 W		1		0		1

				2-10 4 W		1		0		2

				Average		1		0.2		1

				STDEV		0.00		0.45		0.71

				Control (n=5)

				3-11 4 W		1		1		2

				3-12 4 W		1		0		0

				3-13 4 W		2		1		1

				3-14 4 W		1		0		0

				3-15 4 W		1		0		1

				Average		1.2		0.4		0.8

				STDEV		0.45		0.55		0.84





Score Data

				total scores of 3 groups

				Test 1

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		4		5		13		12

		D2		5		2		0		3		5				0w		4w		8w

		D3		6		3		1		3		5		Test1		8.2		2.6		2

		D4		5		2		2		3		3		Test2		8.2		3		4.4

		D5		8		2		2		6		6		Control		10		6.2		7.8

		Mean		8.2		2.6		2		5.6		6.2		SD

		SD		5.0695167423		0.894427191		1.8708286934		4.3358966777		3.4205262753				5.1		0.9		1.9

		Median		6		2		2		3		5				2.4		1.0		2.5

				Test 2												5.7		4.9		6.6

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		7		4		4		3		3

		D2		9		2		4		7		5

		D3		6		2		1		4		5

		D4		7		4		5		3		2

		D5		12		3		8		9		4

		Mean		8.2		3		4.4		5.2		3.8

		SD		2.3874672773		1		2.5099800796		2.683281573		1.303840481

		Median		7		3		4		4		4

				Control

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		12		15		5		2

		D2		5		3		2		2		3				Compare test and control groups

		D3		15		11		15		4		0				Statistical analysis: 0w vs 4w: NS by all methods (Kruskal, 1-way Anova, Mann-Whitney

		D4		5		2		3		3		2				0w vs 8w: by Kruskal Wallis P =0.035 for all groups

		D5		8		3		4		5		4						by 1-way Anova P=0.049

		Mean		10		6.2		7.8		3.8		2.2								Tukey: Test1 vs Cont P<0.05; Others: NS

		SD		5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524		1.303840481		1.4832396974						Mann-whitney: Test1 vs Cont: P=0.014; Test2 vs Cont: P=0.07

		Median		8		3		4		4		2





Score Data

								5.0695167423		5.0695167423		0.894427191		0.894427191		1.8708286934		1.8708286934

								2.3874672773		2.3874672773		1		1		2.5099800796		2.5099800796

								5.6568542495		5.6568542495		4.8682645779		4.8682645779		6.6105975524		6.6105975524
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T1 vs Cont

				HOW TO ANALYZE A STRAIGHTFORWARD CONTROLLED TRIAL

				Reference: Hopkins WG (2003). How to analyze a straightforward controlled trial (Excel spreadsheet). newstats.org/xcontrial.xls

				Alternative reference and more info:  Hopkins WG (2003).  A spreadsheet for analysis of straightforward controlled trials. Sportscience 7, sportsci.org/jour/03/wghtrials.htm.

				Replace values of the cells in blue.  Useful statistics are in red. Don't touch these cells or cells with values in black.

				If you have three or more groups, use a whole new sheet for each pairwise comparison.

				If you have less observations than shown here, DELETE or CLEAR the unwanted rows.

				If you have more observations, COPY and INSERT rows anywhere below (but NOT including) the first row of the group.

				If you include the first row, you will ruin the background calculations.  You can delete or clear the first row, though.

				Double-click on one of the mean or SD cells to check that you have done this operation properly.  Colored boxes should enclose all your data.

				Missing values can be blanks, periods, or any non-numeric character(s).

				If you have an extra pre, mid or post trial, insert a new column in the right place in the raw data (but NOT to the left of the Pre column).

				Insert a new column into any transformed data you use, and copy the transformation from an adjacent cell on the left.

				If you insert an entire new column for an extra effect…

				Do the same to any transformed data you use. Copy the function representing the extra effect directly from the Raw Data table.

				Copy the statistics at the bottom of each group and in the tables from adjacent cells on the left.

				Insertion or deletion of rows or columns corrupts the size of some comment boxes, thanks to a bug in the software.

				See next sheet for graphs of changes vs pretest values.

				Comment on individual responses.

				UPDATE Dec 2005: added individual responses for "posts-only" analyses.  Insert only post-test data and only in the Pre column for such analyses.

								Choose level of confidence:		90		%

				Raw Data				Trials										Effects												Log-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Percentile Rank-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Root-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Arcsineroot-transformed Data				Trials										Effects

				Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Test1		Al		17		4		5						-13.0		-12.0		1.0								Test1		Al		283.3		138.6		160.9						-144.7		-122.4		22.3								Test1		Al		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Al		4.1		2.0		2.2						-2.1		-1.9		0.2								Test1		Al		0.42		0.20		0.23						-0.224		-0.199		0.024

				Test1		Alex		5		2		0						-3.0		-5.0		-2.0								Test1		Alex		160.9		69.3		miss						-91.6		miss		miss								Test1		Alex		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Alex		2.2		1.4		0.0						-0.8		-2.2		-1.4								Test1		Alex		0.23		0.14		miss						-0.084		miss		miss

				Test1		Alison		6		3		1						-3.0		-5.0		-2.0								Test1		Alison		179.2		109.9		0.0						-69.3		-179.2		-109.9								Test1		Alison		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Alison		2.4		1.7		1.0						-0.7		-1.4		-0.7								Test1		Alison		0.25		0.17		0.10						-0.073		-0.147		-0.074

				Test1		Bailey		5		2		2						-3.0		-3.0		0.0								Test1		Bailey		160.9		69.3		69.3						-91.6		-91.6		0.0								Test1		Bailey		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Bailey		2.2		1.4		1.4						-0.8		-0.8		0.0								Test1		Bailey		0.23		0.14		0.14						-0.084		-0.084		0.000

				Test1		Chris		8		2		2						-6.0		-6.0		0.0								Test1		Chris		207.9		69.3		69.3						-138.6		-138.6		0.0								Test1		Chris		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Chris		2.8		1.4		1.4						-1.4		-1.4		0.0								Test1		Chris		0.29		0.14		0.14						-0.145		-0.145		0.000

						mean		8.20								mean		-5.60		-6.20		-0.60		0.00								log mean		198.5								mean		-107.2		-133.0		-21.9		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		2.8								mean		-1.18		-1.56		-0.38		0.00								transformed mean		0.28								mean		-0.122		-0.144		-0.012		0.000

						SD		5.07								SD		4.34		3.42		1.34		0.00								log SD		51.2								SD		32.8		36.5		59.6		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.8								SD		0.59		0.53		0.68		0.00								transformed SD		0.08								SD		0.064		0.047		0.043		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		7.3								mean  (%)		-65.8		-73.5		-19.7		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		7.7																								back-transformed mean		7.7

																																SD as a CV (%)		66.8								SD as a CV (%)		38.9		44.0		81.5		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		4.4																								typical deviation		4.5

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.67								mean as factor		0.342		0.265		0.803		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.39		1.44		1.81		0.00

				Cont		Kelly		17		12		15						-5.0		-2.0		3.0								Cont		Kelly		283.3		248.5		270.8						-34.8		-12.5		22.3								Cont		Kelly		0		51		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kelly		4.1		3.5		3.9						-0.7		-0.3		0.4								Cont		Kelly		0.42		0.35		0.40						-0.071		-0.027		0.044

				Cont		Kennedy		5		3		2						-2.0		-3.0		-1.0								Cont		Kennedy		160.9		109.9		69.3						-51.1		-91.6		-40.5								Cont		Kennedy		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kennedy		2.2		1.7		1.4						-0.5		-0.8		-0.3								Cont		Kennedy		0.23		0.17		0.14						-0.051		-0.084		-0.032

				Cont		Kerry		15		11		15						-4.0		0.0		4.0								Cont		Kerry		270.8		239.8		270.8						-31.0		0.0		31.0								Cont		Kerry		0		37		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kerry		3.9		3.3		3.9						-0.6		0.0		0.6								Cont		Kerry		0.40		0.34		0.40						-0.060		0.000		0.060

				Cont		Kieran		5		2		3						-3.0		-2.0		1.0								Cont		Kieran		160.9		69.3		109.9						-91.6		-51.1		40.5								Cont		Kieran		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kieran		2.2		1.4		1.7						-0.8		-0.5		0.3								Cont		Kieran		0.23		0.14		0.17						-0.084		-0.051		0.032

				Cont		Kim		8		3		4						-5.0		-4.0		1.0								Cont		Kim		207.9		109.9		138.6						-98.1		-69.3		28.8								Cont		Kim		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kim		2.8		1.7		2.0						-1.1		-0.8		0.3								Cont		Kim		0.29		0.17		0.20						-0.113		-0.085		0.027

						mean		10.00								mean		-3.80		-2.20		1.60		0.00								log mean		216.8								mean		-61.3		-44.9		16.4		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		3.1								mean		-0.73		-0.48		0.25		0.00								transformed mean		0.31								mean		-0.076		-0.050		0.026		0.000

						SD		5.66								SD		1.30		1.48		1.95		0.00								log SD		58.4								SD		31.6		38.3		32.5		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.9								SD		0.24		0.36		0.33		0.00								transformed SD		0.09								SD		0.024		0.037		0.035		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		8.7								mean  (%)		-45.8		-36.2		17.8		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		9.36																								back-transformed mean		9.4

																																SD as a CV (%)		79.4								SD as a CV (%)		37.2		46.7		38.4		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		5.47																								typical deviation		5.5

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.79								mean as factor		0.542		0.638		1.178		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.37		1.47		1.38		0.00

						Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:

						pretest mean		9.10																								log mean		207.6																								percentile mean		0.0																								transformed mean		2.9																								transformed mean		0.30

						pretest SD		5.15																								log SD		52.7																								percentile SD		0.0																								transformed SD		0.8																								transformed SD		0.09

						total pretest n		10																								back-transformed mean		8.0																								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		8.51																								back-transformed mean		8.6

						total observations		119																								SD as a CV (%)		69.4																								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		4.73																								typical deviation		4.8

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.69

						Diff. in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:

						diff. in mean		1.80								diff. in mean		1.8		4.0		2.2		0.0								diff. in log mean		18.3								diff. in  mean		45.9		88.0		38.3		0.0								diff. in percentile mean		0.0								diff. in  mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in transformed mean		0.28								diff. in mean		0.45		1.08		0.63		0.00								diff. in transformed mean		0.030								diff. in  mean		0.046		0.094		0.039		0.000

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35		0.78		0.43		0.00								diff. in mean (%)		20.1								diff. in mean (%)		58.2		141.2		46.7		0.0

																																diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.201								diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.582		2.412		1.467		0.000

						p value		0.6108								p value		0.4170		0.0575		0.0757		0.0000								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.87		1.67		0.73		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.56		1.33		0.78		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.54		1.10		0.45		0.00

						degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		5		7		0

																																p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

																																degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in raw units				Pre						Outcomes in raw units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a percent				Pre						Outcomes as percents				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group difference at a chosen percentile										Outcomes at a chosen percentile																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value

						p value		0.6108								p value		0.4170		0.0575		0.0757		0.0000								p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		5		7		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0

						diff. in mean		1.8								diff. in mean		1.8		4.0		2.2		0.0								diff. in mean (%)		20.1								diff. in mean (%)		58.2		141.2		46.7		0.0

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.6						90% confidence
limits		lower		-2.4		0.7		0.2		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-37.6						90% confidence
limits		lower		8.5		51.3		-27.0		0.0

						upper		8.2								upper		6.0		7.3		4.2		0.0								upper		131.2								upper		130.6		284.4		194.6		0.0

						"±"		6.4								"±"		4.2		3.3		2.0		0.0								"±" approx.		92.5								"±" approx.		45.8		59.4		100.9		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		10		10		10		10

						- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-10								- ive		-10		-10		-10		-10

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		65		94		85		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		60						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		79		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		likely, probable		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0

						trivial		19								trivial		24		5		14		0								trivial		18								trivial		4		1		11		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0

						- ive		22								- ive		12		1		1		0								- ive		22								- ive		1		0		11		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		almost certainly not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0

						indiv. responses as SD		2.5								indiv. responses as SD		-4.1		-3.1		1.4		0.0								indiv. responses as CV (%)		32.6								indiv. responses as CV (%)		-8.5		12.6		-39.3		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.2		-4.8		-1.7		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-47.7						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-34.5		-38.3		-57.7		0.0

						upper		7.4								upper		2.2		2.1		2.6		0.0								upper		114.2								upper		49.7		66.7		63.7		0.0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a factor				Pre						Outcomes as factors				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen percentile				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen percentile				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

						p value		0.6108								p value		0.4170		0.0575		0.0757		0.0000								p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		5		7		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35		0.78		0.43		0.00								diff. in mean as factor		1.201								diff. in mean as factor		1.582		2.412		1.467		0.000								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		1.74								diff. in mean		2.8		7.5		4.1		0.0								diff. in mean		1.76								diff. in mean		2.75		5.98		2.28		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.89						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.47		0.14		0.04		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.624						90% confidence
limits		lower		1.085		1.513		0.730		0.000						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.4						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.8		3.7		-0.2		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.5						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.9		2.5		-0.8		0.0

						upper		1.59								upper		1.17		1.41		0.82		0.00								upper		2.312								upper		2.306		3.844		2.946		0.000								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		7.9								upper		6.4		11.2		8.4		0.0								upper		8.0								upper		6.4		9.5		5.4		0.0

						"±"		1.24								"±"		0.82		0.64		0.39		0.00								"´¤¸"		1.925								"´¤¸"		1.458		1.594		2.009		0.000								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		6.2								"±"		3.6		3.8		4.3		0.0								"±"		6.2								"±"		3.6		3.5		3.1		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10		1.10		1.10		1.10						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1

						- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		0.91								- ive		0.91		0.91		0.91		0.91								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		64		94		85		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		60						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		79		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		83		99		89		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		81		98		78		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		likely, probable		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		very likely		likely, probable		0

						trivial		20								trivial		25		5		14		0								trivial		18								trivial		4		1		11		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		20								trivial		13		1		7		0								trivial		20								trivial		14		1		18		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0

						- ive		21								- ive		11		1		1		0								- ive		22								- ive		1		0		11		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		0		3		0								- ive		21								- ive		5		1		4		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		almost certainly not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0

						pre-test SD for Cohen		5.2								pre-test SD for Cohen		5.2		5.2		5.2		5.2																																		chosen percentile		0								chosen percentile		0		0		0		0								chosen value		8.51								chosen value		8.51		8.51		8.51		8.51								chosen value		8.6								chosen value		8.6		8.6		8.6		8.6

						indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.49								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.80		-0.60		0.27		0.00								indiv. responses as factor		1.33								indiv. responses as SD factor		0.91		1.13		0.61		0.00								corresponding raw value		0								corresponding raw value		0		0		0		0								indiv. responses as SD		2.7								indiv. responses as SD		-3.7		-3.1		-4.2		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		2.7								indiv. responses as SD		-3.7		-2.1		-1.5		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.25						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.21		-0.94		-0.33		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.52						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.66		0.62		0.42		0.00								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-5.7		-5.8		-6.8		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-5.7		-4.6		-3.6		0.0

						upper		1.43								upper		0.43		0.40		0.51		0.00								upper		2.14								upper		1.50		1.67		1.64		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		7.5								upper		2.3		3.7		3.2		0.0								upper		7.4								upper		2.3		3.5		2.9		0.0

																														Log-transformed Data																												upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Raw Data																												p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

																																conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

				Ratio of group SDs				Pre																								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

						ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.12																								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.87		1.67		0.73		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.56		1.33		0.78		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.54		1.10		0.45		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		0.44																						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.90						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.15		0.79		-0.60		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.89						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.15		0.66		-0.05		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.89						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.17		0.45		-0.16		0.00

						upper		2.82																								upper		1.59								upper		1.59		2.56		2.05		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.59								upper		1.26		2.01		1.60		0.00								upper		1.59								upper		1.25		1.75		1.06		0.00

						"±"		2.53																								"±"		1.24								"±"		0.72		0.88		1.32		0.00								"±"		0.00								"±"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								"±"		1.24								"±"		0.71		0.67		0.82		0.00								"±"		1.24								"±"		0.71		0.65		0.61		0.00

				reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2

						clinically <		0.87																								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		48																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		78		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		82		99		89		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		81		98		78		0

								possibly, may (not)																										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		very likely		likely, probable		0

						trivial		20																								trivial		20								trivial		5		1		12		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		20								trivial		14		1		8		0								trivial		20								trivial		15		1		18		0

								unlikely, probably not						Raw Data																				unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0

						less		32																								- ive		22								- ive		1		0		10		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		0		3		0								- ive		21								- ive		5		0		4		0

								possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0

																conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								pre-test SD for Cohen		52.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		52.7		52.7		52.7		52.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.8								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.8		0.8		0.8		0.8								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.1								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.09		0.09		0.09		0.09

																degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.54								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.17		0.23		-0.95		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.51								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.67		-0.49		-0.73		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.51								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.69		-0.35		-0.28		0.00

														Raw units																90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.23						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.80		-0.92		-1.63		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.24						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.04		-0.89		-1.18		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.24						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.06		-0.77		-0.68		0.00

																raw SD		3.07		2.42		0.95		0.0								upper		1.45								upper		0.77		0.97		0.94		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.44								upper		0.43		0.57		0.56		0.00								upper		1.44								upper		0.42		0.58		0.55		0.00

														90% confidence
limits		lower		1.99		1.57		0.62		0.0						Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																upper		7.27		5.74		2.25		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						Difference in group means in log units				Pre						Outcomes in log units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in rank units				Pre						Outcomes in rank units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

														Cohen units																		p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

																SD as Cohen ES		0.60		0.47		0.18		0.00								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.39		0.30		0.12		0.00								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

																upper		1.41		1.11		0.44		0.00								diff. in mean		18.3								diff. in mean		45.9		88.0		38.3		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		0.3								diff. in mean		0.45		1.08		0.63		0.00								diff. in mean		0.030								diff. in mean		0.046		0.094		0.039		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-47.2						90% confidence
limits		lower		8.2		41.4		-31.4		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.7						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.12		0.54		-0.04		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.076						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.015		0.039		-0.013		0.0

																																upper		83.8								upper		83.6		134.6		108.0		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.3								upper		1.03		1.63		1.29		0.00								upper		0.136								upper		0.107		0.150		0.091		0.0

																																"±"		65.5								"±"		37.7		46.6		69.7		0.0								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		1.0								"±"		0.57		0.55		0.67		0.00								"±"		0.106								"±"		0.061		0.056		0.052		0.0

																														thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53		9.5310179804		9.5310179804		9.5310179804						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???

																																- ive		-9.53								- ive		-9.53		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		60						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		79		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0

																																		possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																trivial		18								trivial		4		1		11		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0

																																		unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																- ive		22								- ive		1		0		11		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0

																																		unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																indiv. responses as SD		28.2								indiv. responses as SD		-8.9		11.9		-49.9		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.42								indiv. responses as SD		-0.54		-0.39		-0.59		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.044								indiv. responses as SD		-0.059		-0.030		-0.024		0.000

																														90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-64.9						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-42.3		-48.3		-86.1		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.84		-0.72		-0.95		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.106						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.091		-0.066		-0.058		0.000

																																upper		76.2								upper		40.4		51.1		49.3		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.16								upper		0.35		0.46		0.45		0.00								upper		0.123								upper		0.036		0.050		0.047		0.000

																														Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre

																																ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.14																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		0.00																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.13																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.13

																														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.45																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.45																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.45

																																upper		2.89																								upper		0.00																								upper		2.86																								upper		2.85

																																"±"		2.53																								"±"		0.00																								"±"		2.53																								"±"		2.53

																														reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15

																																clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		49																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		0																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		49																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		49

																																		possibly, may (not)																										0																										possibly, may (not)																										possibly, may (not)

																																trivial		20																								trivial		0																								trivial		20																								trivial		20

																																		unlikely, probably not						Log-transformed Data																				0						Percentile Rank-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Root-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																																less		31																								less		0																								less		31																								less		31

																																		possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										0						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

																																										conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

																																										degrees of freedom		4		3		3		-1																		degrees of freedom		-1		-1		-1		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		3		3		-1

																																								Percent units																										At a chosen percentile																										At a chosen raw value																										At a chosen raw value

																																										SD as CV (%)		26.1		29.4		52.4		0.0																		approx. SD in raw units		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.45		2.20		2.81		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.51		1.87		1.68		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		16.3		17.3		29.8		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.59		1.43		1.83		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.63		1.16		1.04		0.00

																																										upper		73.5		112.3		242.2		0.0																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		5.82		5.23		6.68		0.00																		upper		5.96		5.47		4.91		0.00

																																										"´¤¸" approx.		2.12		2.55		2.85		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00

																																								Factor units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units

																																										SD as factor		1.261		1.294		1.524		0.000																		SD as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.52		0.47		0.60		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.52		0.39		0.35		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		1.163		1.173		1.298		0.000																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.34		0.30		0.39		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.34		0.24		0.22		0.00

																																										upper		1.735		2.123		3.422		0.000																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		1.23		1.11		1.41		0.00																		upper		1.25		1.14		1.03		0.00

																																										"´¤¸"		1.221		1.345		1.624		0.000																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00

																																								Cohen units																										Percentile rank-transformed units																										Root-transformed units																										Arcsineroot-transformed units

																																										SD as Cohen ES		0.44		0.49		0.80		0.00																		transformed SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		transformed SD		0.42		0.38		0.48		0.0																		transformed SD		0.045		0.034		0.030		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		0.29		0.30		0.50		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.27		0.25		0.31		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.029		0.021		0.019		0.0

																																										upper		1.05		1.43		2.34		0.00																		upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		upper		1.00		0.90		1.14		0.0																		upper		0.107		0.098		0.088		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00

																																								Log units

																																										transformed SD		23.2		25.8		42.1		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		15.1		16.0		26.1		0.0

																																										upper		55.1		75.3		123.0		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00



Will Hopkins:
The SD representing individual responses is the typical variation in the response to the treatment from individual to individual.  So, if the mean response is 3.0 units and the SD representing individual responses is 2.0 units, most individuals (about two-thirds) will have a response somewhere in the region of 1 to 5 (3-2 to 3+2). 

Confidence limits for the SD representing individual responses are based on the assumption that the sampling distribution of the difference of the variances of the change scores is normal (one of the methods used in Proc Mixed in SAS, version 8).   The sampling variance of each variance is 2(variance)^2/(degrees of freedom).  The sampling variance of the difference in the variances is simply the sum of the two sampling variances, because the control and experimental groups are independent.

Will Hopkins:
Use for most kinds of performance and physiological measures.

Will Hopkins:
Use for grossly non-normal data, such as physical activity.

Will Hopkins:
Use for counts, such as injuries or points scored.

Will Hopkins:
Use for proportions, expressed as percents (0-100).  Modify your raw data, if necessary.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
You can put any sensible combination of pre and/or post assays here.  Transfer the formula to the matching column in the tables of transformed values, if necessary. Make additional columns for other effects by copying and inserting this or any other effect column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Used for percentile rank transformation.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  You can choose a different percentile near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise, for Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A FACTOR if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A FACTOR
 if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  Put any other value between 0 and 100 in this cell. As values approach 0 or 100, individual responses stop evaluating for good reasons that would take too long to explain here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the other tables.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in rank.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits can be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
The uncertainty factor here is correct, but it gives a misleading impression that the estimate of the SD is precise.



T2 vs Cont

				HOW TO ANALYZE A STRAIGHTFORWARD CONTROLLED TRIAL

				Reference: Hopkins WG (2003). How to analyze a straightforward controlled trial (Excel spreadsheet). newstats.org/xcontrial.xls

				Alternative reference and more info:  Hopkins WG (2003).  A spreadsheet for analysis of straightforward controlled trials. Sportscience 7, sportsci.org/jour/03/wghtrials.htm.

				Replace values of the cells in blue.  Useful statistics are in red. Don't touch these cells or cells with values in black.

				If you have three or more groups, use a whole new sheet for each pairwise comparison.

				If you have less observations than shown here, DELETE or CLEAR the unwanted rows.

				If you have more observations, COPY and INSERT rows anywhere below (but NOT including) the first row of the group.

				If you include the first row, you will ruin the background calculations.  You can delete or clear the first row, though.

				Double-click on one of the mean or SD cells to check that you have done this operation properly.  Colored boxes should enclose all your data.

				Missing values can be blanks, periods, or any non-numeric character(s).

				If you have an extra pre, mid or post trial, insert a new column in the right place in the raw data (but NOT to the left of the Pre column).

				Insert a new column into any transformed data you use, and copy the transformation from an adjacent cell on the left.

				If you insert an entire new column for an extra effect…

				Do the same to any transformed data you use. Copy the function representing the extra effect directly from the Raw Data table.

				Copy the statistics at the bottom of each group and in the tables from adjacent cells on the left.

				Insertion or deletion of rows or columns corrupts the size of some comment boxes, thanks to a bug in the software.

				See next sheet for graphs of changes vs pretest values.

				Comment on individual responses.

				UPDATE Dec 2005: added individual responses for "posts-only" analyses.  Insert only post-test data and only in the Pre column for such analyses.

								Choose level of confidence:		90		%

				Raw Data				Trials										Effects												Log-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Percentile Rank-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Root-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Arcsineroot-transformed Data				Trials										Effects

				Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Test2		Al		7		4		4						-3.0		-3.0		0.0								Test2		Al		194.6		138.6		138.6						-56.0		-56.0		0.0								Test2		Al		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Al		2.6		2.0		2.0						-0.6		-0.6		0.0								Test2		Al		0.27		0.20		0.20						-0.066		-0.066		0.000

				Test2		Alex		9		2		4						-7.0		-5.0		2.0								Test2		Alex		219.7		69.3		138.6						-150.4		-81.1		69.3								Test2		Alex		10		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Alex		3.0		1.4		2.0						-1.6		-1.0		0.6								Test2		Alex		0.30		0.14		0.20						-0.163		-0.103		0.059

				Test2		Alison		6		2		1						-4.0		-5.0		-1.0								Test2		Alison		179.2		69.3		0.0						-109.9		-179.2		-69.3								Test2		Alison		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Alison		2.4		1.4		1.0						-1.0		-1.4		-0.4								Test2		Alison		0.25		0.14		0.10						-0.106		-0.147		-0.042

				Test2		Bailey		7		4		5						-3.0		-2.0		1.0								Test2		Bailey		194.6		138.6		160.9						-56.0		-33.6		22.3								Test2		Bailey		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Bailey		2.6		2.0		2.2						-0.6		-0.4		0.2								Test2		Bailey		0.27		0.20		0.23						-0.066		-0.042		0.024

				Test2		Chris		12		3		8						-9.0		-4.0		5.0								Test2		Chris		248.5		109.9		207.9						-138.6		-40.5		98.1								Test2		Chris		51		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Chris		3.5		1.7		2.8						-1.7		-0.6		1.1								Test2		Chris		0.35		0.17		0.29						-0.180		-0.067		0.113

						mean		8.20								mean		-5.20		-3.80		1.40		0.00								log mean		207.3								mean		-102.2		-78.1		24.1		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		2.8								mean		-1.13		-0.83		0.30		0.00								transformed mean		0.29								mean		-0.116		-0.085		0.031		0.000

						SD		2.39								SD		2.68		1.30		2.30		0.00								log SD		27.2								SD		44.7		59.4		64.9		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.4								SD		0.51		0.41		0.57		0.00								transformed SD		0.04								SD		0.053		0.041		0.059		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		7.9								mean  (%)		-64.0		-54.2		27.2		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		8.1																								back-transformed mean		8.1

																																SD as a CV (%)		31.3								SD as a CV (%)		56.3		81.1		91.3		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		2.3																								typical deviation		2.3

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.31								mean as factor		0.360		0.458		1.272		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.56		1.81		1.91		0.00

				Cont		Kelly		17		12		15						-5.0		-2.0		3.0								Cont		Kelly		283.3		248.5		270.8						-34.8		-12.5		22.3								Cont		Kelly		0		51		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kelly		4.1		3.5		3.9						-0.7		-0.3		0.4								Cont		Kelly		0.42		0.35		0.40						-0.071		-0.027		0.044

				Cont		Kennedy		5		3		2						-2.0		-3.0		-1.0								Cont		Kennedy		160.9		109.9		69.3						-51.1		-91.6		-40.5								Cont		Kennedy		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kennedy		2.2		1.7		1.4						-0.5		-0.8		-0.3								Cont		Kennedy		0.23		0.17		0.14						-0.051		-0.084		-0.032

				Cont		Kerry		15		11		15						-4.0		0.0		4.0								Cont		Kerry		270.8		239.8		270.8						-31.0		0.0		31.0								Cont		Kerry		0		37		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kerry		3.9		3.3		3.9						-0.6		0.0		0.6								Cont		Kerry		0.40		0.34		0.40						-0.060		0.000		0.060

				Cont		Kieran		5		2		3						-3.0		-2.0		1.0								Cont		Kieran		160.9		69.3		109.9						-91.6		-51.1		40.5								Cont		Kieran		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kieran		2.2		1.4		1.7						-0.8		-0.5		0.3								Cont		Kieran		0.23		0.14		0.17						-0.084		-0.051		0.032

				Cont		Kim		8		3		4						-5.0		-4.0		1.0								Cont		Kim		207.9		109.9		138.6						-98.1		-69.3		28.8								Cont		Kim		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kim		2.8		1.7		2.0						-1.1		-0.8		0.3								Cont		Kim		0.29		0.17		0.20						-0.113		-0.085		0.027

						mean		10.00								mean		-3.80		-2.20		1.60		0.00								log mean		216.8								mean		-61.3		-44.9		16.4		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		3.1								mean		-0.73		-0.48		0.25		0.00								transformed mean		0.31								mean		-0.076		-0.050		0.026		0.000

						SD		5.66								SD		1.30		1.48		1.95		0.00								log SD		58.4								SD		31.6		38.3		32.5		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.9								SD		0.24		0.36		0.33		0.00								transformed SD		0.09								SD		0.024		0.037		0.035		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		8.7								mean  (%)		-45.8		-36.2		17.8		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		9.36																								back-transformed mean		9.4

																																SD as a CV (%)		79.4								SD as a CV (%)		37.2		46.7		38.4		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		5.47																								typical deviation		5.5

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.79								mean as factor		0.542		0.638		1.178		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.37		1.47		1.38		0.00

						Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:

						pretest mean		9.10																								log mean		212.1																								percentile mean		0.0																								transformed mean		3.0																								transformed mean		0.30

						pretest SD		4.20																								log SD		43.3																								percentile SD		0.0																								transformed SD		0.7																								transformed SD		0.07

						total pretest n		10																								back-transformed mean		8.3																								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		8.70																								back-transformed mean		8.7

						total observations		119																								SD as a CV (%)		54.1																								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		3.92																								typical deviation		3.9

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.54

						Diff. in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:

						diff. in mean		1.80								diff. in mean		1.4		1.6		0.2		0.0								diff. in log mean		9.5								diff. in  mean		40.8		33.2		-7.7		0.0								diff. in percentile mean		0.0								diff. in  mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in transformed mean		0.22								diff. in mean		0.40		0.35		-0.05		0.00								diff. in transformed mean		0.024								diff. in  mean		0.040		0.036		-0.005		0.000

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.43								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33		0.38		0.05		0.00								diff. in mean (%)		9.9								diff. in mean (%)		50.4		39.3		-7.4		0.0

																																diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.099								diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.504		1.393		0.926		0.000

						p value		0.5391								p value		0.3358		0.1082		0.8859		0.0000								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.22								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.94		0.77		-0.18		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.60		0.52		-0.08		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.34								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.58		0.51		-0.07		0.00

						degrees of freedom		5								degrees of freedom		6		8		8		0

																																p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

																																degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in raw units				Pre						Outcomes in raw units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a percent				Pre						Outcomes as percents				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group difference at a chosen percentile										Outcomes at a chosen percentile																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value

						p value		0.5391								p value		0.3358		0.1082		0.8859		0.0000								p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		5								degrees of freedom		6		8		8		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0

						diff. in mean		1.8								diff. in mean		1.4		1.6		0.2		0.0								diff. in mean (%)		9.9								diff. in mean (%)		50.4		39.3		-7.4		0.0

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-3.7						90% confidence
limits		lower		-1.3		-0.0		-2.3		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-38.3						90% confidence
limits		lower		-5.2		-24.1		-51.6		0.0

						upper		7.3								upper		4.1		3.2		2.7		0.0								upper		95.8								upper		138.8		155.9		77.2		0.0

						"±"		5.5								"±"		2.7		1.6		2.5		0.0								"±" approx.		78.1								"±" approx.		58.7		83.6		91.3		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		10		10		10		10

						- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-10								- ive		-10		-10		-10		-10

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		61						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		61		74		29		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		50						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		88		76		31		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		possibly, may (not)		possibly, may (not)		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0

						trivial		21								trivial		32		25		51		0								trivial		23								trivial		8		13		21		0

								unlikely, probably not										possibly, may (not)		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0

						- ive		18								- ive		6		1		20		0								- ive		27								- ive		4		11		48		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0										possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0

						indiv. responses as SD		5.1								indiv. responses as SD		-2.3		0.7		-1.2		0.0								indiv. responses as CV (%)		67.7								indiv. responses as CV (%)		-27.1		-36.4		-43.0		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.8		-1.7		-3.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-31.1						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-45.1		-55.3		-59.6		0.0

						upper		8.0								upper		1.8		1.9		2.5		0.0								upper		127.2								upper		49.2		63.0		54.5		0.0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a factor				Pre						Outcomes as factors				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen percentile				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen percentile				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

						p value		0.5391								p value		0.3358		0.1082		0.8859		0.0000								p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		5								degrees of freedom		6		8		8		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.43								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33		0.38		0.05		0.00								diff. in mean as factor		1.099								diff. in mean as factor		1.504		1.393		0.926		0.000								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		1.34								diff. in mean		2.5		2.2		-0.3		0.0								diff. in mean		1.39								diff. in mean		2.42		2.12		-0.27		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.88						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.30		-0.01		-0.56		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.617						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.948		0.759		0.484		0.000						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.6		-0.7		-3.7		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.7		-0.6		-3.6		0.0

						upper		1.74								upper		0.96		0.77		0.65		0.00								upper		1.958								upper		2.388		2.559		1.772		0.000								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		6.7								upper		5.7		5.0		3.0		0.0								upper		6.8								upper		5.5		4.9		3.1		0.0

						"±"		1.31								"±"		0.63		0.39		0.61		0.00								"´¤¸"		1.781								"´¤¸"		1.587		1.836		1.913		0.000								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		5.4								"±"		3.1		2.8		3.4		0.0								"±"		5.4								"±"		3.1		2.7		3.3		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10		1.10		1.10		1.10						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1

						- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		0.91								- ive		0.91		0.91		0.91		0.91								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		63						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		66		79		32		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		50						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		88		76		31		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		55						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		81		77		24		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		56						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		80		77		24		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		unlikely, probably not		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		unlikely, probably not		0

						trivial		18								trivial		27		19		44		0								trivial		23								trivial		8		13		21		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		24								trivial		15		19		41		0								trivial		24								trivial		16		20		42		0

								unlikely, probably not										possibly, may (not)		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0

						- ive		19								- ive		7		1		23		0								- ive		27								- ive		4		11		48		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		4		35		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		3		34		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0										possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0

						pre-test SD for Cohen		4.2								pre-test SD for Cohen		4.2		4.2		4.2		4.2																																		chosen percentile		0								chosen percentile		0		0		0		0								chosen value		8.70								chosen value		8.70		8.70		8.70		8.70								chosen value		8.7								chosen value		8.7		8.7		8.7		8.7

						indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.22								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.56		0.17		-0.29		0.00								indiv. responses as factor		1.68								indiv. responses as SD factor		0.73		0.64		0.57		0.00								corresponding raw value		0								corresponding raw value		0		0		0		0								indiv. responses as SD		5.1								indiv. responses as SD		-3.0		-1.2		-2.7		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		5.1								indiv. responses as SD		-3.0		-1.1		-2.6		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.81						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.89		-0.39		-0.72		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.69						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.55		0.45		0.40		0.00								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.5						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-4.8		-3.5		-4.6		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.5						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-4.7		-3.3		-4.5		0.0

						upper		1.91								upper		0.42		0.46		0.59		0.00								upper		2.27								upper		1.49		1.63		1.55		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		8.0								upper		2.2		3.0		2.5		0.0								upper		7.9								upper		2.1		2.9		2.5		0.0

																														Log-transformed Data																												upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Raw Data																												p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

																																conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

				Ratio of group SDs				Pre																								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

						ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.37																								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.22								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.94		0.77		-0.18		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.60		0.52		-0.08		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.34								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.58		0.51		-0.07		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		0.94																						90% confidence
limits		lower		-1.12						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.12		-0.64		-1.68		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.99						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.15		-0.16		-0.95		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.98						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.16		-0.15		-0.91		0.00

						upper		5.99																								upper		1.55								upper		2.01		2.17		1.32		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.65								upper		1.36		1.21		0.79		0.00								upper		1.66								upper		1.31		1.17		0.78		0.00

						"±"		2.53																								"±"		1.33								"±"		1.07		1.40		1.50		0.00								"±"		0.00								"±"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								"±"		1.32								"±"		0.75		0.69		0.87		0.00								"±"		1.32								"±"		0.74		0.66		0.84		0.00

				reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2

						clinically <		0.87																								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		90																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		51						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		89		77		32		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		57						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		84		80		28		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		58						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		83		80		28		0

								likely, probable																										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0

						trivial		6																								trivial		21								trivial		7		12		19		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		20								trivial		12		16		32		0								trivial		20								trivial		13		16		33		0

								unlikely, probably not						Raw Data																				unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0

						less		4																								- ive		28								- ive		4		11		49		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		23								- ive		4		4		40		0								- ive		22								- ive		4		4		39		0

								very unlikely						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0

																conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								pre-test SD for Cohen		43.3								pre-test SD for Cohen		43.3		43.3		43.3		43.3								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.1								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07

																degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.20								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.73		-1.05		-1.30		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.21								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.68		-0.28		-0.70		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.21								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.68		-0.26		-0.67		0.00

														Raw units																90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.86						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.39		-1.86		-2.09		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.84						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.08		-0.80		-1.19		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.83						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.07		-0.76		-1.15		0.00

																raw SD		1.90		0.92		1.63		0.0								upper		1.90								upper		0.92		1.13		1.01		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.90								upper		0.49		0.69		0.65		0.00								upper		1.90								upper		0.47		0.67		0.64		0.00

														90% confidence
limits		lower		1.23		0.60		1.06		0.0						Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																upper		4.50		2.19		3.86		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						Difference in group means in log units				Pre						Outcomes in log units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in rank units				Pre						Outcomes in rank units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

														Cohen units																		p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

																SD as Cohen ES		0.45		0.22		0.39		0.00								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.29		0.14		0.25		0.00								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

																upper		1.07		0.52		0.92		0.00								diff. in mean		9.5								diff. in mean		40.8		33.2		-7.7		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		0.2								diff. in mean		0.40		0.35		-0.05		0.00								diff. in mean		0.024								diff. in mean		0.040		0.036		-0.005		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-48.2						90% confidence
limits		lower		-5.4		-27.6		-72.5		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.7						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.10		-0.11		-0.63		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.069						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.011		-0.010		-0.064		0.0

																																upper		67.2								upper		87.0		93.9		57.2		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.1								upper		0.90		0.80		0.52		0.00								upper		0.116								upper		0.092		0.082		0.054		0.0

																																"±"		57.7								"±"		46.2		60.8		64.9		0.0								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		0.9								"±"		0.50		0.46		0.58		0.00								"±"		0.093								"±"		0.052		0.046		0.059		0.0

																														thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53		9.5310179804		9.5310179804		9.5310179804						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???

																																- ive		-9.53								- ive		-9.53		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		50						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		88		76		31		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0

																																		possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																trivial		23								trivial		8		13		21		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0

																																		unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																- ive		27								- ive		4		11		48		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0

																																		possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																indiv. responses as SD		51.7								indiv. responses as SD		-31.6		-45.3		-56.1		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.80								indiv. responses as SD		-0.45		-0.19		-0.47		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.085								indiv. responses as SD		-0.047		-0.018		-0.047		0.000

																														90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-37.3						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-60.0		-80.6		-90.5		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.56						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.72		-0.53		-0.79		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.059						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.075		-0.053		-0.080		0.000

																																upper		82.1								upper		40.0		48.9		43.5		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.26								upper		0.33		0.46		0.43		0.00								upper		0.133								upper		0.033		0.047		0.045		0.000

																														Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre

																																ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.15																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		0.00																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.23																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.25

																														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.85																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.88																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.89

																																upper		5.43																								upper		0.00																								upper		5.64																								upper		5.68

																																"±"		2.53																								"±"		0.00																								"±"		2.53																								"±"		2.53

																														reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15

																																clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		87																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		0																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		89																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		89

																																		likely, probable																										0																										likely, probable																										likely, probable

																																trivial		7																								trivial		0																								trivial		7																								trivial		6

																																		unlikely, probably not						Log-transformed Data																				0						Percentile Rank-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Root-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																																less		5																								less		0																								less		5																								less		5

																																		unlikely, probably not						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										0						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										very unlikely						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										very unlikely						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

																																										conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

																																										degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1																		degrees of freedom		-1		-1		-1		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1

																																								Percent units																										At a chosen percentile																										At a chosen raw value																										At a chosen raw value

																																										SD as CV (%)		37.2		52.2		58.2		0.0																		approx. SD in raw units		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.14		1.70		2.40		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.12		1.64		2.34		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		22.8		31.3		34.7		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.39		1.10		1.56		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.38		1.06		1.52		0.00

																																										upper		111.6		170.8		196.9		0.0																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		5.07		4.02		5.69		0.00																		upper		5.03		3.88		5.56		0.00

																																										"´¤¸" approx.		2.21		2.33		2.38		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00

																																								Factor units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units

																																										SD as factor		1.372		1.522		1.582		0.000																		SD as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.55		0.43		0.61		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.54		0.41		0.59		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		1.228		1.313		1.347		0.000																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.35		0.28		0.40		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.35		0.27		0.38		0.00

																																										upper		2.116		2.708		2.969		0.000																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		1.29		1.03		1.45		0.00																		upper		1.27		0.98		1.41		0.00

																																										"´¤¸"		1.313		1.436		1.485		0.000																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00

																																								Cohen units																										Percentile rank-transformed units																										Root-transformed units																										Arcsineroot-transformed units

																																										SD as Cohen ES		0.73		0.97		1.06		0.00																		transformed SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		transformed SD		0.36		0.29		0.41		0.0																		transformed SD		0.038		0.029		0.041		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		0.47		0.63		0.69		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.24		0.19		0.26		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.024		0.019		0.027		0.0

																																										upper		1.73		2.30		2.51		0.00																		upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		upper		0.86		0.68		0.96		0.0																		upper		0.089		0.069		0.098		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00

																																								Log units

																																										transformed SD		31.6		42.0		45.9		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		20.5		27.3		29.8		0.0

																																										upper		75.0		99.6		108.8		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00



Will Hopkins:
The SD representing individual responses is the typical variation in the response to the treatment from individual to individual.  So, if the mean response is 3.0 units and the SD representing individual responses is 2.0 units, most individuals (about two-thirds) will have a response somewhere in the region of 1 to 5 (3-2 to 3+2). 

Confidence limits for the SD representing individual responses are based on the assumption that the sampling distribution of the difference of the variances of the change scores is normal (one of the methods used in Proc Mixed in SAS, version 8).   The sampling variance of each variance is 2(variance)^2/(degrees of freedom).  The sampling variance of the difference in the variances is simply the sum of the two sampling variances, because the control and experimental groups are independent.

Will Hopkins:
Use for most kinds of performance and physiological measures.

Will Hopkins:
Use for grossly non-normal data, such as physical activity.

Will Hopkins:
Use for counts, such as injuries or points scored.

Will Hopkins:
Use for proportions, expressed as percents (0-100).  Modify your raw data, if necessary.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
You can put any sensible combination of pre and/or post assays here.  Transfer the formula to the matching column in the tables of transformed values, if necessary. Make additional columns for other effects by copying and inserting this or any other effect column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Used for percentile rank transformation.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  You can choose a different percentile near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise, for Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A FACTOR if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A FACTOR
 if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  Put any other value between 0 and 100 in this cell. As values approach 0 or 100, individual responses stop evaluating for good reasons that would take too long to explain here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the other tables.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in rank.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits can be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
The uncertainty factor here is correct, but it gives a misleading impression that the estimate of the SD is precise.



Probing depth

		A) Pocket Depth (mm)

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W		０ｗ－４ｗ		０ｗ－８ｗ

		Test-1 (n=5)																0w		4w		8w

		1-1 4 W		3		3		3		0		0				Test1		3.4		2.6		2.4

		1-2 4 W		3		1		1		2		2				Test2		3.8		3.8		4.8

		1-3 4 W		4		3		2		1		2				Control		4.2		4.4		5.2

		1-4 4 W		4		3		3		1		1

		1-5 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		Average		3.4		2.6		2.4		0.8		1

		STDEV		0.55		0.89		0.89		0.84		1.00

		Test-2 (n=5)

		2-6 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		2-7 4 W		5		4		4		1		1

		2-8 4 W		3		2		2		1		1

		2-9 4 W		3		5		8		-2		-5

		2-10 4 W		5		5		7		0		-2

		Average		3.8		3.8		4.8		0		-1

		STDEV		1.10		1.30		2.59		1.22		2.55

		Control(n=5)

		3-11 4 W		4		5		10		-1		-6				0w vs 8w: NS between all groups by 1-way anova for independent samples

		3-12 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		3-13 4 W		8		8		8		0		0

		3-14 4 W		3		3		2		0		1

		3-15 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		Average		4.2		4.4		5.2		-0.2		-1

		STDEV		2.17		2.19		3.56		0.45		2.83





Probing depth

		



Test1

Test2

Control



Combine tests

				Test

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		4		5		13		12				0w		4w		8w

		D2		5		2		0		3		5		Test		8.2		2.8		3.2

		D3		6		3		1		3		5		Cont		10		6.2		7.8

		D4		5		2		2		3		3

		D5		8		2		2		6		6				3.831998242		1.8064212949		3.0966875342

		D6		7		4		4		3		3				5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524

		D7		9		2		4		7		5

		D8		6		2		1		4		5

		D9		7		4		5		3		2

		D10		12		3		8		9		4

		Mean		8.2		2.8		3.2		5.4		5

		SD		3.831998242		1.8064212949		3.0966875342		3.0192365713		2.7487370837

				Control

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		12		15		5		2

		D2		5		3		2		2		3

		D3		15		11		15		4		0

		D4		5		2		3		3		2		1-way anova: test group P<0.0001

		D5		8		3		4		5		4				Cont group P<0.01

		Mean		10		6.2		7.8		3.8		2.2		Tukey: test: 0w vs 4w: P<0.01; 0w vs 8w: P<0.01

		SD		5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524		1.303840481		1.4832396974				Cont group 0w vs 4w: P<0.01; 0w vs 8w: NS

		Median		8		3		4		4		2





Combine tests

								3.831998242		1.8064212949		3.0966875342

								5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524



0w

4w

8w



Combined PD

		

				0w		4w		8w		0-4w		0-8w

				3		3		3		0		0

				3		1		1		2		2				4w		8w

				4		3		2		1		2		Test		-0.4		0

				4		3		3		1		1		Control		0.2		1

				3		3		3		0		0

				3		3		3		0		0

				5		4		4		1		1

				3		2		2		1		1

				3		5		8		-2		-5

				5		5		7		0		-2

		Mean		3.6		3.2		3.6		0.4		0

		SD		0.8432740427		1.2292725943		2.2211108332		1.0749676998		2.1081851068

		Control(n=5)

		3-11 4 W		4		5		10		-1		-6

		3-12 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		3-13 4 W		8		8		8		0		0

		3-14 4 W		3		3		2		0		1

		3-15 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		Average		4.2		4.4		5.2		-0.2		-1

		STDEV		2.17		2.19		3.56		0.45		2.83





Combined PD

		



Test

Control



Sheet1

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W		4w-0w		8w-0w

		Test-1(n=5)

		1-1 4 W		6.6		6.5		6.5		-0.1		-0.1				4w-0w		8w-0w

		1-2 4 W		9.5		9.5		10		0		0.5		Test		-0.07		0.14

		1-3 4 W		9.1		9		9.4		-0.1		0.3		Contr		-0.34		-0.44

		1-4 4 W		6.8		6.9		7.2		0.1		0.4

		1-5 4 W		7.4		7.3		7.6		-0.1		0.2				0.08		0.2

		2-6 4 W		6.4		6.4		6.5		0		0.1				0.23		0.15

		2-7 4 W		7		6.9		7		-0.1		0

		2-8 4 W		7.9		7.8		8		-0.1		0.1

		2-9 4 W		10.2		10.1		10.2		-0.1		0

		2-10 4 W		8.7		8.5		8.6		-0.2		-0.1

										-0.07		0.14

										0.0823272602		0.2065591118

		Control

		Control (n=5)

		3-11 4 W		5.5		5.1		5.1		-0.4		-0.4

		3-12 4 W		7.8		7.2		7.2		-0.6		-0.6

		3-13 4 W		9		8.9		8.5		-0.1		-0.5

		3-14 4 W		10.7		10.6		10.5		-0.1		-0.2

		3-15 4 W		8.9		8.4		8.4		-0.5		-0.5

										-0.34		-0.44

										0.2302172887		0.1516575089





Sheet1

						0.08		0.23

						0.2		0.15
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Gel test results

		Total inflammation score data

		Test group

		犬No		0w		1w		2w		3w		4w				0w		1w		2w		3w		4w

		11		13		8		6		5		2		Test		10.6		8.2		4.2		5.6		3.6

		13		10		8		5		9		3		Cont		11.4		9.6		7.6		6		9.8

		16		12		13		7		9		7

		17		7		6		2		1		3				0w		1w		2w		3w		4w

		18		11		6		1		4		3		Test		2.3021728866		2.8635642127		2.5884358211		3.4351128075		1.949358869

		Mean		10.6		8.2		4.2		5.6		3.6		Cont		2.4083189158		2.6076809621		2.6076809621		2.4494897428		2.5884358211

		SD		2.3021728866		2.8635642127		2.5884358211		3.4351128075		1.949358869

		Median		11		8		5		5		3

		Control group												Median

		犬No		0w		1w		2w		3w		4w				0w		1w		2w		3w		4w

		11		14		12		9		5		9		Test		11		8		5		5		3

		13		12		10		11		9		10		Cont		12		10		8		5		10

		16		13		12		8		8		13

		17		8		6		5		5		11

		18		10		8		5		3		6

		Mean		11.4		9.6		7.6		6		9.8

		SD		2.4083189158		2.6076809621		2.6076809621		2.4494897428		2.5884358211

		Median		12		10		8		5		10

		Probing depth average

				0w		1w		2w		3w		4w

		Test		6.3		4.9		5		4.7		4.1

		Con		6.5		6.3		6.3		5.4		6.4

		SD

		Test		2.3		2		2.5		2.6		2

		Cont		2.1		1.8		2.1		1.4		2





Gel test results
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Trial 2: Specific IgY (PG) in dental gel

mm

 Changes of average pocket depth


Graph3

		0w		0w		2.3		2.1

		1w		1w		2		1.8

		2w		2w		2.5		2.1

		3w		3w		2.6		1.4

		4w		4w		2		2
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Data

		A) Pocket Depth (mm)										B) Body Weight (Kg)										F) 歯肉腫脹(Shiniku shuchou, Gum inflammation)												G) 歯肉潰瘍(Shiniku kaiyou, Gum ulcer)

																								(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)										(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W						Dog No.		0W		4W		8W

		Test-1 (n=5)										Test-1(n=5)										Test-1												Test-1

		1-1 4 W		3		3		3				1-1 4 W		6.6		6.5		6.5				1-1 4 W		1		0		1						1-1 4 W		3		0		0

		1-2 4 W		3		1		1				1-2 4 W		9.5		9.5		10				1-2 4 W		0		1		0						1-2 4 W		0		0		0

		1-3 4 W		4		3		2				1-3 4 W		9.1		9		9.4				1-3 4 W		0		0		0						1-3 4 W		0		0		0

		1-4 4 W		4		3		3				1-4 4 W		6.8		6.9		7.2				1-4 4 W		0		0		0						1-4 4 W		0		0		0

		1-5 4 W		3		3		3				1-5 4 W		7.4		7.3		7.6				1-5 4 W		0		0		0						1-5 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		3.4		2.6		2.4				Average		7.88		7.84		8.14				Average		0.2		0.2		0.2						Average		0.8		0		0

		STDEV		0.55		0.89		0.89				STDEV		1.34		1.33		1.49				STDEV		0.45		0.45		0.45						STDEV		1.30		0.00		0.00

		Test-2 (n=5)										Test-2(n=5)										Test-2												Test-2

		2-6 4 W		3		3		3				2-6 4 W		6.4		6.4		6.5				2-6 4 W		1		0		0						2-6 4 W		1		0		0

		2-7 4 W		5		4		4				2-7 4 W		7		6.9		7				2-7 4 W		1		0		0						2-7 4 W		0		0		0

		2-8 4 W		3		2		2				2-8 4 W		7.9		7.8		8				2-8 4 W		1		0		0						2-8 4 W		0		0		0

		2-9 4 W		3		5		8				2-9 4 W		10.2		10.1		10.2				2-9 4 W		1		0		0						2-9 4 W		1		0		0

		2-10 4 W		5		5		7				2-10 4 W		8.7		8.5		8.6				2-10 4 W		1		0		0						2-10 4 W		1		0		1

		Average		3.8		3.8		4.8				Average		8.04		7.94		8.06				Average		1		0		0						Average		0.6		0		0.2

		STDEV		1.10		1.30		2.59				STDEV		1.49		1.45		1.45				STDEV		0.00		0.00		0.00						STDEV		0.55		0.00		0.45

		Control(n=5)										Control (n=5)										Control												Control

		3-11 4 W		4		5		10				3-11 4 W		5.5		5.1		5.1				3-11 4 W		2		0		2						3-11 4 W		3		2		2

		3-12 4 W		3		3		3				3-12 4 W		7.8		7.2		7.2				3-12 4 W		0		0		0						3-12 4 W		0		0		0

		3-13 4 W		8		8		8				3-13 4 W		9		8.9		8.5				3-13 4 W		2		0		2						3-13 4 W		2		2		2

		3-14 4 W		3		3		2				3-14 4 W		10.7		10.6		10.5				3-14 4 W		0		0		0						3-14 4 W		0		0		0

		3-15 4 W		3		3		3				3-15 4 W		8.9		8.4		8.4				3-15 4 W		1		0		0						3-15 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		4.2		4.4		5.2				Average		8.38		8.04		7.94				Average		1		0		0.8						Average		1.2		0.8		0.8

		STDEV		2.17		2.19		3.56				STDEV		1.91		2.05		1.98				STDEV		1.00		0.00		1.10						STDEV		1.30		1.10		1.10

		ALL PARAMETERS GIVEN BELOW: UNITS EXPRESSED AS SCORE)[Non-Parametric values]

		C) 口臭(Foul Breath)										D) 歯肉充血(Shiniku Jukketsu, Mouth Congestion)										E) 歯肉出血(Shiniku shukketsu, Gingival bleeding)												H) 歯 (Periodontal ligament inflammation)

																																		(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W						Dog No.		0W		4W		8W

		Test-1										Test-1										Test-1												Test-1

		1-1 4 W		2		1		2				1-1 4 W		2		1		1				1-1 4 W		2		0		1						1-1 4 W		3		1		0

		1-2 4 W		1		0		0				1-2 4 W		1		1		0				1-2 4 W		1		1		0						1-2 4 W		1		0		0

		1-3 4 W		1		1		1				1-3 4 W		1		1		0				1-3 4 W		1		0		0						1-3 4 W		1		0		0

		1-4 4 W		1		1		2				1-4 4 W		1		0		0				1-4 4 W		0		0		0						1-4 4 W		1		0		0

		1-5 4 W		2		1		1				1-5 4 W		1		0		0				1-5 4 W		1		0		0						1-5 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		1.4		0.8		1.2				Average		1.2		0.6		0.2				Average		1		0.2		0.2						Average		1.4		0.2		0

		STDEV		0.55		0.45		0.84				STDEV		0.45		0.55		0.45				STDEV		0.71		0.45		0.45						STDEV		0.89		0.45		0.00

		Test-2										Test-2										Test-2												Test-2

		2-6 4 W		1		1		1				2-6 4 W		1		1		1				2-6 4 W		1		0		0						2-6 4 W		1		0		0

		2-7 4 W		2		1		1				2-7 4 W		1		0		1				2-7 4 W		1		0		0						2-7 4 W		3		0		0

		2-8 4 W		1		1		1				2-8 4 W		1		0		0				2-8 4 W		1		0		0						2-8 4 W		1		0		0

		2-9 4 W		1		1		2				2-9 4 W		1		1		1				2-9 4 W		1		0		0						2-9 4 W		1		1		0

		2-10 4 W		2		1		2				2-10 4 W		2		0		1				2-10 4 W		1		0		0						2-10 4 W		3		1		1

		Average		1.4		1		1.4				Average		1.2		0.4		0.8				Average		1		0		0						Average		1.8		0.4		0.2

		STDEV		0.55		0.00		0.55				STDEV		0.45		0.55		0.45				STDEV		0.00		0.00		0.00						STDEV		1.10		0.55		0.45

		Control										Control										Control												Control

		3-11 4 W		2		2		2				3-11 4 W		3		2		2				3-11 4 W		2		0		2						3-11 4 W		3		3		2

		3-12 4 W		1		1		0				3-12 4 W		1		1		1				3-12 4 W		0		0		0						3-12 4 W		1		0		0

		3-13 4 W		2		2		3				3-13 4 W		2		2		2				3-13 4 W		2		0		2						3-13 4 W		2		2		2

		3-14 4 W		1		0		2				3-14 4 W		1		1		1				3-14 4 W		0		0		0						3-14 4 W		1		0		0

		3-15 4 W		2		1		1				3-15 4 W		1		1		1				3-15 4 W		1		0		0						3-15 4 W		1		0		0

		Average		1.6		1.2		1.6				Average		1.6		1.4		1.4				Average		1		0		0.8						Average		1.6		1		0.8

		STDEV		0.55		0.84		1.14				STDEV		0.89		0.55		0.55				STDEV		1.00		0.00		1.10						STDEV		0.89		1.41		1.10

				I) Riyuen (Saliva secretion)

				(Values shown as Score, nonparametric)

				Dog No.		0W		4W		8W

				Test-1(n=5)

				1-1 4 W		2		0		0

				1-2 4 W		1		0		0

				1-3 4 W		1		0		0

				1-4 4 W		1		0		0

				1-5 4 W		1		0		1

				Average		1.2		0		0.2

				STDEV		0.45		0.00		0.45

				Test-2(n=5)

				2-6 4 W		1		1		1

				2-7 4 W		1		0		1

				2-8 4 W		1		0		0

				2-9 4 W		1		0		1

				2-10 4 W		1		0		2

				Average		1		0.2		1

				STDEV		0.00		0.45		0.71

				Control (n=5)

				3-11 4 W		1		1		2

				3-12 4 W		1		0		0

				3-13 4 W		2		1		1

				3-14 4 W		1		0		0

				3-15 4 W		1		0		1

				Average		1.2		0.4		0.8

				STDEV		0.45		0.55		0.84





Score Data

				total scores of 3 groups

				Test 1

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		4		5		13		12

		D2		5		2		0		3		5				0w		4w		8w

		D3		6		3		1		3		5		Test1		8.2		2.6		2

		D4		5		2		2		3		3		Test2		8.2		3		4.4

		D5		8		2		2		6		6		Control		10		6.2		7.8

		Mean		8.2		2.6		2		5.6		6.2		SD

		SD		5.0695167423		0.894427191		1.8708286934		4.3358966777		3.4205262753				5.1		0.9		1.9

		Median		6		2		2		3		5				2.4		1.0		2.5

				Test 2												5.7		4.9		6.6

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		7		4		4		3		3

		D2		9		2		4		7		5

		D3		6		2		1		4		5

		D4		7		4		5		3		2

		D5		12		3		8		9		4

		Mean		8.2		3		4.4		5.2		3.8

		SD		2.3874672773		1		2.5099800796		2.683281573		1.303840481

		Median		7		3		4		4		4

				Control

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		12		15		5		2

		D2		5		3		2		2		3				Compare test and control groups

		D3		15		11		15		4		0				Statistical analysis: 0w vs 4w: NS by all methods (Kruskal, 1-way Anova, Mann-Whitney

		D4		5		2		3		3		2				0w vs 8w: by Kruskal Wallis P =0.035 for all groups

		D5		8		3		4		5		4						by 1-way Anova P=0.049

		Mean		10		6.2		7.8		3.8		2.2								Tukey: Test1 vs Cont P<0.05; Others: NS

		SD		5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524		1.303840481		1.4832396974						Mann-whitney: Test1 vs Cont: P=0.014; Test2 vs Cont: P=0.07

		Median		8		3		4		4		2





Score Data

								5.0695167423		5.0695167423		0.894427191		0.894427191		1.8708286934		1.8708286934

								2.3874672773		2.3874672773		1		1		2.5099800796		2.5099800796

								5.6568542495		5.6568542495		4.8682645779		4.8682645779		6.6105975524		6.6105975524
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T1 vs Cont

				HOW TO ANALYZE A STRAIGHTFORWARD CONTROLLED TRIAL

				Reference: Hopkins WG (2003). How to analyze a straightforward controlled trial (Excel spreadsheet). newstats.org/xcontrial.xls

				Alternative reference and more info:  Hopkins WG (2003).  A spreadsheet for analysis of straightforward controlled trials. Sportscience 7, sportsci.org/jour/03/wghtrials.htm.

				Replace values of the cells in blue.  Useful statistics are in red. Don't touch these cells or cells with values in black.

				If you have three or more groups, use a whole new sheet for each pairwise comparison.

				If you have less observations than shown here, DELETE or CLEAR the unwanted rows.

				If you have more observations, COPY and INSERT rows anywhere below (but NOT including) the first row of the group.

				If you include the first row, you will ruin the background calculations.  You can delete or clear the first row, though.

				Double-click on one of the mean or SD cells to check that you have done this operation properly.  Colored boxes should enclose all your data.

				Missing values can be blanks, periods, or any non-numeric character(s).

				If you have an extra pre, mid or post trial, insert a new column in the right place in the raw data (but NOT to the left of the Pre column).

				Insert a new column into any transformed data you use, and copy the transformation from an adjacent cell on the left.

				If you insert an entire new column for an extra effect…

				Do the same to any transformed data you use. Copy the function representing the extra effect directly from the Raw Data table.

				Copy the statistics at the bottom of each group and in the tables from adjacent cells on the left.

				Insertion or deletion of rows or columns corrupts the size of some comment boxes, thanks to a bug in the software.

				See next sheet for graphs of changes vs pretest values.

				Comment on individual responses.

				UPDATE Dec 2005: added individual responses for "posts-only" analyses.  Insert only post-test data and only in the Pre column for such analyses.

								Choose level of confidence:		90		%

				Raw Data				Trials										Effects												Log-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Percentile Rank-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Root-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Arcsineroot-transformed Data				Trials										Effects

				Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Test1		Al		17		4		5						-13.0		-12.0		1.0								Test1		Al		283.3		138.6		160.9						-144.7		-122.4		22.3								Test1		Al		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Al		4.1		2.0		2.2						-2.1		-1.9		0.2								Test1		Al		0.42		0.20		0.23						-0.224		-0.199		0.024

				Test1		Alex		5		2		0						-3.0		-5.0		-2.0								Test1		Alex		160.9		69.3		miss						-91.6		miss		miss								Test1		Alex		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Alex		2.2		1.4		0.0						-0.8		-2.2		-1.4								Test1		Alex		0.23		0.14		miss						-0.084		miss		miss

				Test1		Alison		6		3		1						-3.0		-5.0		-2.0								Test1		Alison		179.2		109.9		0.0						-69.3		-179.2		-109.9								Test1		Alison		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Alison		2.4		1.7		1.0						-0.7		-1.4		-0.7								Test1		Alison		0.25		0.17		0.10						-0.073		-0.147		-0.074

				Test1		Bailey		5		2		2						-3.0		-3.0		0.0								Test1		Bailey		160.9		69.3		69.3						-91.6		-91.6		0.0								Test1		Bailey		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Bailey		2.2		1.4		1.4						-0.8		-0.8		0.0								Test1		Bailey		0.23		0.14		0.14						-0.084		-0.084		0.000

				Test1		Chris		8		2		2						-6.0		-6.0		0.0								Test1		Chris		207.9		69.3		69.3						-138.6		-138.6		0.0								Test1		Chris		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test1		Chris		2.8		1.4		1.4						-1.4		-1.4		0.0								Test1		Chris		0.29		0.14		0.14						-0.145		-0.145		0.000

						mean		8.20								mean		-5.60		-6.20		-0.60		0.00								log mean		198.5								mean		-107.2		-133.0		-21.9		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		2.8								mean		-1.18		-1.56		-0.38		0.00								transformed mean		0.28								mean		-0.122		-0.144		-0.012		0.000

						SD		5.07								SD		4.34		3.42		1.34		0.00								log SD		51.2								SD		32.8		36.5		59.6		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.8								SD		0.59		0.53		0.68		0.00								transformed SD		0.08								SD		0.064		0.047		0.043		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		7.3								mean  (%)		-65.8		-73.5		-19.7		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		7.7																								back-transformed mean		7.7

																																SD as a CV (%)		66.8								SD as a CV (%)		38.9		44.0		81.5		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		4.4																								typical deviation		4.5

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.67								mean as factor		0.342		0.265		0.803		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.39		1.44		1.81		0.00

				Cont		Kelly		17		12		15						-5.0		-2.0		3.0								Cont		Kelly		283.3		248.5		270.8						-34.8		-12.5		22.3								Cont		Kelly		0		51		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kelly		4.1		3.5		3.9						-0.7		-0.3		0.4								Cont		Kelly		0.42		0.35		0.40						-0.071		-0.027		0.044

				Cont		Kennedy		5		3		2						-2.0		-3.0		-1.0								Cont		Kennedy		160.9		109.9		69.3						-51.1		-91.6		-40.5								Cont		Kennedy		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kennedy		2.2		1.7		1.4						-0.5		-0.8		-0.3								Cont		Kennedy		0.23		0.17		0.14						-0.051		-0.084		-0.032

				Cont		Kerry		15		11		15						-4.0		0.0		4.0								Cont		Kerry		270.8		239.8		270.8						-31.0		0.0		31.0								Cont		Kerry		0		37		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kerry		3.9		3.3		3.9						-0.6		0.0		0.6								Cont		Kerry		0.40		0.34		0.40						-0.060		0.000		0.060

				Cont		Kieran		5		2		3						-3.0		-2.0		1.0								Cont		Kieran		160.9		69.3		109.9						-91.6		-51.1		40.5								Cont		Kieran		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kieran		2.2		1.4		1.7						-0.8		-0.5		0.3								Cont		Kieran		0.23		0.14		0.17						-0.084		-0.051		0.032

				Cont		Kim		8		3		4						-5.0		-4.0		1.0								Cont		Kim		207.9		109.9		138.6						-98.1		-69.3		28.8								Cont		Kim		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kim		2.8		1.7		2.0						-1.1		-0.8		0.3								Cont		Kim		0.29		0.17		0.20						-0.113		-0.085		0.027

						mean		10.00								mean		-3.80		-2.20		1.60		0.00								log mean		216.8								mean		-61.3		-44.9		16.4		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		3.1								mean		-0.73		-0.48		0.25		0.00								transformed mean		0.31								mean		-0.076		-0.050		0.026		0.000

						SD		5.66								SD		1.30		1.48		1.95		0.00								log SD		58.4								SD		31.6		38.3		32.5		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.9								SD		0.24		0.36		0.33		0.00								transformed SD		0.09								SD		0.024		0.037		0.035		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		8.7								mean  (%)		-45.8		-36.2		17.8		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		9.36																								back-transformed mean		9.4

																																SD as a CV (%)		79.4								SD as a CV (%)		37.2		46.7		38.4		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		5.47																								typical deviation		5.5

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.79								mean as factor		0.542		0.638		1.178		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.37		1.47		1.38		0.00

						Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:

						pretest mean		9.10																								log mean		207.6																								percentile mean		0.0																								transformed mean		2.9																								transformed mean		0.30

						pretest SD		5.15																								log SD		52.7																								percentile SD		0.0																								transformed SD		0.8																								transformed SD		0.09

						total pretest n		10																								back-transformed mean		8.0																								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		8.51																								back-transformed mean		8.6

						total observations		119																								SD as a CV (%)		69.4																								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		4.73																								typical deviation		4.8

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.69

						Diff. in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:

						diff. in mean		1.80								diff. in mean		1.8		4.0		2.2		0.0								diff. in log mean		18.3								diff. in  mean		45.9		88.0		38.3		0.0								diff. in percentile mean		0.0								diff. in  mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in transformed mean		0.28								diff. in mean		0.45		1.08		0.63		0.00								diff. in transformed mean		0.030								diff. in  mean		0.046		0.094		0.039		0.000

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35		0.78		0.43		0.00								diff. in mean (%)		20.1								diff. in mean (%)		58.2		141.2		46.7		0.0

																																diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.201								diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.582		2.412		1.467		0.000

						p value		0.6108								p value		0.4170		0.0575		0.0757		0.0000								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.87		1.67		0.73		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.56		1.33		0.78		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.54		1.10		0.45		0.00

						degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		5		7		0

																																p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

																																degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in raw units				Pre						Outcomes in raw units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a percent				Pre						Outcomes as percents				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group difference at a chosen percentile										Outcomes at a chosen percentile																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value

						p value		0.6108								p value		0.4170		0.0575		0.0757		0.0000								p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		5		7		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0

						diff. in mean		1.8								diff. in mean		1.8		4.0		2.2		0.0								diff. in mean (%)		20.1								diff. in mean (%)		58.2		141.2		46.7		0.0

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.6						90% confidence
limits		lower		-2.4		0.7		0.2		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-37.6						90% confidence
limits		lower		8.5		51.3		-27.0		0.0

						upper		8.2								upper		6.0		7.3		4.2		0.0								upper		131.2								upper		130.6		284.4		194.6		0.0

						"±"		6.4								"±"		4.2		3.3		2.0		0.0								"±" approx.		92.5								"±" approx.		45.8		59.4		100.9		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		10		10		10		10

						- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-10								- ive		-10		-10		-10		-10

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		65		94		85		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		60						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		79		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		likely, probable		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0

						trivial		19								trivial		24		5		14		0								trivial		18								trivial		4		1		11		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0

						- ive		22								- ive		12		1		1		0								- ive		22								- ive		1		0		11		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		almost certainly not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0

						indiv. responses as SD		2.5								indiv. responses as SD		-4.1		-3.1		1.4		0.0								indiv. responses as CV (%)		32.6								indiv. responses as CV (%)		-8.5		12.6		-39.3		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.2		-4.8		-1.7		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-47.7						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-34.5		-38.3		-57.7		0.0

						upper		7.4								upper		2.2		2.1		2.6		0.0								upper		114.2								upper		49.7		66.7		63.7		0.0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a factor				Pre						Outcomes as factors				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen percentile				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen percentile				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

						p value		0.6108								p value		0.4170		0.0575		0.0757		0.0000								p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		5		7		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35		0.78		0.43		0.00								diff. in mean as factor		1.201								diff. in mean as factor		1.582		2.412		1.467		0.000								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		1.74								diff. in mean		2.8		7.5		4.1		0.0								diff. in mean		1.76								diff. in mean		2.75		5.98		2.28		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.89						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.47		0.14		0.04		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.624						90% confidence
limits		lower		1.085		1.513		0.730		0.000						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.4						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.8		3.7		-0.2		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.5						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.9		2.5		-0.8		0.0

						upper		1.59								upper		1.17		1.41		0.82		0.00								upper		2.312								upper		2.306		3.844		2.946		0.000								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		7.9								upper		6.4		11.2		8.4		0.0								upper		8.0								upper		6.4		9.5		5.4		0.0

						"±"		1.24								"±"		0.82		0.64		0.39		0.00								"´¤¸"		1.925								"´¤¸"		1.458		1.594		2.009		0.000								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		6.2								"±"		3.6		3.8		4.3		0.0								"±"		6.2								"±"		3.6		3.5		3.1		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10		1.10		1.10		1.10						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1

						- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		0.91								- ive		0.91		0.91		0.91		0.91								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		64		94		85		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		60						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		79		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		83		99		89		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		81		98		78		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		likely, probable		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		very likely		likely, probable		0

						trivial		20								trivial		25		5		14		0								trivial		18								trivial		4		1		11		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		20								trivial		13		1		7		0								trivial		20								trivial		14		1		18		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0

						- ive		21								- ive		11		1		1		0								- ive		22								- ive		1		0		11		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		0		3		0								- ive		21								- ive		5		1		4		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		almost certainly not		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0

						pre-test SD for Cohen		5.2								pre-test SD for Cohen		5.2		5.2		5.2		5.2																																		chosen percentile		0								chosen percentile		0		0		0		0								chosen value		8.51								chosen value		8.51		8.51		8.51		8.51								chosen value		8.6								chosen value		8.6		8.6		8.6		8.6

						indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.49								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.80		-0.60		0.27		0.00								indiv. responses as factor		1.33								indiv. responses as SD factor		0.91		1.13		0.61		0.00								corresponding raw value		0								corresponding raw value		0		0		0		0								indiv. responses as SD		2.7								indiv. responses as SD		-3.7		-3.1		-4.2		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		2.7								indiv. responses as SD		-3.7		-2.1		-1.5		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.25						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.21		-0.94		-0.33		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.52						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.66		0.62		0.42		0.00								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-5.7		-5.8		-6.8		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-6.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-5.7		-4.6		-3.6		0.0

						upper		1.43								upper		0.43		0.40		0.51		0.00								upper		2.14								upper		1.50		1.67		1.64		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		7.5								upper		2.3		3.7		3.2		0.0								upper		7.4								upper		2.3		3.5		2.9		0.0

																														Log-transformed Data																												upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Raw Data																												p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

																																conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

				Ratio of group SDs				Pre																								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

						ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.12																								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.87		1.67		0.73		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.56		1.33		0.78		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.35								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.54		1.10		0.45		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		0.44																						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.90						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.15		0.79		-0.60		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.89						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.15		0.66		-0.05		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.89						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.17		0.45		-0.16		0.00

						upper		2.82																								upper		1.59								upper		1.59		2.56		2.05		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.59								upper		1.26		2.01		1.60		0.00								upper		1.59								upper		1.25		1.75		1.06		0.00

						"±"		2.53																								"±"		1.24								"±"		0.72		0.88		1.32		0.00								"±"		0.00								"±"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								"±"		1.24								"±"		0.71		0.67		0.82		0.00								"±"		1.24								"±"		0.71		0.65		0.61		0.00

				reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2

						clinically <		0.87																								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		48																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		78		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		82		99		89		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		59						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		81		98		78		0

								possibly, may (not)																										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		very likely		likely, probable		0

						trivial		20																								trivial		20								trivial		5		1		12		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		20								trivial		14		1		8		0								trivial		20								trivial		15		1		18		0

								unlikely, probably not						Raw Data																				unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0

						less		32																								- ive		22								- ive		1		0		10		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		0		3		0								- ive		21								- ive		5		0		4		0

								possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		very unlikely		0

																conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								pre-test SD for Cohen		52.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		52.7		52.7		52.7		52.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.8								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.8		0.8		0.8		0.8								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.1								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.09		0.09		0.09		0.09

																degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.54								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.17		0.23		-0.95		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.51								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.67		-0.49		-0.73		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.51								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.69		-0.35		-0.28		0.00

														Raw units																90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.23						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.80		-0.92		-1.63		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.24						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.04		-0.89		-1.18		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.24						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.06		-0.77		-0.68		0.00

																raw SD		3.07		2.42		0.95		0.0								upper		1.45								upper		0.77		0.97		0.94		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.44								upper		0.43		0.57		0.56		0.00								upper		1.44								upper		0.42		0.58		0.55		0.00

														90% confidence
limits		lower		1.99		1.57		0.62		0.0						Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																upper		7.27		5.74		2.25		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						Difference in group means in log units				Pre						Outcomes in log units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in rank units				Pre						Outcomes in rank units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

														Cohen units																		p value		0.6124								p value		0.0547		0.0104		0.3066		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6088								p value		0.1727		0.0072		0.1153		0.0000								p value		0.6093								p value		0.1883		0.0188		0.1951		0.0000

																SD as Cohen ES		0.60		0.47		0.18		0.00								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.39		0.30		0.12		0.00								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		8		7		4		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		8								degrees of freedom		5		6		6		0

																upper		1.41		1.11		0.44		0.00								diff. in mean		18.3								diff. in mean		45.9		88.0		38.3		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		0.3								diff. in mean		0.45		1.08		0.63		0.00								diff. in mean		0.030								diff. in mean		0.046		0.094		0.039		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-47.2						90% confidence
limits		lower		8.2		41.4		-31.4		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.7						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.12		0.54		-0.04		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.076						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.015		0.039		-0.013		0.0

																																upper		83.8								upper		83.6		134.6		108.0		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.3								upper		1.03		1.63		1.29		0.00								upper		0.136								upper		0.107		0.150		0.091		0.0

																																"±"		65.5								"±"		37.7		46.6		69.7		0.0								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		1.0								"±"		0.57		0.55		0.67		0.00								"±"		0.106								"±"		0.061		0.056		0.052		0.0

																														thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53		9.5310179804		9.5310179804		9.5310179804						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???

																																- ive		-9.53								- ive		-9.53		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		60						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		94		99		79		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0

																																		possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		almost certainly		likely, probable		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																trivial		18								trivial		4		1		11		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0

																																		unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																- ive		22								- ive		1		0		11		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0

																																		unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		almost certainly not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																indiv. responses as SD		28.2								indiv. responses as SD		-8.9		11.9		-49.9		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.42								indiv. responses as SD		-0.54		-0.39		-0.59		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.044								indiv. responses as SD		-0.059		-0.030		-0.024		0.000

																														90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-64.9						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-42.3		-48.3		-86.1		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.84		-0.72		-0.95		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.106						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.091		-0.066		-0.058		0.000

																																upper		76.2								upper		40.4		51.1		49.3		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.16								upper		0.35		0.46		0.45		0.00								upper		0.123								upper		0.036		0.050		0.047		0.000

																														Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre

																																ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.14																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		0.00																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.13																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		1.13

																														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.45																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.45																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.45

																																upper		2.89																								upper		0.00																								upper		2.86																								upper		2.85

																																"±"		2.53																								"±"		0.00																								"±"		2.53																								"±"		2.53

																														reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15

																																clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		49																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		0																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		49																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		49

																																		possibly, may (not)																										0																										possibly, may (not)																										possibly, may (not)

																																trivial		20																								trivial		0																								trivial		20																								trivial		20

																																		unlikely, probably not						Log-transformed Data																				0						Percentile Rank-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Root-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																																less		31																								less		0																								less		31																								less		31

																																		possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										0						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										possibly, may (not)						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

																																										conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

																																										degrees of freedom		4		3		3		-1																		degrees of freedom		-1		-1		-1		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		3		3		-1

																																								Percent units																										At a chosen percentile																										At a chosen raw value																										At a chosen raw value

																																										SD as CV (%)		26.1		29.4		52.4		0.0																		approx. SD in raw units		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.45		2.20		2.81		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.51		1.87		1.68		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		16.3		17.3		29.8		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.59		1.43		1.83		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.63		1.16		1.04		0.00

																																										upper		73.5		112.3		242.2		0.0																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		5.82		5.23		6.68		0.00																		upper		5.96		5.47		4.91		0.00

																																										"´¤¸" approx.		2.12		2.55		2.85		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00

																																								Factor units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units

																																										SD as factor		1.261		1.294		1.524		0.000																		SD as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.52		0.47		0.60		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.52		0.39		0.35		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		1.163		1.173		1.298		0.000																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.34		0.30		0.39		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.34		0.24		0.22		0.00

																																										upper		1.735		2.123		3.422		0.000																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		1.23		1.11		1.41		0.00																		upper		1.25		1.14		1.03		0.00

																																										"´¤¸"		1.221		1.345		1.624		0.000																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00

																																								Cohen units																										Percentile rank-transformed units																										Root-transformed units																										Arcsineroot-transformed units

																																										SD as Cohen ES		0.44		0.49		0.80		0.00																		transformed SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		transformed SD		0.42		0.38		0.48		0.0																		transformed SD		0.045		0.034		0.030		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		0.29		0.30		0.50		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.27		0.25		0.31		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.029		0.021		0.019		0.0

																																										upper		1.05		1.43		2.34		0.00																		upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		upper		1.00		0.90		1.14		0.0																		upper		0.107		0.098		0.088		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00

																																								Log units

																																										transformed SD		23.2		25.8		42.1		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		15.1		16.0		26.1		0.0

																																										upper		55.1		75.3		123.0		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		2.17		2.17		0.00



Will Hopkins:
The SD representing individual responses is the typical variation in the response to the treatment from individual to individual.  So, if the mean response is 3.0 units and the SD representing individual responses is 2.0 units, most individuals (about two-thirds) will have a response somewhere in the region of 1 to 5 (3-2 to 3+2). 

Confidence limits for the SD representing individual responses are based on the assumption that the sampling distribution of the difference of the variances of the change scores is normal (one of the methods used in Proc Mixed in SAS, version 8).   The sampling variance of each variance is 2(variance)^2/(degrees of freedom).  The sampling variance of the difference in the variances is simply the sum of the two sampling variances, because the control and experimental groups are independent.

Will Hopkins:
Use for most kinds of performance and physiological measures.

Will Hopkins:
Use for grossly non-normal data, such as physical activity.

Will Hopkins:
Use for counts, such as injuries or points scored.

Will Hopkins:
Use for proportions, expressed as percents (0-100).  Modify your raw data, if necessary.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
You can put any sensible combination of pre and/or post assays here.  Transfer the formula to the matching column in the tables of transformed values, if necessary. Make additional columns for other effects by copying and inserting this or any other effect column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Used for percentile rank transformation.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  You can choose a different percentile near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise, for Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A FACTOR if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A FACTOR
 if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  Put any other value between 0 and 100 in this cell. As values approach 0 or 100, individual responses stop evaluating for good reasons that would take too long to explain here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the other tables.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table is used to get some of  the Cohen table.  Don't modify it or take values from it directly.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
This value is generated from the smallest value in the percent table.  Do not change it here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in rank.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
It might be possible to dream up a smallest worthwhile change in other units.  In the meantime use the Cohen table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits can be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.  Analysis is for the transformed data.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important ratio for two SDs, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the ratio is important. Default ratio is 1.15.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
Here the SD of the effect has been converted to a typical error of measurement by dividing by root 2.  Use this statistic (and its confidence limits) to compare with estimates of typical error from comparable reliability studies.

Will Hopkins:
The uncertainty factor here is correct, but it gives a misleading impression that the estimate of the SD is precise.



T2 vs Cont

				HOW TO ANALYZE A STRAIGHTFORWARD CONTROLLED TRIAL

				Reference: Hopkins WG (2003). How to analyze a straightforward controlled trial (Excel spreadsheet). newstats.org/xcontrial.xls

				Alternative reference and more info:  Hopkins WG (2003).  A spreadsheet for analysis of straightforward controlled trials. Sportscience 7, sportsci.org/jour/03/wghtrials.htm.

				Replace values of the cells in blue.  Useful statistics are in red. Don't touch these cells or cells with values in black.

				If you have three or more groups, use a whole new sheet for each pairwise comparison.

				If you have less observations than shown here, DELETE or CLEAR the unwanted rows.

				If you have more observations, COPY and INSERT rows anywhere below (but NOT including) the first row of the group.

				If you include the first row, you will ruin the background calculations.  You can delete or clear the first row, though.

				Double-click on one of the mean or SD cells to check that you have done this operation properly.  Colored boxes should enclose all your data.

				Missing values can be blanks, periods, or any non-numeric character(s).

				If you have an extra pre, mid or post trial, insert a new column in the right place in the raw data (but NOT to the left of the Pre column).

				Insert a new column into any transformed data you use, and copy the transformation from an adjacent cell on the left.

				If you insert an entire new column for an extra effect…

				Do the same to any transformed data you use. Copy the function representing the extra effect directly from the Raw Data table.

				Copy the statistics at the bottom of each group and in the tables from adjacent cells on the left.

				Insertion or deletion of rows or columns corrupts the size of some comment boxes, thanks to a bug in the software.

				See next sheet for graphs of changes vs pretest values.

				Comment on individual responses.

				UPDATE Dec 2005: added individual responses for "posts-only" analyses.  Insert only post-test data and only in the Pre column for such analyses.

								Choose level of confidence:		90		%

				Raw Data				Trials										Effects												Log-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Percentile Rank-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Root-transformed Data				Trials										Effects												Arcsineroot-transformed Data				Trials										Effects

				Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group		Name		Pre		Post1		Post2		read
me		read
me		Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Test2		Al		7		4		4						-3.0		-3.0		0.0								Test2		Al		194.6		138.6		138.6						-56.0		-56.0		0.0								Test2		Al		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Al		2.6		2.0		2.0						-0.6		-0.6		0.0								Test2		Al		0.27		0.20		0.20						-0.066		-0.066		0.000

				Test2		Alex		9		2		4						-7.0		-5.0		2.0								Test2		Alex		219.7		69.3		138.6						-150.4		-81.1		69.3								Test2		Alex		10		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Alex		3.0		1.4		2.0						-1.6		-1.0		0.6								Test2		Alex		0.30		0.14		0.20						-0.163		-0.103		0.059

				Test2		Alison		6		2		1						-4.0		-5.0		-1.0								Test2		Alison		179.2		69.3		0.0						-109.9		-179.2		-69.3								Test2		Alison		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Alison		2.4		1.4		1.0						-1.0		-1.4		-0.4								Test2		Alison		0.25		0.14		0.10						-0.106		-0.147		-0.042

				Test2		Bailey		7		4		5						-3.0		-2.0		1.0								Test2		Bailey		194.6		138.6		160.9						-56.0		-33.6		22.3								Test2		Bailey		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Bailey		2.6		2.0		2.2						-0.6		-0.4		0.2								Test2		Bailey		0.27		0.20		0.23						-0.066		-0.042		0.024

				Test2		Chris		12		3		8						-9.0		-4.0		5.0								Test2		Chris		248.5		109.9		207.9						-138.6		-40.5		98.1								Test2		Chris		51		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Test2		Chris		3.5		1.7		2.8						-1.7		-0.6		1.1								Test2		Chris		0.35		0.17		0.29						-0.180		-0.067		0.113

						mean		8.20								mean		-5.20		-3.80		1.40		0.00								log mean		207.3								mean		-102.2		-78.1		24.1		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		2.8								mean		-1.13		-0.83		0.30		0.00								transformed mean		0.29								mean		-0.116		-0.085		0.031		0.000

						SD		2.39								SD		2.68		1.30		2.30		0.00								log SD		27.2								SD		44.7		59.4		64.9		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.4								SD		0.51		0.41		0.57		0.00								transformed SD		0.04								SD		0.053		0.041		0.059		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		7.9								mean  (%)		-64.0		-54.2		27.2		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		8.1																								back-transformed mean		8.1

																																SD as a CV (%)		31.3								SD as a CV (%)		56.3		81.1		91.3		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		2.3																								typical deviation		2.3

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.31								mean as factor		0.360		0.458		1.272		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.56		1.81		1.91		0.00

				Cont		Kelly		17		12		15						-5.0		-2.0		3.0								Cont		Kelly		283.3		248.5		270.8						-34.8		-12.5		22.3								Cont		Kelly		0		51		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kelly		4.1		3.5		3.9						-0.7		-0.3		0.4								Cont		Kelly		0.42		0.35		0.40						-0.071		-0.027		0.044

				Cont		Kennedy		5		3		2						-2.0		-3.0		-1.0								Cont		Kennedy		160.9		109.9		69.3						-51.1		-91.6		-40.5								Cont		Kennedy		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kennedy		2.2		1.7		1.4						-0.5		-0.8		-0.3								Cont		Kennedy		0.23		0.17		0.14						-0.051		-0.084		-0.032

				Cont		Kerry		15		11		15						-4.0		0.0		4.0								Cont		Kerry		270.8		239.8		270.8						-31.0		0.0		31.0								Cont		Kerry		0		37		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kerry		3.9		3.3		3.9						-0.6		0.0		0.6								Cont		Kerry		0.40		0.34		0.40						-0.060		0.000		0.060

				Cont		Kieran		5		2		3						-3.0		-2.0		1.0								Cont		Kieran		160.9		69.3		109.9						-91.6		-51.1		40.5								Cont		Kieran		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kieran		2.2		1.4		1.7						-0.8		-0.5		0.3								Cont		Kieran		0.23		0.14		0.17						-0.084		-0.051		0.032

				Cont		Kim		8		3		4						-5.0		-4.0		1.0								Cont		Kim		207.9		109.9		138.6						-98.1		-69.3		28.8								Cont		Kim		0		0		0						miss		miss		miss								Cont		Kim		2.8		1.7		2.0						-1.1		-0.8		0.3								Cont		Kim		0.29		0.17		0.20						-0.113		-0.085		0.027

						mean		10.00								mean		-3.80		-2.20		1.60		0.00								log mean		216.8								mean		-61.3		-44.9		16.4		0.0								percentile mean		0.0								mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed mean		3.1								mean		-0.73		-0.48		0.25		0.00								transformed mean		0.31								mean		-0.076		-0.050		0.026		0.000

						SD		5.66								SD		1.30		1.48		1.95		0.00								log SD		58.4								SD		31.6		38.3		32.5		0.0								percentile SD		0.0								SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								transformed SD		0.9								SD		0.24		0.36		0.33		0.00								transformed SD		0.09								SD		0.024		0.037		0.035		0.000

						n		5																								back-transformed mean		8.7								mean  (%)		-45.8		-36.2		17.8		0.0								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		9.36																								back-transformed mean		9.4

																																SD as a CV (%)		79.4								SD as a CV (%)		37.2		46.7		38.4		0.0								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		5.47																								typical deviation		5.5

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.79								mean as factor		0.542		0.638		1.178		0.000

																																										SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.37		1.47		1.38		0.00

						Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:																										Mean and SD in pretest:

						pretest mean		9.10																								log mean		212.1																								percentile mean		0.0																								transformed mean		3.0																								transformed mean		0.30

						pretest SD		4.20																								log SD		43.3																								percentile SD		0.0																								transformed SD		0.7																								transformed SD		0.07

						total pretest n		10																								back-transformed mean		8.3																								back-transformed mean		0.00																								back-transformed mean		8.70																								back-transformed mean		8.7

						total observations		119																								SD as a CV (%)		54.1																								typical deviation		0.00																								typical deviation		3.92																								typical deviation		3.9

																																SD as ´¤¸ factor		1.54

						Diff. in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:																Difference in mean in pretest:										Difference in changes in mean:

						diff. in mean		1.80								diff. in mean		1.4		1.6		0.2		0.0								diff. in log mean		9.5								diff. in  mean		40.8		33.2		-7.7		0.0								diff. in percentile mean		0.0								diff. in  mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in transformed mean		0.22								diff. in mean		0.40		0.35		-0.05		0.00								diff. in transformed mean		0.024								diff. in  mean		0.040		0.036		-0.005		0.000

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.43								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33		0.38		0.05		0.00								diff. in mean (%)		9.9								diff. in mean (%)		50.4		39.3		-7.4		0.0

																																diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.099								diff. in mean as ´¤¸ factor		1.504		1.393		0.926		0.000

						p value		0.5391								p value		0.3358		0.1082		0.8859		0.0000								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.22								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.94		0.77		-0.18		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.60		0.52		-0.08		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.34								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.58		0.51		-0.07		0.00

						degrees of freedom		5								degrees of freedom		6		8		8		0

																																p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

																																degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in raw units				Pre						Outcomes in raw units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a percent				Pre						Outcomes as percents				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Group difference at a chosen percentile										Outcomes at a chosen percentile																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value																Group difference at a chosen raw value										Outcomes at a chosen raw value

						p value		0.5391								p value		0.3358		0.1082		0.8859		0.0000								p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		5								degrees of freedom		6		8		8		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0

						diff. in mean		1.8								diff. in mean		1.4		1.6		0.2		0.0								diff. in mean (%)		9.9								diff. in mean (%)		50.4		39.3		-7.4		0.0

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-3.7						90% confidence
limits		lower		-1.3		-0.0		-2.3		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-38.3						90% confidence
limits		lower		-5.2		-24.1		-51.6		0.0

						upper		7.3								upper		4.1		3.2		2.7		0.0								upper		95.8								upper		138.8		155.9		77.2		0.0

						"±"		5.5								"±"		2.7		1.6		2.5		0.0								"±" approx.		78.1								"±" approx.		58.7		83.6		91.3		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		10		10		10		10

						- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-10								- ive		-10		-10		-10		-10

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		61						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		61		74		29		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		50						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		88		76		31		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		possibly, may (not)		possibly, may (not)		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0

						trivial		21								trivial		32		25		51		0								trivial		23								trivial		8		13		21		0

								unlikely, probably not										possibly, may (not)		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0

						- ive		18								- ive		6		1		20		0								- ive		27								- ive		4		11		48		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0										possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0

						indiv. responses as SD		5.1								indiv. responses as SD		-2.3		0.7		-1.2		0.0								indiv. responses as CV (%)		67.7								indiv. responses as CV (%)		-27.1		-36.4		-43.0		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.4						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.8		-1.7		-3.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-31.1						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-45.1		-55.3		-59.6		0.0

						upper		8.0								upper		1.8		1.9		2.5		0.0								upper		127.2								upper		49.2		63.0		54.5		0.0

				Raw Data																										Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

				Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means as a factor				Pre						Outcomes as factors				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen percentile				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen percentile				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means at chosen raw value				Pre						Outcomes at a chosen raw value				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

						p value		0.5391								p value		0.3358		0.1082		0.8859		0.0000								p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

						conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

						degrees of freedom		5								degrees of freedom		6		8		8		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

						diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.43								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33		0.38		0.05		0.00								diff. in mean as factor		1.099								diff. in mean as factor		1.504		1.393		0.926		0.000								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		1.34								diff. in mean		2.5		2.2		-0.3		0.0								diff. in mean		1.39								diff. in mean		2.42		2.12		-0.27		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.88						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.30		-0.01		-0.56		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.617						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.948		0.759		0.484		0.000						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.6		-0.7		-3.7		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-4.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.7		-0.6		-3.6		0.0

						upper		1.74								upper		0.96		0.77		0.65		0.00								upper		1.958								upper		2.388		2.559		1.772		0.000								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		6.7								upper		5.7		5.0		3.0		0.0								upper		6.8								upper		5.5		4.9		3.1		0.0

						"±"		1.31								"±"		0.63		0.39		0.61		0.00								"´¤¸"		1.781								"´¤¸"		1.587		1.836		1.913		0.000								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		5.4								"±"		3.1		2.8		3.4		0.0								"±"		5.4								"±"		3.1		2.7		3.3		0.0

				thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1.10		1.10		1.10		1.10						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		1						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		1		1		1		1

						- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		0.91								- ive		0.91		0.91		0.91		0.91								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1								- ive		-1								- ive		-1		-1		-1		-1

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		63						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		66		79		32		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		50						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		88		76		31		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		55						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		81		77		24		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		56						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		80		77		24		0

								possibly, may (not)										possibly, may (not)		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		unlikely, probably not		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		unlikely, probably not		0

						trivial		18								trivial		27		19		44		0								trivial		23								trivial		8		13		21		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		24								trivial		15		19		41		0								trivial		24								trivial		16		20		42		0

								unlikely, probably not										possibly, may (not)		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0

						- ive		19								- ive		7		1		23		0								- ive		27								- ive		4		11		48		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		4		35		0								- ive		21								- ive		4		3		34		0

								unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		0										possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0

						pre-test SD for Cohen		4.2								pre-test SD for Cohen		4.2		4.2		4.2		4.2																																		chosen percentile		0								chosen percentile		0		0		0		0								chosen value		8.70								chosen value		8.70		8.70		8.70		8.70								chosen value		8.7								chosen value		8.7		8.7		8.7		8.7

						indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.22								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.56		0.17		-0.29		0.00								indiv. responses as factor		1.68								indiv. responses as SD factor		0.73		0.64		0.57		0.00								corresponding raw value		0								corresponding raw value		0		0		0		0								indiv. responses as SD		5.1								indiv. responses as SD		-3.0		-1.2		-2.7		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		5.1								indiv. responses as SD		-3.0		-1.1		-2.6		0.0

				90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.81						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.89		-0.39		-0.72		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.69						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.55		0.45		0.40		0.00								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.5						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-4.8		-3.5		-4.6		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-3.5						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-4.7		-3.3		-4.5		0.0

						upper		1.91								upper		0.42		0.46		0.59		0.00								upper		2.27								upper		1.49		1.63		1.55		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		8.0								upper		2.2		3.0		2.5		0.0								upper		7.9								upper		2.1		2.9		2.5		0.0

																														Log-transformed Data																												upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in Cohen units				Pre						Outcomes in Cohen units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

				Raw Data																												p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

																																conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

				Ratio of group SDs				Pre																								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

						ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.37																								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.22								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.94		0.77		-0.18		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.33								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.60		0.52		-0.08		0.00								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.34								diff. in mean as Cohen ES		0.58		0.51		-0.07		0.00

				90% confidence
limits		lower		0.94																						90% confidence
limits		lower		-1.12						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.12		-0.64		-1.68		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.99						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.15		-0.16		-0.95		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.98						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.16		-0.15		-0.91		0.00

						upper		5.99																								upper		1.55								upper		2.01		2.17		1.32		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.65								upper		1.36		1.21		0.79		0.00								upper		1.66								upper		1.31		1.17		0.78		0.00

						"±"		2.53																								"±"		1.33								"±"		1.07		1.40		1.50		0.00								"±"		0.00								"±"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								"±"		1.32								"±"		0.75		0.69		0.87		0.00								"±"		1.32								"±"		0.74		0.66		0.84		0.00

				reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2

						clinically <		0.87																								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2								- ive		-0.2								- ive		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2		-0.2

				Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		90																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		51						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		89		77		32		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		57						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		84		80		28		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		58						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		83		80		28		0

								likely, probable																										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0

						trivial		6																								trivial		21								trivial		7		12		19		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		20								trivial		12		16		32		0								trivial		20								trivial		13		16		33		0

								unlikely, probably not						Raw Data																				unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0

						less		4																								- ive		28								- ive		4		11		49		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		23								- ive		4		4		40		0								- ive		22								- ive		4		4		39		0

								very unlikely						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0										unlikely, probably not										very unlikely		very unlikely		possibly, may (not)		0

																conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								pre-test SD for Cohen		43.3								pre-test SD for Cohen		43.3		43.3		43.3		43.3								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.7		0.7		0.7		0.7								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.1								pre-test SD for Cohen		0.07		0.07		0.07		0.07

																degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.20								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.73		-1.05		-1.30		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.21								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.68		-0.28		-0.70		0.00								indiv. resp. as Cohenized SD		1.21								ind. resp. as Cohenized SD		-0.68		-0.26		-0.67		0.00

														Raw units																90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.86						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.39		-1.86		-2.09		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.84						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.08		-0.80		-1.19		0.00						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.83						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-1.07		-0.76		-1.15		0.00

																raw SD		1.90		0.92		1.63		0.0								upper		1.90								upper		0.92		1.13		1.01		0.00								upper		0.00								upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00								upper		1.90								upper		0.49		0.69		0.65		0.00								upper		1.90								upper		0.47		0.67		0.64		0.00

														90% confidence
limits		lower		1.23		0.60		1.06		0.0						Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																upper		4.50		2.19		3.86		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						Difference in group means in log units				Pre						Outcomes in log units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Difference in group means in rank units				Pre						Outcomes in rank units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect						Diff. in group means in transformed units				Pre						Outcomes in transformed units				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

														Cohen units																		p value		0.7542								p value		0.1380		0.3296		0.8214		0.0000								p value		0.0000								p value		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000		0.0000								p value		0.6377								p value		0.1662		0.1917		0.8610		0.0000								p value		0.6266								p value		0.1752		0.1853		0.8814		0.0000

																SD as Cohen ES		0.45		0.22		0.39		0.00								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90								conf. level (%)		90								conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.29		0.14		0.25		0.00								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		7		7		6		0								degrees of freedom		0								degrees of freedom		0		0		0		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		6		0								degrees of freedom		6								degrees of freedom		6		8		7		0

																upper		1.07		0.52		0.92		0.00								diff. in mean		9.5								diff. in mean		40.8		33.2		-7.7		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0								diff. in mean		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								diff. in mean		0.2								diff. in mean		0.40		0.35		-0.05		0.00								diff. in mean		0.024								diff. in mean		0.040		0.036		-0.005		0.0

																"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-48.2						90% confidence
limits		lower		-5.4		-27.6		-72.5		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.7						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.10		-0.11		-0.63		0.00						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.069						90% confidence
limits		lower		-0.011		-0.010		-0.064		0.0

																																upper		67.2								upper		87.0		93.9		57.2		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.1								upper		0.90		0.80		0.52		0.00								upper		0.116								upper		0.092		0.082		0.054		0.0

																																"±"		57.7								"±"		46.2		60.8		64.9		0.0								"±"		0.0								"±"		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								"±"		0.9								"±"		0.50		0.46		0.58		0.00								"±"		0.093								"±"		0.052		0.046		0.059		0.0

																														thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		9.53		9.5310179804		9.5310179804		9.5310179804						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???						thresholds for clinical chances		+ ive		???						threshold values for clinical chances		+ ive		???		???		???		???

																																- ive		-9.53								- ive		-9.53		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804		-9.5310179804								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0								- ive		0.00								- ive		0.00		0		0		0

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		50						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		88		76		31		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true value of the statistic is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		+ ive		0		0		0		0

																																		possibly, may (not)										likely, probable		likely, probable		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																trivial		23								trivial		8		13		21		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0								trivial		0								trivial		0		0		0		0

																																		unlikely, probably not										unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		unlikely, probably not		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																- ive		27								- ive		4		11		48		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0								- ive		0								- ive		0		0		0		0

																																		possibly, may (not)										very unlikely		unlikely, probably not		possibly, may (not)		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0										0										0		0		0		0

																																indiv. responses as SD		51.7								indiv. responses as SD		-31.6		-45.3		-56.1		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.80								indiv. responses as SD		-0.45		-0.19		-0.47		0.0								indiv. responses as SD		0.085								indiv. responses as SD		-0.047		-0.018		-0.047		0.000

																														90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-37.3						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-60.0		-80.6		-90.5		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.56						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.72		-0.53		-0.79		0.0						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.059						90% confidence
limits (approx.)		lower		-0.075		-0.053		-0.080		0.000

																																upper		82.1								upper		40.0		48.9		43.5		0.0								upper		0.0								upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0								upper		1.26								upper		0.33		0.46		0.43		0.00								upper		0.133								upper		0.033		0.047		0.045		0.000

																														Log-transformed Data																										Percentile Rank-transformed Data																										Root-transformed Data																										Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																														Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre																						Ratio of group SDs				Pre

																																ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.15																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		0.00																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.23																								ratio SDexptal / SDcontrol		2.25

																														90% confidence
limits		lower		0.85																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.88																						90% confidence
limits		lower		0.89

																																upper		5.43																								upper		0.00																								upper		5.64																								upper		5.68

																																"±"		2.53																								"±"		0.00																								"±"		2.53																								"±"		2.53

																														reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15																						reference ratio for		clinically >		1.15

																																clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87																								clinically <		0.87

																														Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		87																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		0																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		89																						Chances (% and qualitative) that the true ratio is clinically, practically or mechanistially…		more		89

																																		likely, probable																										0																										likely, probable																										likely, probable

																																trivial		7																								trivial		0																								trivial		7																								trivial		6

																																		unlikely, probably not						Log-transformed Data																				0						Percentile Rank-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Root-transformed Data																				unlikely, probably not						Arcsineroot-transformed Data

																																less		5																								less		0																								less		5																								less		5

																																		unlikely, probably not						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										0						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										very unlikely						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect										very unlikely						Error of measure-ment for control gp				Post1-Pre		Post2-Pre		Post2-Post1		other effect

																																										conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90																		conf. level (%)		90		90		90		90

																																										degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1																		degrees of freedom		-1		-1		-1		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1																		degrees of freedom		4		4		4		-1

																																								Percent units																										At a chosen percentile																										At a chosen raw value																										At a chosen raw value

																																										SD as CV (%)		37.2		52.2		58.2		0.0																		approx. SD in raw units		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.14		1.70		2.40		0.00																		approx. SD in raw units		2.12		1.64		2.34		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		22.8		31.3		34.7		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.39		1.10		1.56		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		1.38		1.06		1.52		0.00

																																										upper		111.6		170.8		196.9		0.0																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		5.07		4.02		5.69		0.00																		upper		5.03		3.88		5.56		0.00

																																										"´¤¸" approx.		2.21		2.33		2.38		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00

																																								Factor units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units																										Cohen units

																																										SD as factor		1.372		1.522		1.582		0.000																		SD as Cohen ES		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.55		0.43		0.61		0.00																		SD as Cohen ES		0.54		0.41		0.59		0.00

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		1.228		1.313		1.347		0.000																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.35		0.28		0.40		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.35		0.27		0.38		0.00

																																										upper		2.116		2.708		2.969		0.000																		upper		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		upper		1.29		1.03		1.45		0.00																		upper		1.27		0.98		1.41		0.00

																																										"´¤¸"		1.313		1.436		1.485		0.000																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00

																																								Cohen units																										Percentile rank-transformed units																										Root-transformed units																										Arcsineroot-transformed units

																																										SD as Cohen ES		0.73		0.97		1.06		0.00																		transformed SD		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		transformed SD		0.36		0.29		0.41		0.0																		transformed SD		0.038		0.029		0.041		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		0.47		0.63		0.69		0.00																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.24		0.19		0.26		0.0																90% confidence
limits		lower		0.024		0.019		0.027		0.0

																																										upper		1.73		2.30		2.51		0.00																		upper		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0																		upper		0.86		0.68		0.96		0.0																		upper		0.089		0.069		0.098		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00																		"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00

																																								Log units

																																										transformed SD		31.6		42.0		45.9		0.0

																																								90% confidence
limits		lower		20.5		27.3		29.8		0.0

																																										upper		75.0		99.6		108.8		0.0

																																										"´¤¸"		1.91		1.91		1.91		0.00



Will Hopkins:
The SD representing individual responses is the typical variation in the response to the treatment from individual to individual.  So, if the mean response is 3.0 units and the SD representing individual responses is 2.0 units, most individuals (about two-thirds) will have a response somewhere in the region of 1 to 5 (3-2 to 3+2). 

Confidence limits for the SD representing individual responses are based on the assumption that the sampling distribution of the difference of the variances of the change scores is normal (one of the methods used in Proc Mixed in SAS, version 8).   The sampling variance of each variance is 2(variance)^2/(degrees of freedom).  The sampling variance of the difference in the variances is simply the sum of the two sampling variances, because the control and experimental groups are independent.

Will Hopkins:
Use for most kinds of performance and physiological measures.

Will Hopkins:
Use for grossly non-normal data, such as physical activity.

Will Hopkins:
Use for counts, such as injuries or points scored.

Will Hopkins:
Use for proportions, expressed as percents (0-100).  Modify your raw data, if necessary.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
You can put any sensible combination of pre and/or post assays here.  Transfer the formula to the matching column in the tables of transformed values, if necessary. Make additional columns for other effects by copying and inserting this or any other effect column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not add data to this column.  Instead. add an entire new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
Do not insert a new column  immediately to the left of this column.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
When this SD is bigger than that in the control group, you have evidence of individual responses to the treatment.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
Used as denominator in formulae for Cohen effect sizes.

Will Hopkins:
The raw value of the observation corresponding to the mean of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Used for percentile rank transformation.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the raw values of the observations corresponding to the mean -SD and mean+SD of the rank-transformed variable.

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
Half the range between the back-transformed (mean -SD) and back-transformed (mean+SD) .

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
P values and so on for the comparison of means and SDs in the pretest appear in tables below.

Will Hopkins:
These effects appear again in their appropriate tables below, with confidence limits and other useful statistics.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change IN THE SAME UNITS AS THE RAW DATA, if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A PERCENT if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  You can choose a different percentile near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
This table evaluates the effects at a chosen value of the raw variable.  The default chosen value is the "center" of the values in the pre test (the back-transformed overall mean of the transformed variable in the pre test).  You can choose a different value near the bottom of this table.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This is where the effect is estimated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise, for Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true difference is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
For Cohen effect sizes, the default smallest worthwhile effect of 0.2 gives chances that the true effect is at least small.  Insert 0.6, 1.2 or 2.0 for chances the true effect is at least moderate, large or very large respectively.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  Otherwise Insert the smallest clinically or practically important difference AS A FACTOR if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference is important.

Will Hopkins:
Insert the smallest clinically or practically important change AS A FACTOR
 if you want estimates of the chances that the true value of the difference in the change is important.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.  See comment there.

Will Hopkins:
insert what you think is the smallest worthwhile change at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
This SD is reproduced here to reduce problems when columns or tables are copied.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The default chosen percentile is the overall mean percentile for the pretest.  Put any other value between 0 and 100 in this cell. As values approach 0 or 100, individual responses stop evaluating for good reasons that would take too long to explain here.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Copied from adjacent table.

Will Hopkins:
The defauilt chosen value is the overall back-transformed mean in the pre test. Put any other value in this cell.

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the chosen value.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
Evaluated at the chosen value.

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Use this panel only for "posts-only" analyses, when the data in this column are for post-tests in the two groups.  

A positive value represents individual responses to the experimental treatment.  A negative value indicates more within-subject variation in the control group than in the intervention group (probably because of sampling variation).

Will Hopkins:
In raw units, evaluated at the raw value corresponding to the chosen percentile.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
For assessment of the balance of assignment to the groups, although I don't think the confidence limits and chances should be interpreted.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.

Will Hopkins:
calculated for the unequal-variances t statistic using the Satterthwaite appoximation.
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The uncertainty factor here is correct, but it gives a misleading impression that the estimate of the SD is precise.



Probing depth

		A) Pocket Depth (mm)

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W		０ｗ－４ｗ		０ｗ－８ｗ

		Test-1 (n=5)																0w		4w		8w

		1-1 4 W		3		3		3		0		0				Test1		3.4		2.6		2.4

		1-2 4 W		3		1		1		2		2				Test2		3.8		3.8		4.8

		1-3 4 W		4		3		2		1		2				Control		4.2		4.4		5.2

		1-4 4 W		4		3		3		1		1

		1-5 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		Average		3.4		2.6		2.4		0.8		1

		STDEV		0.55		0.89		0.89		0.84		1.00

		Test-2 (n=5)

		2-6 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		2-7 4 W		5		4		4		1		1

		2-8 4 W		3		2		2		1		1

		2-9 4 W		3		5		8		-2		-5

		2-10 4 W		5		5		7		0		-2

		Average		3.8		3.8		4.8		0		-1

		STDEV		1.10		1.30		2.59		1.22		2.55

		Control(n=5)

		3-11 4 W		4		5		10		-1		-6				0w vs 8w: NS between all groups by 1-way anova for independent samples

		3-12 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		3-13 4 W		8		8		8		0		0

		3-14 4 W		3		3		2		0		1

		3-15 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		Average		4.2		4.4		5.2		-0.2		-1

		STDEV		2.17		2.19		3.56		0.45		2.83
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Combine tests

				Test

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		4		5		13		12				0w		4w		8w

		D2		5		2		0		3		5		Test		8.2		2.8		3.2

		D3		6		3		1		3		5		Cont		10		6.2		7.8

		D4		5		2		2		3		3

		D5		8		2		2		6		6				3.831998242		1.8064212949		3.0966875342

		D6		7		4		4		3		3				5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524

		D7		9		2		4		7		5

		D8		6		2		1		4		5

		D9		7		4		5		3		2

		D10		12		3		8		9		4

		Mean		8.2		2.8		3.2		5.4		5

		SD		3.831998242		1.8064212949		3.0966875342		3.0192365713		2.7487370837

				Control

				0w		4w		8w		0w-4w		0w-8w

		D1		17		12		15		5		2

		D2		5		3		2		2		3

		D3		15		11		15		4		0

		D4		5		2		3		3		2		1-way anova: test group P<0.0001

		D5		8		3		4		5		4				Cont group P<0.01

		Mean		10		6.2		7.8		3.8		2.2		Tukey: test: 0w vs 4w: P<0.01; 0w vs 8w: P<0.01

		SD		5.6568542495		4.8682645779		6.6105975524		1.303840481		1.4832396974				Cont group 0w vs 4w: P<0.01; 0w vs 8w: NS

		Median		8		3		4		4		2
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Combined PD

		

				0w		4w		8w		0-4w		0-8w

				3		3		3		0		0

				3		1		1		2		2				4w		8w

				4		3		2		1		2		Test		-0.4		0

				4		3		3		1		1		Control		0.2		1

				3		3		3		0		0

				3		3		3		0		0

				5		4		4		1		1

				3		2		2		1		1

				3		5		8		-2		-5

				5		5		7		0		-2

		Mean		3.6		3.2		3.6		0.4		0

		SD		0.8432740427		1.2292725943		2.2211108332		1.0749676998		2.1081851068

		Control(n=5)

		3-11 4 W		4		5		10		-1		-6

		3-12 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		3-13 4 W		8		8		8		0		0

		3-14 4 W		3		3		2		0		1

		3-15 4 W		3		3		3		0		0

		Average		4.2		4.4		5.2		-0.2		-1

		STDEV		2.17		2.19		3.56		0.45		2.83
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Sheet1

		Dog No.		0W		4W		8W		4w-0w		8w-0w

		Test-1(n=5)

		1-1 4 W		6.6		6.5		6.5		-0.1		-0.1				4w-0w		8w-0w

		1-2 4 W		9.5		9.5		10		0		0.5		Test		-0.07		0.14

		1-3 4 W		9.1		9		9.4		-0.1		0.3		Contr		-0.34		-0.44

		1-4 4 W		6.8		6.9		7.2		0.1		0.4

		1-5 4 W		7.4		7.3		7.6		-0.1		0.2				0.08		0.2

		2-6 4 W		6.4		6.4		6.5		0		0.1				0.23		0.15

		2-7 4 W		7		6.9		7		-0.1		0

		2-8 4 W		7.9		7.8		8		-0.1		0.1

		2-9 4 W		10.2		10.1		10.2		-0.1		0

		2-10 4 W		8.7		8.5		8.6		-0.2		-0.1

										-0.07		0.14

										0.0823272602		0.2065591118

		Control

		Control (n=5)

		3-11 4 W		5.5		5.1		5.1		-0.4		-0.4

		3-12 4 W		7.8		7.2		7.2		-0.6		-0.6

		3-13 4 W		9		8.9		8.5		-0.1		-0.5

		3-14 4 W		10.7		10.6		10.5		-0.1		-0.2

		3-15 4 W		8.9		8.4		8.4		-0.5		-0.5

										-0.34		-0.44

										0.2302172887		0.1516575089
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Gel test results

		Total inflammation score data

		Test group

		犬No		0w		1w		2w		3w		4w				0w		1w		2w		3w		4w

		11		13		8		6		5		2		Test		10.6		8.2		4.2		5.6		3.6

		13		10		8		5		9		3		Cont		11.4		9.6		7.6		6		9.8

		16		12		13		7		9		7

		17		7		6		2		1		3				0w		1w		2w		3w		4w

		18		11		6		1		4		3		Test		2.3021728866		2.8635642127		2.5884358211		3.4351128075		1.949358869

		Mean		10.6		8.2		4.2		5.6		3.6		Cont		2.4083189158		2.6076809621		2.6076809621		2.4494897428		2.5884358211

		SD		2.3021728866		2.8635642127		2.5884358211		3.4351128075		1.949358869

		Median		11		8		5		5		3

		Control group												Median

		犬No		0w		1w		2w		3w		4w				0w		1w		2w		3w		4w

		11		14		12		9		5		9		Test		11		8		5		5		3

		13		12		10		11		9		10		Cont		12		10		8		5		10

		16		13		12		8		8		13

		17		8		6		5		5		11

		18		10		8		5		3		6

		Mean		11.4		9.6		7.6		6		9.8

		SD		2.4083189158		2.6076809621		2.6076809621		2.4494897428		2.5884358211

		Median		12		10		8		5		10

		Probing depth average

				0w		1w		2w		3w		4w

		Test		6.3		4.9		5		4.7		4.1

		Cont		6.5		6.3		6.3		5.4		6.4

		SD

		Test		2.3		2		2.5		2.6		2

		Cont		2.1		1.8		2.1		1.4		2
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Trial 3: Effect of Specific IgY (PG) used in dental gum



Group settings:

Test Group (n = 10)  ： 250 mg Specific IgY (PG) -dental gum /dog/day
Control Group (n = 10)：Feed only .

Evaluation：at 0 W, 4W, 8W

Parameters : 
・Inflammation Score: (Foul breath, Gum congestion, Bleeding of gums, 

Gum inflammation, Gum ulcer, Periodontal ligament inflammation)
・Pocket depth (Average PD)
・Body Weight

Animal： Beagle（Average Age = 7 years, Average Body Weight = 8 kgs）

Protocol:
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		25-Mar-09				DHC dog trial by Gum (0.1% Globigen PG)

				After 1 month of treatment

		Pocket depth :

		Dog No		0 Wk(25/2/9)		4Wk(25/3/9)		8Wk(24/4/9)

		Test  1		3		2		2				0 Wk		4 Wk

		2		5		3		2		Control		7.4		7.5

		3		8		2		0		Test		5.5		3.3

		4		3		1		0		Cont-SDV		2.67		2.99

		5		3		2		2		T-SDV		2.41		2.11

		6		5		5		2

		7		10		2		2

		8		5		3		3

		9		8		5		4

		10		5		8		4

		AVG		5.5		3.3		2.1

		SDV		2.4152294577		2.1108186932		1.3703203194

		Control

		11		3		2		5

		12		5		5		4

		13		5		5		7

		14		8		10		10

		15		5		5		5

		16		8		10		10

		17		10		10		7

		18		10		8		10

		19		10		10		10

		20		10		10		10

		AVG		7.4		7.5		7.8

		SDV		2.6749870197		2.9907264075		2.4855135843

		t-Test for Independent or Correlated SamplesT

		P= 0.02 (between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 1~10)significant (p <0.05)     Test group

		P = 0.0009(between 4Wk test and 4 Wk cont)significant(p <0.001)      Control group

		P= 0.46 (between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 11~20)No significant

		One-Way Analysis of Variance for Independent or Correlated SamplesT

		P= 0.043813(between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 1~10) significant level (p <0.05)    Test group

		P= 0.921450(between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 11~20) No significant      Control group

		P = 0.001925 (between 4Wk test and 4 Wk control)significant(p <0.001)

		Statistical analysis Source : http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/VassarStats.html

				0 Wk		4 Wk				Control		Test

		Control		7.4		7.5		0 Wk		1.7		1.6

		Test		5.5		3.3		4 Wk		1.9		1.2

		Cont-SDV		2.67		2.99		8 Wk		1.6		0.8

		T-SDV		2.41		2.11

				Cont 0 W				Cont 4 W				Test 0 W				Test 4 W

		Avg		7.4				7.5				5.5				3.3

		SDV		2.67				2.99				2.41				2.11

				0 Wk		4 Wk		8 Wk

		Control		7.4		7.5		7.8

		Test		5.5		3.3		2.1

		Cont-SDV		2.67		2.99		2.49

		T-SDV		2.41		2.11		1.37
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		25-Mar-09				DHC dog trial by Gum (0.1% Globigen PG)

				After 2 months of treatment

		Pocket depth (mm) :

		Test Dog		0 Wk(25/2/9)		4Wk(25/3/9)		8Wk(24/4/9)

		1		3		2		2		Group		0 Wk		4 Wk		8 Wk

		2		5		3		2		Control		7.4		7.5		7.8

		3		8		2		0		Test		5.5		3.3		2.1

		4		3		1		0		Cont-SDV		2.67		2.99		2.49

		5		3		2		2		T-SDV		2.41		2.11		1.37

		6		5		5		2

		7		10		2		2

		8		5		3		3

		9		8		5		4

		10		5		8		4

		AVG		5.5		3.3		2.1

		SDV		2.4152294577		2.1108186932		1.3703203194

		Control Dog		0 Wk		4 Wk		8 Wk

		11		3		2		5

		12		5		5		4

		13		5		5		7

		14		8		10		10

		15		5		5		5

		16		8		10		10

		17		10		10		7

		18		10		8		10

		19		10		10		10

		20		10		10		10

		AVG		7.4		7.5		7.8

		SDV		2.6749870197		2.9907264075		2.4855135843

																						*

		t-Test for Independent or Correlated SamplesT

		P= 0.02 (between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 1~10) significant (p <0.05)     Test 0W-Test 4W

		P = 0.0009(between 4Wk test and 4 Wk cont) More significant(p <0.001)   Pre(cont) -Post(Test) 4W

		P= 0.46 (between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 11~20)No significant    Control 0W- Control 4W

		P=0.0006555(between 0Wk cont and 4 Wk test) More significant(p <0.001)   Cont(0W) -Test(4W)

		P= 0.0005 (between 0Wk and 8 Wk. from 1~10) significant (p <0.001)     Test 0W-Test 8W

		P = <.0001(between 8Wk test and 8 Wk cont) More significant(p <0.001)   Pre(cont) -Post(Test) 8W

		P= 0.73 (between 0Wk and 8 Wk. from 11~20)No significant    Control 0W- Control 8W

		P=<.0001(between 0Wk cont and 8 Wk test) More significant(p <0.001)   Cont(0W) -Test(8W)

		One-Way Analysis of Variance for Independent or Correlated SamplesT

		P= 0.043813(between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 1~10) significant level (p <0.05)     Test 0W-Test 4W

		P = 0.001925 (between 4Wk test and 4 Wk control)significant(p <0.001)   Pre(cont) -Post(Test) 4W

		P= 0.921450(between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 11~20) No significant     Control 0W- Control 4W

		P= 0.001118(between 0Wk and 8 Wk. from 1~10) significant level (p <0.05)     Test 0W-Test 8W

		P = <.0001 (between 8Wk test and 8 Wk control)significant(p <0.001)   Pre(cont) -Post(Test) 8W

		P= 0.733051 (between 0Wk and 8 Wk. from 11~20) No significant     Control 0W- Control 8W

		Statistical analysis Source : http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/VassarStats.html
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		25-Apr-09				DHC dog trial by Gum (0.1% Globigen PG)

				After 2 month of treatment

		1) 口臭(Foul Breath)

		Dog No		0 Wk(25/2/9)		4Wk(25/3/9)		8Wk(24/4/9)				Group		0 Wk		4 Wk		8 Wk

		Test  1		3		2		2				Control		1.7		7.5		7.8

		2		5		3		2				Test		0.3		3.3		2.1

		3		8		2		0				Cont-SDV		2.67		2.99		2.49

		4		3		1		0				T-SDV		2.41		2.11		1.37

		5		3		2		2

		6		5		5		2

		7		10		2		2

		8		5		3		3

		9		8		5		4

		10		5		8		4

		AVG		5.5		3.3		2.1

		SDV		2.4152294577		2.1108186932		1.3703203194

		Control

		11		3		2		5

		12		5		5		4

		13		5		5		7

		14		8		10		10

		15		5		5		5

		16		8		10		10

		17		10		10		7

		18		10		8		10

		19		10		10		10

		20		10		10		10

		AVG		7.4		7.5		7.8

		SDV		2.6749870197		2.9907264075		2.4855135843







Gum Congestion of Dog

Control Test
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Gingival bleeding Score

Test period Control Test

0 Wk 1.1 1.3

4 Wk 2.1 0.6

8 Wk 1.7 0.4

Effect of Dental gum on Gingival bleeding of Dogs

*
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*p< 0.01
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Effect on gum inflammation of Dogs

Gum inflammation

Control Test

0 Wk 1.7 1.4

4 Wk 2 0.4

8 Wk 1.8 0

Gum ulcer

Control Test

0 Wk 0.4 0.2

4 Wk 0.3 0

8 Wk 1.1 0

**
**

p< 0.01

****
p< 0.01
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Apical periodontitis score

Test period Control Test

0 Wk 2 2

4 Wk 2.2 0.5

8 Wk 1.6 0.1

Effect on Apical Periodontitis
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Effect of Specific IgY (PG) on Periodontal 
Pockets

0 Wk

4 Wk

8 Wk

Test 
Dog 0 Wk 4 Wk 8 Wk

1 3 2 2

2 5 3 2

3 8 2 0

4 3 1 0

5 3 2 2

6 5 5 2

7 10 2 2

8 5 3 3

9 8 5 4

10 5 8 4

AVG 5.5 3.3 2.1

SDV 2.42 2.11 1.37

Effect on Periodontal Pocket Depth (mm)

Contr 
Dog 0 Wk 4 Wk 8 Wk

11 3 2 5

12 5 5 4

13 5 5 7

14 8 10 10

15 5 5 5

16 8 10 10

17 10 10 7

18 10 8 10

19 10 10 10

20 10 10 10

AVG 7.4 7.5 7.8

SDV 2.67 2.99 2.48

** *

* **

p< 0.001
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Sheet1

		25-Mar-09				DHC dog trial by Gum (0.1% Globigen PG)

				After 1 month of treatment

		Pocket depth :

		Dog No		0 Wk(25/2/9)		4Wk(25/3/9)		8Wk(24/4/9)

		Test  1		3		2		2				0 Wk		4 Wk

		2		5		3		2		Control		7.4		7.5

		3		8		2		0		Test		5.5		3.3

		4		3		1		0		Cont-SDV		2.67		2.99

		5		3		2		2		T-SDV		2.41		2.11

		6		5		5		2

		7		10		2		2

		8		5		3		3

		9		8		5		4

		10		5		8		4

		AVG		5.5		3.3		2.1

		SDV		2.4152294577		2.1108186932		1.3703203194

		Control

		11		3		2		5

		12		5		5		4

		13		5		5		7

		14		8		10		10

		15		5		5		5

		16		8		10		10

		17		10		10		7

		18		10		8		10

		19		10		10		10

		20		10		10		10

		AVG		7.4		7.5		7.8

		SDV		2.6749870197		2.9907264075		2.4855135843

		t-Test for Independent or Correlated SamplesT

		P= 0.02 (between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 1~10)significant (p <0.05)     Test group

		P = 0.0009(between 4Wk test and 4 Wk cont)significant(p <0.001)      Control group

		P= 0.46 (between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 11~20)No significant

		One-Way Analysis of Variance for Independent or Correlated SamplesT

		P= 0.043813(between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 1~10) significant level (p <0.05)    Test group

		P= 0.921450(between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 11~20) No significant      Control group

		P = 0.001925 (between 4Wk test and 4 Wk control)significant(p <0.001)

		Statistical analysis Source : http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/VassarStats.html

				0 Wk		4 Wk				Control		Test

		Control		7.4		7.5		0 Wk		7.4		5.5

		Test		5.5		3.3		4 Wk		7.5		3.3

		Cont-SDV		2.67		2.99		8 Wk		7.8		2.1

		T-SDV		2.41		2.11

				Cont 0 W				Cont 4 W				Test 0 W				Test 4 W

		Avg		7.4				7.5				5.5				3.3

		SDV		2.67				2.99				2.41				2.11

				0 Wk		4 Wk		8 Wk

		Control		7.4		7.5		7.8

		Test		5.5		3.3		2.1

		Cont-SDV		2.67		2.99		2.49

		T-SDV		2.41		2.11		1.37
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		25-Mar-09				DHC dog trial by Gum (0.1% Globigen PG)

				After 2 months of treatment

		Pocket depth :

		Test Dog		0 Wk(25/2/9)		4Wk(25/3/9)		8Wk(24/4/9)

		1		3		2		2		Group		0 Wk		4 Wk		8 Wk

		2		5		3		2		Control		7.4		7.5		7.8

		3		8		2		0		Test		5.5		3.3		2.1

		4		3		1		0		Cont-SDV		2.67		2.99		2.49

		5		3		2		2		T-SDV		2.41		2.11		1.37

		6		5		5		2

		7		10		2		2

		8		5		3		3

		9		8		5		4

		10		5		8		4

		AVG		5.5		3.3		2.1

		SDV		2.4152294577		2.1108186932		1.3703203194

		Control Dog		0 Wk		4 Wk		8 Wk

		11		3		2		5

		12		5		5		4

		13		5		5		7

		14		8		10		10

		15		5		5		5

		16		8		10		10

		17		10		10		7

		18		10		8		10

		19		10		10		10

		20		10		10		10

		AVG		7.4		7.5		7.8

		SDV		2.6749870197		2.9907264075		2.4855135843

		t-Test for Independent or Correlated SamplesT

		P= 0.02 (between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 1~10) significant (p <0.05)     Test 0W-Test 4W

		P = 0.0009(between 4Wk test and 4 Wk cont) More significant(p <0.001)   Pre(cont) -Post(Test) 4W

		P= 0.46 (between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 11~20)No significant    Control 0W- Control 4W

		P=0.0006555(between 0Wk cont and 4 Wk test) More significant(p <0.001)   Cont(0W) -Test(4W)

		P= 0.0005 (between 0Wk and 8 Wk. from 1~10) significant (p <0.001)     Test 0W-Test 8W

		P = <.0001(between 8Wk test and 8 Wk cont) More significant(p <0.001)   Pre(cont) -Post(Test) 8W

		P= 0.73 (between 0Wk and 8 Wk. from 11~20)No significant    Control 0W- Control 8W

		P=<.0001(between 0Wk cont and 8 Wk test) More significant(p <0.001)   Cont(0W) -Test(8W)

		One-Way Analysis of Variance for Independent or Correlated SamplesT

		P= 0.043813(between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 1~10) significant level (p <0.05)     Test 0W-Test 4W

		P = 0.001925 (between 4Wk test and 4 Wk control)significant(p <0.001)   Pre(cont) -Post(Test) 4W

		P= 0.921450(between 0Wk and 4 Wk. from 11~20) No significant     Control 0W- Control 4W

		P= 0.001118(between 0Wk and 8 Wk. from 1~10) significant level (p <0.05)     Test 0W-Test 8W

		P = <.0001 (between 8Wk test and 8 Wk control)significant(p <0.001)   Pre(cont) -Post(Test) 8W

		P= 0.733051 (between 0Wk and 8 Wk. from 11~20) No significant     Control 0W- Control 8W

		Statistical analysis Source : http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/VassarStats.html
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Treatment with Gum 
(Test) at

Tarter removal (%)

Test 
Dog 0 Wk 4Wk 8Wk 4Wk 8Wk

1 3 2 2 0 0

2 5 3 2 0 0

3 8 2 0 100 100

4 3 1 0 50 50

5 3 2 2 0 30

6 5 5 2 50 90

7 10 2 2 40 60

8 5 3 3 30 50

9 8 5 4 0 0

10 5 8 4 0 0

AVG 5.5 3.3 2.1 27 38

SDV 2.415 2.110 1.370 33.7 38.2

Effect on Tarter removal

Treatment with Gum 
(Test) at Tarter removal (%)

Control 
Dog 0 Wk 4 Wk 8 Wk 4Wk 8Wk

11 3 2 5 0 0

12 5 5 4 0 0

13 5 5 7 0 0

14 8 10 10 0 0

15 5 5 5 0 0

16 8 10 10 0 0

17 10 10 7 0 0

18 10 8 10 0 0

19 10 10 10 0 0

20 10 10 10 0 0

AVG 7.4 7.5 7.8 0 0

SDV 2.674 2.990 2.485 0 0



Test Dog No. Parameters 0 Week 8 Weeks
１ Pocket depth (mm) 8 0

P. gingivalis (Log10) 2.3 1.9
Total Bacteria (Log10) 4.3 4.2

2 Pocket depth (mm) 10 2
P. gingivalis (Log10) 3.1 1
Total Bacteria (Log10) 5.1 3.7

3 Pocket depth (mm) 8 4
P. gingivalis (Log10) 2.0 1.9
Total Bacteria (Log10) 4.6 4.9

Control Dog 
1 Pocket depth (mm) 8 10

P. gingivalis (Log10) 2.5 3.2
Total Bacteria (Log10) 4.5 5.2

2 Pocket depth (mm) 10 10
P. gingivalis (Log10) 1.7 2.1
Total Bacteria (Log10) 4.4 4.5

3 Pocket depth (mm) 10 10
P. gingivalis (Log10) 3.0 3.2
Total Bacteria (Log10) 5.1 5.3

Effect on pocket depth and sub-gingival bacteria
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